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ABSTRACT 

This is the final report of a study of the application of 
statistical concepts to specifications for hydraulic cement con- 

crete as used in highway facilities. It reviews the.genera! 
problems associated with the application of statistical techniques 
to hydraulic cement concrete, and discusses the potential advan- 
tages and disadvantages to applying such techniques to concrete 
used in the construction of transportation facilities. 

During the course of the research reported here, it was 
found that for the Virginia Department of Highways and Transporta- 
tion, contracts for concrete structures generally involved small 
volumes of concrete, and that the usual frequency of sampling and 
testing did not provide sufficient test results for establishing 
specifications based on usually recommended risks to both the con- 

tractor and the state. Increases in the frequency of testing to 
provide the recommended risks would result in excessive increases 
in costs. Accordingly, procedures for acceptance of concrete on 

the basis of small-to-medium sample sizes at increased statistical 
risks, but based on sound engineering judgement, were developed 
and are included in the report. 

Also included are complete recom•nendations for a revised 
specification for hydraulic cement concrete and a discussion of 
the statistical significance of the recommended changes. Recom- 
mended revisions to the Vi.r.ginia Test Manual and the Instructions 
to concrete inspectors that would be needed• should the revised 
-specification be accepted are included in the appendices. Also 
included as an appendix is a resum4 of practices and requirements 
in other states using statistical concepts in their specifications 
for hydraulic cement concrete. 
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FINAL REPORT 

IMPROVED SPECmFI,•ATIONS •0R HYDRAULIC CEMENT CONCRETE 

by 

Woodrow J. Halstead 
Research Consultant 

INTRODUCTION 

In 1981, the Virginia Highway and Transportation Research 
Council, in cooperation with the Federal Highway Administration, 
initiated a program to improve its specifications for hydraulic 
cement concrete. The ultimate aim of the program is to establish 
performance related specifications for hydraulic cement concrete 
used in the construction and rehabilitation of ground transporta- 
tion facilities. The tasks outlined in the initial study were- 
(l) to review the state of the art for using statistical concepts 
for hydraulic cement concrete; (2) to review present quality con- 
trol and acceptance tests normally employed for hydraulic cement 
concrete and to make an assessment of their relation to performance; 
(3) to prepare an interim report summarizing the findings of tasks 
! and 2 and presenting recommendations concerning revisions of the 
Virginia Department of Highways and Transportation specifications 
•or hydraulic cement concrete; and (4) to evaluate the proposed 
specifications by simulation during actual construction. 

The interim report on the project was prepared and published 
in March 1982.(1) The findings presented in the interim report 
led to a modification of task 4 of the project. The primary effort 
of the modified work plan for task 4 was to establish the practi- 
cability of the proposed revisions to the specifications for hy- 
draulic cement concrete, and to make final recommendations for 
changes needed. The identification of educational needs for im- 
plementing changes and revisions to instructional manuals, where 
needed, was also to be accomplished. Under the revised working 
plan, it was stipulated that studies to specifically relate the 
characteristics of the concrete to performance will be made under 
a different project or projects. 

The findings of task 4 of this study show that significant 
changes are required in the initial recommendations contained in 
the interim report. Accordingly, to avoid confusion, this final 
report haa been prepared to completely replace the interim report. 



Pertinent information contained in the initial report is repeated 
here, and initially recommended changes and discussions thereof 
have been replaced with the final recommendations and justifica- 
"ion• for the changes. 

PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH QUALITY ASSURANCE 
FOR CONCRE •m•. 

Considerable knowledge has been developed concerning those 
attributes that characterize high quality hydraulic cement concretes, 
and tests are available to measure desirable properties. However, 
there are unique problems that create the need for special considera- 
tions with respect to quality assurance procedures relating to con- 
crete. 

One of the difficulties is that the properties needed for the 
proper performance of hydraulic cement concrete for example, 
strength and resistance to abrasion of the surface don't exist 
at the time concrete is placed, and consequently quality assurance 
must be based on predictive tests and assumptions that the desired 
properties will develop in a normal fashion. A second problem is 
that both the manner in which the concrete is placed-(consolidated) 
and cured and the manner in which the test specimens are handled 
a•ect the outcome of tests. Improper handling and curing of test 
specimens can indicate a lack of compliance when in reality the 
concrete is satisfactory. Conversely, improper placement or curing 
of the concrete in the job may create deficiencies when the test 
specimens are satisfactory. A third problem that sometimes creates 
difficulty is an inverse interaction between desirable properties. 
For example, a proper degree of. entrained air is a necessity for 
good durability when the concrete is exposed to cycles of freezing 
and thawing, but such air voids adversely affect strength. Proper 
workability is required for proper placement, and workability can 
be improved by the addition of water to the plastic mix. However, 
an increase in the water-cement ratio can result in low-strength 
material, as well as a high degree of porosity and low resistance 
to penetration of deicing salts that leads to corrosion of rein- 
forcing bars and subsequent spalling. Also, different combinations 
of ingredients can result in different rates of strength develop- 
ment, so that for different mix designs strength determinations at 
early ages do not always represent the same relation to the ultimate 
strengths. 

These considerations make it essential that for good results 
hydraulic cement concrete be proportioned by persons knowledgeable 
in concrete technology, and that its placement be supervised by 



someone capable o• exercmsing a high degree o• on-the-s•ot judge- 
ment. The proper application of statistical techniques utilizing 
probability principles provides a sound evaluation of available 
test data, but no specific knowledge is attained concerning the 
exact relationship of the test data based on cylinders or other 
•abricated test specimens to :he actua• characteristics of the 
hardened concrete in the pavement structure. This uncertainty 
exists regardless of how much test data are available or how they 
may be analyzed. Consequently, even though there have been con- 
siderable efforts over the last 15 to 20 years to make use of 
statistical principles in quality assurance for all highway con- 
struction, some agencies are reluctant to base acceptance require- 
ments for concrete on statistical calculations derived from test 
specimens. They feel that the uncertainty would hinder the exer- 
c'se of proper judgement concerning potential deficiencies in the 
test specimens themselves or in the procedures for placing the 
concrete. Other agencies support the use of statistical proba- 
bilities and point out that even correct judgement decisions do 
not provide numerical records of compliance or noncompliance to 
specifications. In the event a judgement decision is questioned, 
the availability of specific documentation provides a basis for 
an equitable settlement of the dispute. 

Significant improvements in the specifications for portland 
cement concrete for highway facilities can be achieved through a 
middle-of-the-road approach that utilizes statistical concepts to 
the extent possible, but also recognizes the engineering problems 
and the judgement factors. Careful quality control and proper 
placement procedures are needed in all cases. Both workmen and 
supervisors must be knowledgeable in concrete technology, and they 
must recognize problems that may require on-the-spot decisions for 
modifications of acceptance procedures. It is important that a 
system of acceptance testing be adopted that will provide good 
rel •" •ability at a reasonable cost and a low risk of making a wrong 
decision. It is also important that a proper degree of flexibility 
be built into the system to permit the exercise of sound engi- 
neering judgement in all cases. 

The specifications and quality assurance procedures now in 
use by the Virginia Department of Highways and Transportation 
generally provide good concrete. However, problems can arise with 
materials of marginal quality or when there are combinations of 
unusual circumstances. Thus, the first step towards improving 
quality assurance entails the updating or remodeling of the present 
specifications rather than the adoption of a completely new system. 
Many of the old requirements should be retained, but to the extent 
possible, principles of statistical evaluation should be adopted 
to provide standard procedures for resolving difficulties as well 



as a mecomd of •he as-buil• condition of the concme•e facility. 
Such pminciples can be applied wi•h veiny !i•le, if any, addi- 
tional effort on the part of either the state or the contractor. 
The data would also serve as a basis for performance evaluations. 
There should also be a clear distinction between the quality 
control procedures that are the responsibility of the contractor 
or concrete producer and the acceptance testing to be conducted 
by the Department. 

BASIS FOR CHANGING SPECIFICATIONS 

Four principles serve as guidelines for the recommended 
changes. These are" 

i. The quality control and acceptance data should 
be such that the variability and average of 
measured characteristics, as well as compliance 
or noncompliance with the specifications, can be 
determined. 

2. The revised specification should be such that con- 
tractors and concrete producers with good quality 
control will have an advantage over those with 
poor quality control. 

3. A system of partial payments for nonconforming 
concrete should be included, so that when the 
deviations are small and the cost and inconvenience 
of tearing out the material outweigh the advantages 
to be gained by removal, the contractor is subjected 
to a loss comparable to his responsibility for such 
failures. This approach provides an incentive for 
the contractor to improve his quality control pro- 
cedures and to minimize his risk of reduced payments. 

4. The specifications should carefully define quality 
control as the responsibility of the contractor and 
acceptance testing as a function of the state. Any 
necessary increase in the amount of testing and inspection performed by state personnel should be 
held to a minimum. 

PREREQUISITES FOR STATISTICAL APPLICATIONS 

Present requirements in the Department specifications are generally based on the concept of representative sampling. Judge- 
ment concerning compliance is based on a single determination or 



on the average of two or more determinatio.ns. This procedure 
does not provide information on the amount of variability in the 

•t is necessary that certain product. As a first step, therefore, 
concepts be recognized as prerequisites for the application of 
statistical concepts. These-are- 

i. All materials used in highway construction have 

an inherent variability. In heterogeneous systems 
such as portland cement concrete this variability 
exists within a batch as well as from batch to 
batch. While a good concrete technologist may be 
able to detect greater than normal variability by 
the behavior of plastic concrete, the only way that 
quantitative estimates of the variability can be 
made is by the application of statistical principles. 
The theories of probability and distributions of 
data from populations of numbers or things are tools 
that, when properly applied, reveal specific relation- 
ships about a series of tests or numbers that cannot 
be determined by intuition. The use of these tools, 
however, does not rule out the proper exercise of 
judgement and actions or decisions related to it. 

2. If probability principles are to be employed as a 
basis for decisions, the samples to be used in 
establishing the statistical probabilities must be 
taken randomly. When samples have been taken randomly, 
the results can be assumed to have a normal distribu- 
tion, and the inferences drawn from the characteristics 
of the normal distribution curve and the laws of proba- 
bility can be used as the basis for specifications, 
quality control, and acceptance. 

The inherent variability in characteristics of concrete from 
different batches and even in different portions of the same batch 
is universally recognized, and the specification requirements for 
measured characteristics generally include tolerances around the 
desired values. Many of these tolerances have been intuitively 
derived and are based on a knowledge of normal concrete behavior. 
Generally, the tolerances for measurable characteristics such as 

slump and air content are realistic and pose no great problem 
when applying statistical concepts. 

Many of the problems encountered in evaluating the qu.•lity 
of concrete center around strength determinations. For most 

uses of hydraulic cement concrete, the compressive strength is 
the major parameter of quality, and it is in this area that the 
application of statistical principles is most beneficial. When 



the results of strength tests are significantly less than speci- fied, the probability of poor performance is easily recognized 
and appropriate courses of action can be establi.shed. However, 
the durability of the concrete is of paramoun•t importance for highway pavements and bridge structures exposed to freezing and thawing and other hostile environmental factors such as deicing 
salts or• sulfate ions from soil or seawater. For concrete ex- posed to these hostile environments it is necessary to recognize 
that initial strength levels adequate for supporting all loading 
conditions may not be indicative of adequate durability. 

In order to assure adequate durability, dependence is placed 
upon the proper design of the concrete mix with respect to the 
amount of cement and proportions of aggregate and water. Proce- 
dures have been devised for measuring the cement content and 
water-cement ratio of plastic concrete, and a number of these 
procedures have been shown to be sufficiently accurate for control 
purposes. However, they usually require expensive equipment and 
are relatively time consuming; so under the present state of de- velopment they are not readily applicable for routine use as quality assurance tools. Consequently, to assure that r_he con- 
crete specification requirements for the amount of cement and 
the water-cement ratio are being met, and that placement and curin.g procedures are being followed, on-the-spot observations of 
the mmxing process and monitoring.of the quantities of ingredients 
used are necessary. 

STRENGTH CRITERIA 

Present Virginia specifications list design requirements for 
seven classes or subclasses cf concrete. The classes are based 
on a design minimum laboratory compressive strength at 28 days as 
set forth in Table 11-15 of Section 219.10 of the specification. (2) 
However, Section 411.01 of the Virginia test manual states that 
concrete is acceptable when 90% of the test specimens meet minimum design strength requirements.(•) •nile the intent of these pro- visions is probably understood, the acceptance of 10% of test 
results below the minimum design strength without further qualifi- 
cation does not provide adequate assurance that a concrete struc- 
ture will perform satisfactorily. 

In practice, and by implication, it is expected that any failure to meet the minimum design strength would be by a small 
amount. However, unless statistical principles are applied, no quantitative estimate of the likely extremes in strength values 
can be determined. When statistical probabilities are adopted, 



specific rules ame pmovided as the basis fore defining and judging 
acceptable matemia!. This appmoach takes the contmovemsy out of 
what to do about noncomplying test mesu!ts. 

The recom•nended practice established by the •nerican Concrete 
Institute (ACI 214) for judging the acceptability of concrete 
strength results includes four criteria, all of which are based on 
statistical concepts. (4) One of these (No. i) recognizes that de- 
sign minimum strengths do not, in reality, mean that no hart of 
the concrete has a strength less than the designated •n•mum (f' ) 
but that in practice some percentage of the concrete will be below 
the limit because of the normal variability in the product. Gen- 
erally, it is recognized that this can amount to about 10% of the 
material without serious detrimental effects, provided proper pro- 
cedures are being followed and only the normally encountered vari- 
ability is present. This requirement, that only normal variations 
be present, puts a restriction on the amount of deviation from the 
minimum requirement that is likely to occur. 

It is assumed that the population of test results will have 
a normal distribution and, accordingly, that the average needed 
to satisfy a requirement that 90% of the population exceeds a 
minimum value becomes a function of the variability of the strength 
test results as indicated by the standard deviation. This is 
expressed in ACI 214 as- 

f'cr'•• = f' + t • 

where 

f(cr) = the average of test results that must be 
equalled or exceeded in order that not 
more than 10% of the strength values will 
•all below f'c, assuming a normal distribu- 
tion; 

fT : the minimum design strength of the concrete; 

: the characteristic of the curve which deter- 
mines the defective level (the value for 10% 
defective is 1.28); and 

: the standard deviation for the population of 
strength values based on •0 or more degrees of 
freedom. 



This concept is schematically pictured in Figure i. The 
curve shown is the normal distribution .curve applied to strength 
results for a particular amount of concrete (population). The 
vertical axis represents the frequency of occurrence of strength 
results assuming that every portion of the concrete could be 
tested (which, of course, is not possible). The shaded area of 
the curve represents 10% of the area under the curve. Thus, it 
is stated that 90% of the population exceeds the strength value indicated, f'c. In order that this condition be met, the average 
of all the results, [, must exceed f'c by 1.28 times the standard deviation, •. 

To detect trends that would indicate changes in the materials 
or processes during production, ACI 214 includes additional cri- 
teria. One of these (Criterion No. 2) is a certain probability 
that an average of n consecutive strength tests will not fall below f'c- The usual requirement is that the average of three consecutive 
tests will not fall below f'c more than i time in I00. This is 
calculated as 

t • f'cr'< 
• 

: f' + 
c 

where 

f(cr)' f'c' and • are all as previously defined; 

t is equal to 2.33 in this case, since the 
probability of failure to comply is set at 
1 in I00 instead of I in I0; and 

n is the number of averages used in the analysis 
(n is equal to 3 in this case). 

A third criterion given by ACI 214 is that there is a certain 
probability that a random ±.ndividual test result will fall below f'c by more than a certain amount. ACI 318 stipulates that the 
probability of a random test result being more than 500 lb./in. 2 
(3.45 MPa) below f'c should be I in i00 or less. In this case" 

f(cr) : f'c 500 + t •, (U.S. customary units) 

: f' 3 45 + t. q, (S I units) 
C 



Figure i. Schematic representation of 
population characteristics. 

where 

t = 2.33 for a probability that a result lower 
than this will not occur more than I time in 
I00. 

The fourth criterion given by ACI 214 is that there is a 
certain probability that a random individual strength test will 
be less than a certain percentage of f'c- This is often considered 
as a probability of I in i00 that a strength test will be less than 
85% of f' That is 

c- 

f(cr) .85 f'c + t • 

= 2.33 for a probability that a 
result lower than this will not 
occur more than I time in I00. 

Examples showing the average results required to meet these 
criteria for different a ituations are given below. For •ood con- 
trol, the standard deviation is assumed to be 400 ib.in. (2.76 MPa), 
for poor control; it ia asaumed to be 800 !b./in. 2 (5.52 MPa). 

2 
Assume A-4 concrete, f'c = 4,000 lb./in. (27.58 MPa). 

For good control •" 400 lb./in. 2 (2.76 MPa) 

Criterion I f(cr) 4,000 + 1.28 x 400 4,512 (.US Customary Units) 
27.58 + 1.28 x 2.76 31.11 (SI Units) 

Criterion 2 f(.cr) 4,000 + 2.33 x 400 4,538 (US Customary Units) 

27.58 + 2.33 x 2.76 31.29 (SI Units) 



Criterion 3 f(cr) 4,000 500 + 2.33 x 400 4,432 (US Customary Units) 
27.58 3.45 +2.33 x 2.76=30.56 (S! Units) 

Criterion 4 f(cr) 0.85 x 4,000+2.33 x 400 4,320 (US Customary Units) 
0.85 x 27.58+2.33 x 2.76 29.79 (SI Units) 

For poor control • 800 lb./in. 2 (5.52 MPa) 

Criterion i f(cr) 4,000 + 1.28 x 800 5,024. (US Customary Units) 
27.58 + 1.28 x 5.52 34.64 (SI Units) 

Criterion 2 f(cr) 4,000 + 2.33 x 800 5,076 (US Customary Units) 

27.58 ÷ 2.33 x 5.52 35.0 (SI Units) 

Criterion 3 f•cr ••j 4,000- 500 + 2.33•x 800 5,364 (US Customary Units) 
27.58- 3.45 + 2.33 x5.52 36.98 (SI Units) 

Criterion 4 f(cr) 0.85 x 4,000 + 2.33 x 800 5,269 (US Customary Units) 
0.85 x 27.58 + 2.33 x 5.52= 36.33 (Sl Units) 

From these examples it is seen that for the same level of 
control (same o), the differences between the averages required 
by all criteria are not very large. However, when the standard 
deviations are different, the averages for acceptable concrete 
are significantly different. Thus, under a statistical system, 
a contractor with poor control having to supply concrete with a 
higher average than he normally attains under the present system 
would most likely be required to use a higher cement factor than 
he now uses or, alternatively, more expensive aggregates than he 
now uses. This would place him at a distinct disadvantage in 
relation to a contractor with good control who could continue to 
use his usual mix design and materials. 

PROBLEMS OF APPLICATION TO HIGHWAY PROJECTS 

Unfortunately, there are some difficulties in applying the 
principles established in AC! 214 directly to many highway projects. 

A major problem relates to the number of tests needed to pro- 
vide good estimates of t•e averages and standard deviations. ACI 
requires that at least 30 determinations be used for establishing 
the sample average and standard deviation, because this is the 

!0 



minimum number needed in order that the estimates can be assumed 
to be essentially e,.qgal to the true standard deviation and average 
of the population. 

This amount of data for a single lot, and in many cases even 
for the total project, is unrealistic with respect to test results 
on many highway projects, particularly for strength results on 
portland cement concrete structures. Consequently, if lot-by-lot 
acceptance is desired, it is necessary to devise procedures for 
making decisions with smaller amounts of data. Generally, these 
conditions dictate that on a statistical basis the state take 
relatively large potential risks that some noncomplying material 
will be accepted. Fortunately, the real risks under these circum- 
stances are not as great as would be indicated by statistical 
principles alone. If a knowledgeable concrete inspector is presenr, 
he is able to visually detect, and take immediate action to eliminate, 
gross problems (excessive slump, high air, etc.) that would cause 
large deviations in strengths. 

It must also be kept in mind that all statistical calculations 
are based on the assumption that the process is in control; that is, 
that everyone is doing everything right to the best of their ability. 
If something is wrong with the scale, or somebody dumps fly ash in- 
stead of cement into a batch, the process is out of control and the 
assumptions concerning the quality indicated no longer apply. This 
means that the adoption of statistical procedures does not eliminate 
the necessity for maintaining constant vigilance during production. 
With reputable firms such as would normally supply material to the 
state, it would be expected that gross malfunctions would be quickly 
detected and immediately corrected by contractor personnel, but for 
good relations and to avoid sloppy practices, a state inspector 
should be present at a job site for all projects where the quality 
of the concrete is critical to the performance of the structure or 
pavement. 

HIGHLIGHTS OF STATES' STATISTICALLY BASED 
SPECIFICATIONS FOR 

HYDRAULIC CEMENT CONCRETE 

To establish a basis for selecting a suitable option or options 
for the Virginia Department of Highways and Transportation, the 
specifications of other state transportation departments utilizing 
or developing specifications based on statistical probabilities were 
reviewed. It was found that relatively few states have made exten- 
sive use of statistical concepts in their specifications for hydraulic 
cement concrete. While no attempt was made to determine all the 
states that may have experimentally tried such specifications, copies 
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of the specifications in use in 1983 by West Virginia, Louisiana, 
Georgia, Maryland, and Ohio were obtained and reviewed. In addi- tion, a proposed specification for New Jersey and the Standard 
Specifications for Construction of Roads and Bridges on Federal Highway Projects (FP-79) were also reviewed.. These are believed 
to include essentially all the various systems now under considera- 
tion. The highlights of these specifications are summarized in 
Appendix A. 

Each of these agencies have applied statistical procedures 
for judging the acceptability of the concrete, but they have applied 
them in different ways and have used different criteria for accept- 
ance. However, there are some com•non elements in all the specifica- 
tions. All of the agencies emphasize that the contractor is re- sponsible for quality control, but they retain considerable descrip- 
tive requirements concerning the concrete mixing and placing equip- 
ment and details on handling materials. All also require the con- 
tractor to have on-the-job supervisory and technical personnel 
certified in some manner as having good knowledge of concrete tech- nology. All require that the mix design be prepared by the con- 
tractor and that it be approved in some manner prior to start of 
the work. All have minimum and maximum temperatures at which con- 
cretes can be placed without special procedures for protecting the 
concrete in cold weather or cooling it during mixing in hot weather. 
In general, all of these instructions are basically good concreting 
practices such as set forth in various recommendations of the Ameri- 
can Concrete Institute, and similar descriptions and requirements 
appear in all state specifications for hydraulic cement concrete, 
regardless of whether or not statistical procedures for evaluating 
compliance have been adopted. 

The statistical evaluation of strength results is used by all agencies in computing a reduction in payment for noncomplying struc- 
tural concrete that is left in place. In addition, a factor for noncomplying results for entrained air is used by the FHWA (Region 
15). Ohio also includes both air content and strength results in determining partial payments in its specification for base concrete. However, this specification has not yet been used for a construction 
project. Differences occur in the manner the variability is taken 
into account and in the pay factors established for different de- 
grees of noncompliance. 

In some cases the range of test results (difference between highest and lowest values) within a lot is used as an estimate of 
the variability and in others the standard deviation is used. Specifications of this type are referred to as variability unknown. 
In each case the average value of strength accepted for full com- pliance is dependent upon the magnitude of the variability indi- 
cated by the tests themselves. Thus, where poor control is indicated 
by a high range or standard deviation, a higher average is required 
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than if good control is indicated by a smaller range or standard 
deviation. 0nly Louisiana bases its requirements on average 
strengths without adjusting for differences in variability. This, 
in effect, means that Louisiana assumes the variability for all 
-'obs and concrete producers to be •he same This •s referred to 

as a variability known specification. 

Twenty-eight day strength results are the basis for all 
analysis. However, predictions of 28-day strengths based on accel- 
erated curing or early strengths from a prediction curve (maturity 
concept) are used by some agencies. West Virginia gives the con- 

tractor the option of using early strength tests as a means of 
predicting 28-day strengths using the maturity concept. Georgia 
uses an accelerated curing procedure for pred:cting 28-day strengths 
and will accept concrete on the basis of the predicted strength, but 
rejections or reductions in payment are based on actual 28-day 
strengths. 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR VIRGINIA CONDITIONS 

In deciding which of the available alternatives may be most 
suitable for modifying the hydraulic cement concrete specifica- 
tions of the Virginia Department of Highways and Transportation, 
consideration must be given to the type of construction involved, 
the size and number of state contracts, and the size and number 
of producers furnishing concrete to the state. 

T•pe 0 f C 9.ns tr.u..c.t i .o..n 

At present very few concrete pavements are being constructed 
in Virginia, thus the major concern is with structural and inci- 
dental concrete, especially that used in bridge decks. While ade- 
quate strength is, of course, necessary, the durability of the con- 

crete is of even greater concern because of the severe exposure of 
decks to deicing salts. For adequate durability, the proper water- 
cement ratio and the proper amount of entrained air are very im- 
portant. Unfortunately, as previously discussed, all methods for 
the direct determination of the water-cement ratio in freshly mixed 
concrete are somewhat complicated, require expensive equipment, 
and are t • -me consuming. At the present time it is cost-effective 
to rely on close control by the concrete producer of the amounts 
of ingredients added and close inspection by the state to assure 
compliance for proportions of ingredients. The extreme importance 
of air content also dictates frequent tests for entrained air. 
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For structures such as abutments, piers, etc., proper control 
must be exercised for every placement, because the integrity of 
the entire structure could be affected by a single lot of poor quality concrete. 

Size and Number of Contracts 

At present most contracts for supplying portland cement con- 
crete to the Virginia Department of Highways and Transportation 
are relatively small. Under these circumstances, it is not cost- 
effective to make sufficient tests to establish a high degree of 
probability that the indicated results truly represent the total 
population. Consequently, this situation is not favorable to the 
efficient application of some statistical procedures. 

Table i shows the approximate number of contracts of various 
sizes advertized for bids for each month during 1980 and 1981. 
Contracts requiring less than 50 yd. 3 (38 m3) of concrete are not 
included in this tabulation. Under present specifications; it is 
customary to make one set of cylinders for strength tests for each 
I00 yd. 3 (76 m 3) of concrete. At this frequency of testing, only 21 
of 76 (27.6%) projects in 1980 and 9 of 67 (13.4%) in 1981 would 
have provided more than I0 strength results. While an estimate of 
the standard deviation and the average of I0 results can be used to 
establish a reasonable estimate of the population parameters, at 
least 30 test results are needed to establ.ish a high level of con- fidence that the estimates truly represent the population. Thus, 
unless the frequency of testing is increased, procedures for establishing a standard deviation based on pooled data must be 
employed or, alternatively, for most projects the Department must 
accept relatively large risks that the concrete could be of lower quality than indicated by the test results. 

Number of Concrete Producers 

Essentially all structural concrete is supplied by ready-mix 
concrete producers. Approximately ii0 such producers operating 
over 200 separate plants are qualified to furnish concrete to the 
state, although the records for 1980 indicate that only 38 producers provided concrete for which strength tests were made. Twenty-two 
producers supplied both Class A3 and Class A4 concretes, 12 supplied 
A3 concrete only, and 4 supplied A4 concrete only. Thirty or more strength tests were made for ii producers of A3 concrete and i0 
producers of A4 concrete. Fewer than I0 tests were made on the 
product of 13 producer• of A3 concrete and 5 producers of A4 concrete. 
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TABLE I 

Number and Size of State Contracts 
Involving Portland Cement Concrete 

1980 and 1981 

Quantity of Concrete Cubic Yards --=' 

50-99 100-299 300-499 500-1,000 >I, 000 

Date Number of Contracts TOTAL 

1980 

January 2 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June i 
July i 
Au gust 
September I 
October I 
November 2 
December 

TOTAL YEAR 8 

i i 4 
i 2 2 5 

I I 
2 2 4 

2 2 
2 3 2 8 
4 4 I 6 16 

I i 
4 2 4 ii 
3 2 i 2 9 
4 i 4 II 

2 I i 4 

18 17 12 21 76 

1981 

January 
February i 
March 
April 
May i 
June 
July 
August i 
September 
October 2 
November 
December i 

TOTAL YEAR 6 24 

a_/ 
I cubic yard 0.76 cubic metre. 

2 5 
I I 5 

I 
2 i 5 

I 2 
2 2 5 
2 2 7 
4 7 
3 4 
3 I i 12 
I I 3 8 

i 3 6 

18 i0 9 67 
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Similar trends have continued through 1981 and 1982. In 1982, 
32 plants produced A3 conc•ete, 19 produced A4 concrete, and 
12 produced both classes. 

The summary shows that if all projects supplied by a given 
producer using the same mix design were pooled, the requirements 
in ACI 214 for at least 30 tests could be met in only a few large 
jobs and large producers of concrete in Virginia. In these cases, 
the use of a standard deviation based on a producer's own produc- 
tion as in ACI 214 could be utilized to establish a good statistical 
estimate of the percentage of concrete above the design strength 
(f'c). However, a large proportion of the concrete producers do not 
have a sufficient volume of production to establish a good estimate 
of the standard deviation for their products (at the present testing 
frequency). In these cases it will be necessary to use an assumed 
standard deviation based on historical records or to estimate the 
variability from a small number of tests with accompanying high 
statistical risks of wrong decisions. In the latter cas•_, accept- 
ance criteria can be set high so as to minimize the risk of having 
poor quality concrete in the job, but economy is sacrificed by 
requiring the overdesign of the concrete mix. 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR VIRGINIA SPECIFICATIONS 

After the review of the various approaches taken by other 
agencies, it appeared tha't a continuous acceptance plan similar to 
that used as a special provision by Region 15 of the FHWA (see 
Appendix A) might be suitable for the size and type of concrete 
construction required by the Virginia Department of Highways and 
Transportation. Theoretically, from a statistical standpoint the 
maintenance of a 5% producer's risk of rejecting good material as 
is done in the Region 15 procedure results in a relatively large 
risk of accepting material of slightly less than the indicated 
quality on small jobs, but it was concluded that good inspection 
would visually detect grossly defective concrete and prevent its 
use. It is noted that the same risks of accepting poor materials 
are inherent in the present procedures. Thus, the possibility of 
inadequate performance would be no greater than now exists. For 
large jobs, the state's statistical risk is reduced significantly, 
because the total concrete is considered a single lot and all valid 
values are included in the analysis of overall concrete quality. 

Following the initial recommendations for revision of the 
specifications based on the Region 15 FHWA approach, guidelines 
were prepared for simulating, the use of the proposed requirements 
in highway projects during the 1982 construction season. At the 
same time a study of historical data stored on computer tapes by 
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the Data Processing Division was conducted. The statistical 
significance of the acceptance plan was also further analyzed. 
The findings of these studies and analyses are discussed in the 
following sections. 

=XAMINATION OF HISTORICAL QUALI •v• ASSURANCE 
DATA FOR PORTL•LND CEMENT CONCRETE 

The Virginia Department of Highways and Transportation main- 
tains computerized records of quality assurance test data for port- 
land cement concretes. These records include the source and amounts 
of each of the ingredients in the concrete, the ready-mix producer, 
the project and location on which the concrete was placed, and the 
results of tests for slump, air content, and the compressive strength 
of test cylinders. The strength tests are made after 14 days, with 
the concrete being considered acceptable if the strengths of the 
test cylinders equal or exceed 0.85 times the 28-day strength re- 
quirement. 

Even though these 14-day data are not suitable for accurately 
simulating acceptance on the basis of 28-day tests under the sug- 
gested specification, the records for selected producers were 
examined to determine if a "typical" standard deviation could be 
estimated for each producer and the extent to which all concrete 
supplied under a single contract could be treated as a single lot 
and also the degree to which the 14-day test results would indicate 
compliance to the proposed specification using the usual assumption 
that the 14-day strengths are 85% of 28-day strength. The selected 
data are given in Tables 2 and 3, respectively. To avoid confusion 
only values based on U. S. customary units are included in these 
tables. 

A case-by-case discussion follows 

A3 Concrete_ Table 2 

Case I (Producer II0) 

This producer supplied material on a single contract. Instal- 
lation began on February 9, 1981, and ended December 3•, •981_ Dur- 
ing this period 20 samples were taken. The average i4-day strength 
was 4,853 lb./in. 2 (33.24 MPa) with a standard, deviation of 597 lb./ 
in. 2 (4.09 MPa). 
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tics of A3 

L•LE 2 

Concrete Furnished •.o •/DHT in 1981 by Selec=ed Producers 

Job No. 
L•o. •a•les Time Perlcd Covered 

Air Con=ent l£-Day Strength 
Pmmge of Slump Average god. Dev. Average Std. Day. 

inchesa ,.=v .,o lb. in. 25 •b. •n •2b 

Producer 110 
1 20 2/C9 12/23 

d 20 
!981 

1.75 3.75 6.4 0.93 4,853 597 

3.1 avg., 0,68 • •-• 0.93 4,853 597 

.Allowable !4-day streng•, c 

lb. In. 

3,1B7 

187 

Producer 501 

4 3 
i8 

i0 
ii 4 

•/• lZ/16 
5114 8t27 
7124 10/27 
9/23 lO1•O 
2t2& 10/!6 
3/04 6/16 
712• 10/30 
1/22 7/23 
312• 
4/02 !2/02 
5i01 810• 

3.0 3.25 6.1 0.36 3,882 645 
2.75- 4.0 6.2 0.94 3,756 316 
3.0 3.75 6.2 1.00 4,115 531 
3.25-3.50 5.8 0.•0 3,575 313 
2.50-4.0 6.5 0.68 3,842 293 
3.0 3.5 6.5 0.72 3,928 527 
2.5 3.5 5.6 0.91 3,725 34A 
1.5 3.7• 5.8 0.45 4,6&0 660 
2.3 4.25 6.1 0.68 4,085 485 
3.0 3.5 5.9 0.74 4,138 553 
3.0 3.5 6.2 0.28 3,784 320 

3,3!7 

2,128 
2,891 
2,$69 
3,123 

3,365 
],078 

2,898 

To=al 64 1/15- 12/02 f 1.5 4.25 6.2e 0.69 f 3,951 e 415 3,002 
All 

4 68 
!981 

1 

'6 

• 
9 

;0 

6/19 
2127 5/07 

5128 
6/05 7/•3 
61o8 
6/17 
8/28 9/09 
9/•9 
5129 

3.3 avg., 0.62 c• 6.1 0.77 3,897 440 

•.0 6.2 2,880 
2.5 3.5 5.75 
2.25 6.0 3,995 
2.50 6.1 4,060 
3.0 3.75 6.5 2,770 
3.5 5.9 2,995 
3.• •.x 3,n• 
3.• •.0 •.• 2,sn 
z.• •.z 3,•6• 
3.0 • .• • ,265 

6. • 
3.4!3 

To•ai •3 

3,028 

3.491 

Producer 

2 

7/•4 8/26 
2/25 3/17 
5/26 
&/13 •/22 
5108 5122 
8/27 lO/!9 

3.5 3.5 6.2 0.50 3,621 517 
3.25-3.5 6 6 0 08 5 003 686 

3.25 6.4 3,275 
3.25-4.50 7. i 4 ,I05 
2.75-3.25 5.0 3,530 
,3 .,(3 -3.5 6.0 3 t777 

3.4 avg., 0.52 • 
6.1e 0.56 f 4,18i 'e 867 f 

Producer 702 
I 32 
2 25 

4 3 

6 4 
6 

All 1981 d98 

1/07 10/13 
3/05 9/04 
2/20 5/08 
!/22 4/27 
6/11 8t28 
A/29 11/22 
.3/23 -..i0/22 

Producer •03 

! 
! 

2.5- 4.75 6.0 0.67 4,113 559 

3.0 4.34 6.1 0.58 4,220 490 

3.0 3.75 6.4 0.34 3,994 763 

3.25 4.0 5.7 0.35 3,983 837 
2.5 3.5 5.6 0.32 3,960 156 

3.25- 4.5 6.1 0.52 3,696 397 

2.5 &.5 5.5 0.65 &,3!5_e 363 
"2.•' 6.0 e'------"•"•'.- 4,117 "-'-"•f- 
3.• avg., 0.44 • 5.9 q.74 4,197 627 

7/27 9/25 
1/20 
6/12 

2.0 3.5 6.3 0.16 /',446 810 

3.0 4.0 4,758 
3.324 

0.89 

3 ,I12 
3,399 

3,757 

3,158 
3,083 
3,351 
3,697 
,720 

2,982 

083 
3,282 

i/ Based on proposed specification 
When standard devla=ion is above 571 

below 571 
2_/ 

Weighted average 

3/ 
Pooled s•andard deviation 

Total !981 production •reated as single population 

[2,400 + 2.33 x std. dev] 
x .85 

•,000 + 1.28 x std. dev•x 85 
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This average was substantially higher than the minimum 
required under the proposed specification, 3,187 lb./in.2 
(21.83 MPa), if it is assumed that the standard deviation at 
28 days is the same as the 14-day value. 

Case 2 (Producer 501) 

This producer supplied a product that was sampled 68 times 
during the year. Under the proposed specification, the II projects 
involved would be classed as lots. The number of samples taken for 
each lot varied from 3 to 18. Standard deviations for the lots 
varied from 293 lb./in. 2 (2.01 MPa) to 669 lb./in. 2 (4.58 MPa). The 
pooled standard deviation was 415 lb./in.2 (2.84 MPa) and the 
weighted average was 3,951 lb./in.2 (27.06 MPa). Treating all con- 
crete as a single lot indicates an average of 3,897 lb./in. 2 (26.69 
MPa) and a standard deviation of 440 lb./in. 2 (3.01 MPa). All 
strength values for this producer's concrete were well above the 
minimum required by the proposed specification. 

Case 3 (Producer 512) 

This producer's product was sampled 13 times. However, i0 
jobs were involved with no job being sampled more than twice. The 
overall standard deviation of the test results (a test result being 
the average of two 6 x 12 in. [150 x 300 mini cylinders for each 
samp.le) for all samples for this producer was 733 lb./in. 2 (5.05 MPa) 
and the average !4-day strength was 3,413 lb./in.2 (23.53 MPa). None 
of the sample concrete had 14-day strengths less than 85 percent of 
the 28-day requirement-- 2,400 lb. -z (/in. 16.55 MPa). Because so 
few samples were available from a given job a pooled standard de- 
viation could not be determined. 

Case 4 (Producer 521) 

This producer had his product tested for strength 16 times and 
6 jobs were involved, only 2 o.f which were sampled more than twice. 
There was considerable variation in the average strengths from job 
to job, which results in a very high apparent standard deviation if 
all samples were treated as a single population. Strength results 
for each job were well above requirements. 

Case 5 (Producer 702) 

This producer's product was tested 98 times. Seven projects 
were involved, 2 of which were large one invo!ving 32 samples and 
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the other 25. s. am•les. For the large jobs the standard deviations 
were 559 Ib /mn.• (3.85 MPa) and 490 lb./in. 2 (3.38 MPa), which 
are indicative of good control. However, small lots had standard 
deviations varying from 155 to 837 lb./in. 2 (1.08 to 5.77 MPa). 
Since only 3 samples were taken in each of these cases, the 
difference in the estimate of standard deviation is most likely a 
result of the small sample size rather than true differences in 
variability of the concrete production. 

Case 6 (Producer 803) 

This producer's product was sampled 5 times and 3 projects 
were involved. One sample representing a single lot had signifi- 
cantly lower strength than the other two, and this led to an ap- parently large standard deviation when all the results were treated 
as a single population. 

Concrete- Table 3 

Case 7 (Producer 123) 

Only 4 samples of this producer's product were tested, and 
each was on a different project. Consequently, no computation of 
the standard deviation could be made on a project basis. Overall 
the 4 samples had a standard deviation of 816 lb./in. 2 (5.63 MPa), 
which is probably not an accurate estimate of the variability of 
this producer's product. 

Case 8 (Producer 407) 

This producer's product was sampled 9 times. Two jobs were 
involved. On both jobs the strength values were above the minimum 
requirement of the present specification, but below the minimum 
average strength required by the proposed specification. 

Case 9 (Producer 512) 

This producer's product was sampled 1.2 times during the •ear. 
Five small jobs were involved. The average was 4,685 lb./in. 
(32.30 MPa) and the standard deviation, counting all as one lot, 
was 533 lb./in.2 (3.68 MPa). Standard deviations varied from •75 
to 912 lb./in.2 (1.90 to 6.29 MPa). 
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TABLE 

Characuerist!cs of A-4 C=ncrete Furnished to VDHT in !981 by Se!ec=ed Producers 

Job No. 

198 i 

Time Period Covered 

Air Content 14-Day Strength 
Range of Slum•, a Average, S=d. Dev Average, Sod. Dev., 

inches % • lb. in. lb. in. 

4.0 •.I 5,720 
3.• 5.2 •. ,IS0 
4.3 5.6 3,335 
3.75.. .,•.z '•,,•2• ..--- 

Av•. 3.8 A.3e C.54 &•345 e 316: 

Producer 40" 

Avg. Jobs 

All [981 • 

6/03 
6/23 
5/01 

0.60 3,962 287 
0.•7 3,855* 403 
0.68 3,326 .320 

.44 3,972 
3,100 
4,630 

91 •,135 
.80 4•382 

3/26 4/28 2.37 3.75 6.3 
•/28 10/29 3.25 3.5 5.7 

6.! 
One low value 2,310 not used in average. 
Corln• in•ica•ed concrete ";as •a=isfactor•z 

].i avB, 0.39 J 6.0 e 

5/16 7/•6 3.0 3.0 •.2 
:I:• •/03 3.z• •.0 •.• 
•l•Z •t02 •.• 3.2• 6.• 
7IO•- 9/0? o.• 3.7• 6.• 

•,2 avg., •.26 = 6.4 34= •.58.5e 

Producer 703 
! • 3/13- 10121 2.5 3.5 

4i08 11/19 2.0 
5!21 5/21 3.0 3.5 

4 9/03- 11/17 3.0 3.75 
5 9115 91• 2.75 3.0 
6 24 .5/07 121_30 2.5 •.o 

6.5 0.95 •,236 

6.3 1.03 •,S92 
6.1 0.76 &,3&O 
6.z o.•3 •,zs8 
6,• ...-0.76 

275 

579 
912 

illowabl• 14-day •=reug•h, 
ib. in. 

•,037 
4,037 
4,037 
4•037 

4•.270 

•,037 

•,037 

543 
•8 
92 

407 
•,•o 

•,037 
•, 337 
4,037 
4,037 

3,380 
3,991 
•,037 
4,337 
4,03.7 

3=,•,,;z,, 
3.,9•0 

Producer 803 
1 3/24 8/05 3.5 &.O 5.7 I.I0 3,765 

Z SlZ9 3.0 S.3 •,688 
z •107 z.0 •.3 3.,•55., .---. 

•l igSl 3.2 avg. ,0.76 • 5.5 •' 08 9Oq f 

4,:337 
-•,33T 

4,o37 

Producer •II 
l 6104 6116 2.25 3.50 •.7 3,;'65 

Z a/26 2.75 7.0 • 376 

A,I.! a•'• "8 • •17 • 3,969 323 £ 

4,037 
,4,037 
•,037 

inch- 25.• =m 

,-•.., zn. .30689 XPa 

:.equirements for lOO percent pay factor base• on •ro•osed s•eciflcation: 
a 

• [3,000 + I 28 (•86)] x .35 
[3,000 
<N- •o 29 use •n. s=d. dev. of &00 lb./in. 

and •x. s=d. dev. of 800 lb./in. 2) 

•ota! 1981 produ¢tlom =rea=ei as sinBie population 

•ei•h=ed average 

Pooled s=•dard deviation 
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Case I0 (Producer 703) 

A total of 52 samples were taken from this producer's product. 
Six jobs were represented, with the minimum standard deviation be- 
ing 88 lb./in. 2 (0.61 MPa) and the maximum 543 lb./in.2 (3.74 MPa). 

Case I! (Producer 803) 

This producer had only 6 samples tested during the year. Strengths were above the minimum required by the present speci- 
fication, but in two cases were below that required by the proposed 
specification. 

Case 12 (Producer 811) 

This producer had 3 samples tested. The standard deviation 
for the 3 was 323 lb./in. 2 (2.23 MPa). The average of two test 
results (each result being an average of two 6 x 12 in. [150 x 
300 mini cylinders) for i job was below that required by the pro- 
posed specification. 

Conclusions from Historical Data 

The long time span from the beginning of a project to its 
completion, as indicated by the data for all producers now filed 
in the computer, indicates that treating all concrete furnished 
under a contract as a single population might be questionable from 
a statistical viewpoint However even when the total contract is 
considered a single lot, only a few producers had their products 
tested a sufficient number of times to provide enough data for 
good estimates of averages and standard deviations of the lot. 
As previously stated, these 14-day strength data cannot be used 
to simulate direct application of the proposed specification. 
However, they do show that most producers provide A3 concretes 
with strengths well above the minimum limits assuming the 14-day 
strength is 0.85% of the 28-day strength. 0nly a few A3 concretes 
meeting present specifications would not comply with the require- 
ments for 100% pay factor under the proposed specification. All 
A4 concretes had adequate strengths based on present requirements 
but for a number of projects the concrete had projected average 
strength values lower than those required for 100% pay. Whether 
or not the actual 28-day test results would have complied to the 
proposed specifications is not known. 
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From th's l'mited study, "t was concluded that further 
evaluations of histor'c•! data for the purposes of this project 
would not provide significant information relating to the stand- 
ard deviation for a given producer. 

S!MULAT!ON STUDIES 

During the 19 82 construction season, d'strict materials engi- 
neers were asked to make special tests to simulate the use of the 
initially proposed specification. The special instructions pre- 
pared for this simulation are included as Appendix B to this re- 
port. Information was provided for i project by the Staunton and 
for 4 projects by the Richmond District. These results are shown 
in Table 4. S.trength tests conducted for all these projects showed 
full compliance with the limits that would have been in effect 
under the initially proposed specification. It is also shown that 
full compliance to the presently proposed specification would have 
resulted in all cases, even though the required average for strength 
in some cases would have been increased because of the use of mini- 
mum rather than actual standard deviations. 

Under the initially proposed recommendation, a reduced pay- 
ment would have been assessed because of the large standard devia- 
tion based on only 3 samples for producer' B even though the average 
air content was 6.7%, very clos .•. to optimum. Obviously a reduc- 
tion in payment in this situation cannot be justified. This prob- 
lem is avoided by the presently proposed system which applies a 
reduction in payment only if the average air content is more than 
0.5% below the midpoint of the allowable range. No reduction in 
pay factor would have occurred for 3 of the 5 simulated projects, 
but some reduction would have resulted for 2 of the A4 concrete 
projects where the average air contents were 5.8% (Project 3) and 
5.9% (Project 4), respectively. A review of the historical data 
for all producers' production in 1981 shows that the overall 
average air content for each producer was less than 6.0% for A4 
concrete 15 out of 46 times and less than 5.5% for •3 concrete i0 
out of 47 times. In the 1982 construction season the producer's 
average air contents for A4 concrete was less than 6.0% 4 out of 
15 times. Similarly the producer's averages were less than 
for A3 concrete 2 out of 32 times. These results most likely 
refle•t• current custom rather than indicate any di=•cu!ty.•.__ in 
meeting requirements for a slightly higher overall average air 
content. 
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TABLE 

sLrt•dARY OF PROJECTS SIMULATING USE OF PROPOSED SPECIFICATIONS 

Project 

Type Concrete 

I 2 3 4 

A3 A4 A4 A4 A4 

District S taun ton Richmond Richmond Richmond Richmond 

Concrete Producer 
No. Samples, n. 
Avg. 14-day Strength, lb./in. 2 

Std. Dev. (14-day) lb./in. 2 

Avg. 28-day Strength, ib./in. 2 

Std. Dev. (28-day) lb./in. 2 

Ratlo 14 day/28-day 

A B C D D 

14 3 17 8 7 
3,888 

329 
4,555 5,719 4,636 5,448 4,745 

355 206 161 551 109 
.854 

Initial Recommendation: 
Required Avg. 28-day strength 
Producer Correction Cp 
Corrected Average, 

Ib.•in. 2 

3,454 4,264 4,206 4,705 4,140 
156 64 321 68 

3,298 4,142 A,384 4,072 

Quality Level for Strength 
Pay Factor for Strength 

I00% I00% 100% 100% i00% 
1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

Present Recommendation: 
Required Average 28-day strength 
Quality Level for Strength 
Pay Factor for Strength 

3,512 4,750 4,512 4,705 4,512 
100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

Air Content, Average 
Air Content, Std. Dev. 

5.9 6.7 5.8 5.9 6.5 
0.86 1.0 .66 .67 .68 

Initial Recommendation 
Quality Level for Air Content, percent 
Pay Factor for Air 
Total Pay Factor 

100% 86.6%* 100% 100% 100% 
1.0 .976 1.0 1.0 1.0 
1.0 .976 1.0 1.0 1.0 

Present Recommendation: 
Min. Avg. for 1.0 pay factor 
Pay Factor 
Total Pay Factor 

5.5 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 
1.0 1.0 0.94 0.97 1.0 
1.0 1.0 0.94 0.97 1.0 

*Since n=3, the standard deviation of 1.0 is likely high and a reduction in pay factor in this case would not be 
Justified. If standard deviation is assumed to be 0.70, no reduction in pay factor would be indicated. 
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STATISTICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF PROPOSED REVISIONS 

Both the initially proposed acceptance plan for portland 
cement concrete and the revised proposal were examined to de- 
termine the effect of the statistical procedures on the acceptance 
levels for concrete and to assess their impact from an engineering 
point of view. This study revealed the need for reconsideration 
of some of the concepts involved in the initial proposal. 

The first problem is with the concept that all materials are 
acceptable when less than 10% of the population is below f'c with- 
out establishing a minimum value for single results. Statistically, 
for a truly normal distribution, 1% of values in the distribution 
will be below 2.33 times the standard deviation. This means that 
if the assumed normal distribution holds rigidly A4 concrete with 
a "true" average strength of 4,750 lb./in. 2 (32.•5 MPa) and a true 
standard deviation of 800 lb./in. 2 (5.52 MPa) could have 1% of its 
strengths as low as 2,886 lb./in. 2 (19.90 MPa). However, from 

+he rigid applicabilitv of normal dis- the engineering viewpoint, 
tribution for the outlying regions is questionable. It is more 
likely that conditions that might result in such extreme values 
would be detected by visual inspection and such concrete would 
not be placed in the structure. 

Another justification for accepting the theoretical risk of 
a small percentage of strength values below f'c is the fact that, 
according to theory, there is a much higher percentage of strength 
values above f'c; that is, if 10% are below f'c, 90% will be above 
f' There is also a corresponding probability (9 to i) that high 

C" 
values rather than low values will occur at critical areas. Thus, 
under normal conditions, the 10% low values would not result in 
an actual strength of the structure below f'c- 

In the specification as now proposed protection against too 
low strengths for single batches of concrete is attained by in- 
corporating a secondary requirement in the specification which 
states that no test result (average of 3 cylinders) be more than 
500 ib /in 2 (3 45 MPa) below f' 

C 

The Producer's Risk 

Initially, consideration was given to the application of a 
correction to the average of the test results to reduce the pro- 
ducer's risk of having acceptable material subjected to a reduc- 
tion in payment. This system is used by FHWA Region 15. 
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That correction is based on establishing the 95% confidence 
interval for the average of the test results. That is, given an 
average of n results with a given standard deviation, it can be 
sZated that there is a 95% probability that the true average will 
be between the limit of 

1.65 c and • + 1.65 • 

Thus, the FHWA special provision added a "producer's correc- tion" equal to 1.65 o//• to the average of the test results for 
the purposes of establishing an adjusted average to be used as the 
basis for computing the pay factor. This procedure, however, re- 
sults in providing a greater correction for larger standard de- viations, thus, in effect, rewarding the concrete producer for 
.poor quality control an undesirable situation. Consequently, 
it was decided that the producer's correction not be applied. It 
is believed that present industrial practices in the state are 
such that concrete producers normally take into account the risks 
involved in a small amount of testing and that decisions should 
be based on actual averages of test data rather than adjusted 
values based on theoretical computations. 

Acceptable Aver.ages for Strength and App ! i•[a t ±o n .9 f R.•d•_!c e-d •p a•_ •_a_c'ho9S 
Ideally under the proposed specification, the acceptable 

average of a product should be dependent on the standard deviation 
of the population of test results represented by that average. How- 
ever, a difficulty is encountered in determining a proper estimate 
of the standard deviation. When the estimate of the standard de- viation indicated by the test results themselves is used, it is subject to large uncertainties if the number of test results are low, and the assumption that the sample standard deviations ade- quately represents the population standard deviation may not be valid. 

Because of the uncertainties concerning the estimates of the 
standard deviation, the finally recommended specification recognizes 
three situations for acceptance of concrete production. These are- 

I. When the number of tests made is 5 or less, the 
standard deviation for all producers is assumed 
to be 586 lb./in.2 (4.04 MPa) and all strength requirements are computed accordingly. This value 
was chosen since it approximates the average stand- 
ard deviation for statewide records for all 
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concrete production for the state and pro- 
vides for a requirement that the average 
strength be 750 lb./in.2 ( 5.17 MPa) above 
f'c 

2. When the number of tests made is more than 5 
and a pooled standard deviation of 30 or more 
samples is not available, the standard deviation 
of the sample is used, except that a minimum 
value of 400 lb./in.2 (2.76 MPa) and a maximum 
value of 800 lb./in.2 (5.52 MPa) are used. 

3. When 30 or more test results are available, a pooled standard deviation is used based on the 
sample results, plus a sufficient number of the 
latest results from earlier production with the 
same mix design and materials to provide a total 
of 30 tests for determining the standard devia- 
tion. 

While this approach does not provide for establishing con- 
stant risks and uniform statistical acceptance probabilities for 
either the state or the concrete producer, it is believed equitable 
from an engineering viewpoint. 

•n the real world of concrete production, the true value (in 
the statistical sense) of the average concrete strength is not 
known. Only the average of a limited number of test results is 
available as an estimate of that true value. Statistically, the 
estimate obtained from the test results has an increasing proba- bility of representing the true value as the number of samples 
used to establish the average increases. The probability that an 
error is being made also decreases as the variability of the test 
results, as measured by the standard deviation, decreases. While 
these are all principles that must be considered in establishing 
an acceptance procedure, the major concern of the concrete pro- 
ducer is whether or not the average of the test results indicates 
full compliance with the specification so that he receives no re- duction in the pay factor. He is also concerned with the amount 
of reduction in pay factor when borderline results are obtained. 

The pay factor for strength of the concrete is determined 
in the following manner. 

From the average of the test results and the computed or 
assumed standard deviation, s, the quality index, Q, is computed 
from the equation 

Q x- f'c 
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where 

Q : the quality index, 

= the average of the strength test results, and 

s = the applicable assumed or computed estimate of 
the standard deviation. 

The quality index, Q, is then used to determine the quality 
level, QL, which is the percentage of the population distribution 
above the designated low limit, f'c. Alternativelv•, the percent defective, which is the percentage of the population distribution 
below_ the designated low limit f'c, can be used. 

For small numbers of samples, the relation of the percent 
defective to the quality index varies with the number of samples, 
n, involved; thus different Q tables for different numbers of 
samples are available. However, when n is equal to or greater 
than 30, the normal distribution curve may be used. For this situation, Q = z and, s, the computed estimate of the standard deviation, is essentially equal to the true standard deviation 
of the population. As will be discussed later, the normal dis- 
tribution curve is used in the proposed specification to determine 
the QL from Q. 

The pay factor for &trength is then determined as 

PFS (QL + i0)/i00, 

where 

QL is the percentage above the minimum design strength. 

Thus, any production having a QL of 90% or greater receives 
100% pay. The pay factor is reduced on a straight-line basis for 
production with a quality level between 60% and 90%. The lower 
limit is somewhat arbitrarily selected as the point at which the quality of the concrete may be seriously questioned, and thus the 
concrete is rejected or an investigation is made by coring the 
structure. If core strengths are satisfactory, the concrete may be accepted on the basis of such cores. In this case, the pay factor is based on an adjusted strength equal to the core strength 
divided by 0.85. 

Under the proposed specification, when the number of samples 
tested is 5 or le. ss the standard deviation is assumed to be the 
same (586 lb./in 2 •4.04 MPa]) for all production of concrete. 
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This has the effect of establishing a constant value of the 
ave•ag= •. for which a 100% pay factor is obtained (f'c + 750 lb./ 
_•n. 2 [5.=•7 MPa]). It is further assumed that the percent with- 
in limits or the quality level can adequately be estimated from 
the normal distribution curve. Thus, for this situation the 
pay factor becomes a function of the average of the test results. 
Under these circumstances the risks that an incorrect decision 
is being made will vary according to whether the number of tests 
made is 2, 3, 4, or 5. It is recognized that the use of the 
normal distribution curve for the determination of the quality 
level with so few samples is not theoretically correct. However, 
a comparison of the results obtained using the normal distribu- 
tion with the results obtained using the program for non-central 
t distribution developed by the New Jersey Department of Trans- 
portation, which is theoretically more accurate, shows only small 
differences in pay factors for the same average strengths. These 
differences are illustrated in Table • and Figure 2. Since the 
pay factor established represents a decision based on general 
engineering judgement, the use of factors based on the normal 
distribution curve has been recommended. This provides a simpli- 
fied approach that is more easily understood by those with only a 
limited knowledge of statistical principles. Thus, the solid line 
in Figure 2 can be used to determine the pay factor for all con- 

crete lots based on the average of 5 or fewer samples. 

For larger jobs, estimates of the standard deviation are based 
on the sample results or on pooled values based on a combination 
of the sample results plus previous production using the same 
materials and mix design. In these cases, the pay factor for the 
same average of test results will vary depending on the standard 
deviation. However, • has been demonstrated by a large volume 
of tests on all types of concrete that batch-to-batch variability 
is not likely to be less than 400 lb./in.2 (2.76 MPa). Accordingly, 
this value is selected as the minimum standard deviation used in 
the computation of the pay factor. Likewise, the variability in 
a properly •adjusted and controlled plant should not greatly exceed 
800 lb./in, z (5.52 MPa). Thus, this value is established as the 
maximum value used for computing the pay factor. Table 6 provides 
a comparison of the differences obtained in pay factors between 
the non-central t program n = I0 and the normal distribution. As 
indicated, the differences are very small, and again the use of 
the normal distribution for determining the quality level is 
recommended in order to simplify the specification. 

Figure 3 illustrates the significant effect the variability 
of production could have under these conditions. For an average 
of test results 510 lb./in. 2 (3.52 MPa) above the minimum design 
strength, the pay factor c•uld be as low as 84% if the standard 
deviation were 800 lb./in. (5.52 MPa) or greater. However, the 

2 
pay factor would be 100% if the standard deviation were 400 lb./in. 
(2.76 MPa) or less. Potential differences of this magnitude provide 
a significant incentive for good quality control that will be advan- 
tageous to both the concrete producer and the Department of Highways 
and Transportation. 
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TABLE 5 

PAY FACTORS FOR VARIOUS TEST AVERAGES 
WHEN STANDARD DEVIATION IS 586 LB./IN. 2 (4.40 MPa) 

Amount by 
Which the 

Average of 
Test Cylinders 
Exceeds f' 

Ib./ino 2 3--/c'. 

Pay Factors-- Normal 
Non-Central t Distribution 

n • n= 5 n= I0 

i00 0.17 0.647 0.660 0.665 0.667 

200 0.34 0o 695 0. 720 0. 729 0. 733 

300 0.51 0. 746 0. 779 0. 790 0. 795 

400 0.68 0o800 0.836 0.847 0.852 

500 0.85 0.863 0.891 0.899 0.902 

600 1.024 0.945 0.944 0.946 0.947 

700 1.195 1.000 0.990 1.000 0.984 

800 i. 365 I 000 I. 000 I. 000 I. 000 

900 i. 536 i. 000 i. 000 i. 000 i. 000 

1,000 1.706 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 

!I 
q ('•_ f, )Is 

C 

2/ Pay factor QL + I0, where quality levels are determined from distribution 
tables based on values of Q. For the normal distribution curve, 
 Z- 

3/ 
1 lb./in 2 

0.006895 MPa 
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TABLE 6 

PAY FACTORS FOR VARIOUS TEST AVERAGES WITH 
STANDARD DEVIATIONS EQUAL TO 400 LB./IN. 2 (2.76 MPa) 

AND 800 LB./IN. 2 (5.52 MPa) 

Amount by 
Which the 

Average of 
Test Cylinders 
Exceeds f 

c, lb./in. 23/ 

I00 

200 

3OO 

400 

5OO 

600 

7O0 

800 

900 

1,000 
I,i00 

0.250 

0.500 

0.750 

1.000 

1.250 

1.500 

1.750 

2.000 

2.250 

2.500 

2.750 

Std. Dev. 

2/ Pay F@ct0rs-- 
400 Ib./'in. 2"' St•. D•' = •0'0 ib'.'in• 
C2.76 MPa) (5.52 MPa) 

Central 
t 

n= I0 

0.695 

0.786 

0.869 

0.940 

0.998 

1.000 

1.000 

!. 000 

1.000 

1.000 

NOrmal 
Distri- 
bution 

0.699 

0.792 

0.873 

0.941 

0.994 

1.000 

1.000 

1.000 

1.000 

1.000 

I. 000 

Non- 
Central 

t 

0.125 0.646 

0.250 0.695 

0.375 I. 0.741 

0.500 0.786 

0.625 0.829 

0.750 0.869 

0.875 0.906 

1.000 0.940 

1.125 0.971 

1.250 0.990 

1.375 1.000 1.000 

INo :•[•, 1 
Dis tri- 
bution 

0.650 

0.699 

0.746 

0.791 

0.834 

0.873 

0.909 

0.941 

0.970 

0.994 

I. 000 

i_/ 
Q (:_ f, )/s 

c 

2_/ 
Pay factor QL + i0, where quality levels are determined from distribution 

tables based on values of Q. For the normal distribution curve, 

3_/ 
I lb./in. 2 .006895 MPa 
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Accept.able Ai r_ En_tra..i..nmen.t 
The simulated results given in Table 3 basing acceptance of 

air entrainment on the quality level (percent within limits) re- 
vealed that this procedure was not feasible for small lots with 
a limited number of tests. In some cases where only 3 or 4 
samples were involved and air contents on the first samples were 
near the low end of the tolerance range, the air content was ad- justed upward as required by good engineering practice. However, 
this had the effect of indicating a large standard deviation, 
which on the basis of assuming a normal distribution would indi- 
cate relatively high percentages outside the acceptable range 
when such would not likely be the case since deliberate changes 
had been made. Accordingly, in the specification now proposed, 
the decision to place the concrete is made on the basis of 
individual tests for entrained air being within the tolerance 
range as at present. However, since it is also the intent of the 
specification that the average air content be close to the target 
value, requirements for the average air content are introduced in 
the proposed revision. This is to be computed from all test re 
sults for air content recorded for concretes placed in the struc- 
ture; the results of tests on rejected concrete would not be 
included. Minimum acceptable averages established on the basis of engineering judgement are 5.5% for A3 concrete and 6.0% for A4 
concrete. Maximum limits on the average air content were not 
established since the adverse effect of too much air is a reduc- 
tion in strength, and protection against detrimentally low 
strengths is obtained by the minimum strength requirements, if 
the average air content is 1.00% or less below the minimum average, 
a reduced pay factor for air is computed. The equation for this 
computation is 

PFA = .70 + .30 [[ (XLin. 1.00)], 
where 

PFA = pay factor for air, 

= average of the test result for air, and 

: the minimum average for the class of 
concrete involved. 

This equation, in effect, establishes the minimum pay factor 
at 0.70 for concrete having an air content of 1.00% below the 
minimum and adds back a proportionate amount of the 30% reduction 
based on the proportionate amount of the 1.00% maximum allowance. (Average air contents are calculated to two decimal places for 
this purpose.) 
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With proper inspection average air contents more than 1.00% 
below the minimums established should not be encountered. How- 
ever, should this occur, provision is made for examining the 
hardened concrete in the structure to determine if a durable air 
void system is present. If examination by A•TM Procedure C457 

-I (linear traverse) shows that the spacing factor, •, is 0.008 in. 
(0.20 mm 

-I) 
or less, the concrete will be allowed to remain in 

place and a 0.70 pay factor for air will be applied. (6) The reduc- 
tion in pay factor is believed justified even though suitable dura- 
bility is indicated by the cores, since the low average air content 
is indicative of a lower "factor of safety" than would exist with a 
higher average air content. Should the spacing factor be greater 
than 0.008 in. -! (0.20 mm 

-I), the concrete would be susceptible to 
damage from freezing and thawing if exposed to high moisture condi- 
tions and should be replaced or other measures taken to protect the 
concrete. A case-by-case decision would be needed in such situa- 
tions. 

THE PROPOSED SPECIFICATION 

Appendix C is a proposed revision of Section 219 of the 
Virginia Department of Highways and Transportation Road and Bridge 
Specifications incorporating the principles discussed in the pre- 
ceding sections of this report. 

Except for testing at 28 days instead of 14 days, the pro- 
posed revisions do not greatly change the present inspection and 
testing procedures. For situations where all present specifications 
are being met, the quality of the concrete being placed is not like- 
ly to change significantly; however, the revisions would establish 
a situation in which contractors with borderline materials pro- ducing concrete with minor deficiencies would be penalized if the 
strength of their concre.te was lower than specified or if the 
average air contents were too low. Such concrete is now accepted 
by the Department at full price. The revisions would also spell 
out how much is to be paid for any such concrete left in place. 

The use of statistical concepts should also result in better 
knowledge of the initial characteristics of the concrete. Such 
knowledge would provide a data base for subsequent evaluations of 
the concrete performance. If these recommendations are adopted, 
to establish compatibility with the revised specifications, re- 
visions will be required in Chapter 4, Portland Cement Concrete, 
of the M•anual of Instructions, provided inspectors.(?) Recom- 

.%.. ,.. mendations for Such revmsmons are included in Appendix D. 
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A stated procedure for randomly selecting the load of con- 
crete to be sampled for acceptance strength tests is also recom- 
mended as an addition to the Virginia Manual of Test Methods. (3) 
A proposed•draft of such a test method is included as •'pp'•ndix E. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

i. The proposed specification is recommended for immediate 
adoption and constitutes the final recommendation of the 
present study. 

2. Simultaneously with the adoption of the proposed specifi- 
cation, revisions to the instructions to concrete inspectors 
provided in Appendix D should be adopted as well as the pro- 
posed test method for random selection of concrete batches to 
be sampled. 

3. Prior to the effective date of the revisions, a general 
explanation of the changes being made in the specification 
and the means of judging compliance should be provided to 
all concrete producers having state contracts and state 
field personnel having responsibilities in this area. 
This should be accomplished by one-day workshops in s'everal 
areas of the state. 

4. Implementation of these revisions to the specifications 
should be considered a first step toward specifications 
that will closely relate to performance and one that will 
have greater end-result implications. 

Further studies should be initiated to eliminate as 
much as is possible of the detailed descriptions of equip- 
ment and procedures now included in the specifications. 
This would permit greater flexibility on the part of the 
contractor and concrete producer to improve their operations. 
Consideration should be given to the adoption of the ASTM 
Specification for Ready-Mix Concrete, C-94(6). If this 
specification is deemed inadequate, any special requirements 
for Department specifications must be compatible with good 
practice shown by present ready-mix concrete producers. 
Concrete for highway construction represents only a small 
percentage of the volume of their business, thus significantly 
more restrictive plant requirements would most likely be un- 
enforceable. 
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5. The feasibility of acceptance on the basis of predicted 
•8-day strengths obtained by accelerated curing or the 
maturiZy concept should be studied. Several states are 
now using this approach with good results, and minimizing 
the time lag between placement and final acceptance is a 
very desirable goal. A rapid procedure would avoid con- 
tinuation of placement of concrete with unacceptable or 
borderline characteristics subject to reduced pay factors. 

6. The feasibility of using one of the procedures developed 
for determining cement and water content in concrete before 
placement should be evaluated. If such equipment can produce 
relatively accurate results, a way for a truly end-result 
specification would be opened. The ability to determine the 
actual water-cement ratio in the concrete before it is placed 
might also open the way for allowing a contractor to modify 
his cement factor when quality control is good and strength 
levels are high. This would provide an excellent incentive 
for the institution of good quality control by the contractor 
because his production costs would be reduce•. This would 
also be advantageous to the state by providing high quality 
concrete of uniform characteristics. 
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APPENDIX A 

HiGHLIGHTS OF STATISTICAL-BASED SPECIFICATIONS 
F0R HYDRAULIC CEMENT CONCRETE 

FEDERAL HIGHWAY PROJECTS (FP-79) 

Structural Concrete 

The specification establishes the minimum cement content, 
maximum water-cement ratio, and range of air content. 

The minimum strength for each class of concrete is speci- 
fied on project plans. 

The contractor designs the mix for each class he will use 
on a project and makes all subsequent adjustments. 

Tb.e contractor submits one or more mix designs at different 
water-cement ratios. The design air content and slump are t6 be 
at the midpoint of the specification band. 

The contractor must submit 28-day test results on trial mixes 
at least 30 days before starting the job. 

Any change in concrete mix design must be approved by the 
engineer. 

The contractor submits his quality control plan at a precon- 
struction conference. 

The plan must include detail procedures concerning the type 
and frequency of sampling and testing. It must also include process 
control procedures for measuring, mixing• and delivery of concrete, 
procedures for washing out delivery trucks and other equipment, 
aggregate moisture control, hot and cold weather concreting, slump, 
air, temperature, and strength testing. 

The engineer shall be provided access to planet production 
records and, if requested, copies of certifications and test re- 
ports for the ingredient materials. 

The contractor must provide experienced and qualified personnel. 
The contractor's personnel perform all sampling, testing, and in- 
spection necessary to assure quality control. 

The contractor certifies in writing that his concrete produc- 
tion facilities are in conformity with State Highway Standards or 
those of the NRMCA, Plant Certification Program, or others. 



The contractor_ k•e•s_ records of the nature., •nd_ number of 
observati•.ns made, •nc•ud • umhe .ng n r and tyne or deficiencies 
found, the quanti-ies apFroved and rejected and the nature of 
any corrective action taken. 

Accentance Samn.ling and Testing 
Acceptance sampling and tes•ing are performed by the engi- 

neer. The contractor furnishes all materials to be tested to the 
eng neer. The engmneer ma'y des gnate one or more of the con- 
-tractor's quality control --esrs as an acceptance test. The proce- 
dures used are as follows- 

Air Content and S!umn- 

Use 100% sampling at the start of each day's pro- 
•uct• on. 

When 3 consecutive samples m•et the specifications, 
change to random test'ng of I for every 5 successive batches. 
Go back • i00% t•sti•g • •o any =a{ ,_U.• e 

Use T152 and T196 as appropriate for air content. 
T!99 (Chaco air indicator) may be used for acceptance but 
no< rejection. Determine slump by T!Ig. Slump accept- 
ance but no: rejection may be v•sually determined by 
engineer. 

Determine water-cement rat'o from weight buckets. 

If tests show a high wa•_er-cement ratio or a low 
cement content re-•ect and remove the concrete f,•ora *he 
• ob s• •e 

The time frcm batching to discharge of the concrete 
shall not exceed I hour. Add'tiona! 1/2 hour is allowed 
if re+arde •s used 

Comp.r.ess ive S tren_gth 

Lots are accepted on the has s of the mean and ran}se of accep:.- 
ance "ces't: results. 

Three, 4, or 5 acceptance samples, 2 cylinders each, are se- 
lected ,randomly from each •oz, depending on the size of the •ot. 



If no test result •s below f' 
c, 

accept the Io•. 

• c, use the table for the pay •. any test result is below f' 
actor ( m F.) to he applied. 

= F : I 0C when strength equals or exceeds, f' + aR 

P F 0 95 when strength equals or exceeds f' + bR 
C 

P F : 0 85 when strength equals or exceeds ;' + cR 
C 

P F = 0 70 when strength is less than f' + cR 

where 

R = difference between smallest and largest strength value 
for each lot. (range); and 

f'c -- minimum 28-day compressive strength specified,_ on p_ans]. 

For 3 sample lot a = 0.18 
• sample !oZ a = 0.20 
5 sample lot a = 0.21 

b -0.07 
b = 0.0! 
b = 0.21 

c = -0.•0 
c = -0.16 
c -0.I0 

For small lots of less than 3 samples, the engineer wil 
evaluate as follows- 

If the sample from single batch fails to attain f' the engi 
neer will determine what detrimental effects are likely. He may 
require removal of the concrete or accept it in accordance with the 
following schedule 

I 00 P F average strength : 0 98 f' or greater 

0 95 P F average strength less than 0 c8 f' but 

0 85 P F average strength less than 0 •6 f' but 
C 

0.70 P.F. average strength is less than 0.94 f' 
C 

•atches not sampled are eva•uated by the engineer and accepted 
or rejected on the basis of judgement. 



FHWA REGZON 15• SPECIAL PP•0VZSZONS TO FP-79 

Re•ion i < of the FHWA is "he ag=ncy that has •h= resnons•bi "ry 
for constructing roads in Naticna! Parks and for federal agencies in 

= •t has mod'=ied on a tr'a the •astern pa• c• the United •ates. 
• basis, the quality assurance procedures for portland cement concrete 

included in FP-79. The modifications provide for continuous accept- 
ance of structural concrete. The s•ecia! provisions state that the 
acceptance plan will accomplish the following. 

"I Reduce restin• (=rom• ,t•at.: •equi•ed_ by p•esent. 
FP-79), particularly on small quantity placement 
cDePat "ons. 

Bette• de•{ne and enhanc= con•.,acto• ressonsihmi •y 
for quality control. 

3. improve contract -dministration by eliminating the 
'zero defects' clauses in FP-79 for slump, air 

',, adding a s•at•s- content, and water-cement ratio b• 
tica!ly based acceptance plan •or air content. 

improve contrac: administration by improving the 
accuracy of quality !eve! assessments and eliminating 
minor penalties fop insignificant deficiencies." 

Under the continuous acceptance plan all .concrete production of 
•_•e same class and design strength is •reated as one •o •ur_ng 
the course of the work the contractor is advised of avai•'abie accept° 
anc= zest •esuits and is ,•{ven a p•rojected pay factor on t• basis 
of continuing the same quality level of p•oduction, i• is conceivab 
•at for larger jobs a contractor star*ing out with a ,•rcjected •ay 

£a•+or_ les=• than i.•0 could _•mDrove. production to :he de•e =• that 
•he final factor is 1.00. 

The following are the ma•or, steps necessary to imp lemen= con- 
"inuous accep" = "he •on<r•uction 
• ,•&nc• o port et __and cement conc 
project !evel. 

i. A spec'al Random Interval Sample Selection (Concrete) 
Form is completed prior to the start of production. 
This "nformation remains conf'dential so that-he 
nr•nc•nie. 

_• 

o•_ •ar.domness is orese•ved. 
•. 

and t • samn•._'•,-•.• 
•_s unb •ased. The con ac._or •s not aware or wh ch 
bamches will be sam•!ed until the time for sampiinz 
arr i v e s. 



2. At the start of production, screening tests are 
made to verify that air content, s •uu.np, temperature, 
and water-cement ratio (verified from ticket) are 
within specifications. The contractor furnishes 
the technic;an for these tests, but the engineer 
=iv•s guidance as needed to assure •hat the tests 
are performed properly. 

?. The engineer has the discretion to test any load 
and to reject all nonspecification concrete, whether 
or not a partial load has been placed or whether or 
not such a load was to be tested for the statistical 
analysis of test resul's. Test results on such 
especially tested or rejected loacs are not included 
in the final evaluation of the qua!'ty level. 

4. The engineer maintains a cumulative concrete log and 
when a sampling point as indicated in step ! is reached, 
samples are taken and tested in accordance with the 
contract provisions. 

5. All test results on randomly selected samples are 
entered on computation sheets as they become available. 
A test result for strength is the average of 2 cylinders 
at 28 days. The range between the individual values 
must be less than !0% of the average strength or •.he 
zest results are not valid. 

The average and st=ndard_ deviation are calcu •_,azed 
fron all test results to date. A producer's risk cor- 
rection (Cpr) is applied to the average of the test 
results so that there is a 95% certainty that the true 
quality level is no higher than that indicated and a 
reduction in pay factor is warranted. (This is a producer's risk of 5% that material at the acceptable 
quality level may be rejected.) 

_•he equation for the producer's risk correction is 

(!. 65 s ) CpR : ,,,¢•_ 
where s standard deviation, and 

estimated flnal total number of samples. 
T may be corrected periodically until the 
final number of samples (•'$) is known. 



The producer's r°sk correct "on (Cnm) is mhen 
a•ded to the average of the test_ resu•s =•d •he 

•s used to •etermin the correcZe •, average, Xc, 
factor to be used as the basis for estabiishin• the 
"ndicated quality leve from norma •'stribu:_'on 
•ab!es. The equ•t'cns are 

where 

and 
c pr 

x ac•,,al av=•age of +=st results 

C : producer's risk correction, 
pr 

X correo•ed a,,e•=ge 

z factor for determining quality level from 
d tr norma• _s ibution table, 

LL lower s}ecification limit, and 

• o•andamd de"ia •-•on 

,•..e mndica-•ed qua! ty •eve• s then correc*ed 
::-'ve the con,•ractor cFed't for de#ective con•re+e wh{ch 
is th•oretically considered in the computed quality level 
but "s nor in•orno•a+•d {n *h work. • •o•r "" 

ap•lled is the percentage of the total concrete del'vered 
to the job si•te that was rejected. 

Compute the projected pay factor and adv se the 
contractor of results at least once a week when the 
n•o•ect nay a ..o_ ms i=•s than or c a month 
when equal <o or more than i. OO. 

Compute the final pay :actor on the basis of :he over- 
=,_I •verage ant the s andard tier{at{on or a!: valid 
•---s •-_ •or st•na•h• and ai- •on_ en•. 

When th= r=su!rs o • a{r content test• "n/ic 
a producer's risk of 5%• that less <hart 90% of a! pr.oduc- 
ticn meets the s•ecification requirements, •hen a reduced 



pay factor (RP a) will be applied. This is computed as 

QL + !0 
io o 

where 

RP 
a 

-- reduced pay factor for ai -., and 

Q L 
a 

: qual;ty level for air (percentage 
meeting specifications). 

The reduced pay factor for air content will not be 
!ess than 0.70. 

If the statistical analysis for all valid 28-day 
strength data indicates, with a. prcducer's risk Gf 5%, 
that less than 90% of all production of a g;ven mix 
meets the specification requirement for f'c, then a 
reduc.ed pay factor will be applied to the concrete 
portion of all items containing the involved concrete. 
Such reduced pay factor will be computed as 

(QL + •0) • 

s I0,O00- 

where 

RP 
s 

reduced pay factor with respect to 28-day 
compressive strength (this figure will not 
be less than 0.70), and 

Q L 
s 

= quality level for strength (percentage 
meeting specifications with respect to 
strength). 

In the event that neither air content nor 28-day 
strength meet the required 90% quality level, then a 

net reduced pay factor (RP N) will be computed as 

RP,,• RP A x RPs. 

This figure will not be less than 0.70 



•?:,.[ w'l be crc4ec•=d •=•iodica•!y •u-ing z "•= 

,course c,_ producr4on. In the event RP•[ s less •,han 

• 
zr•ss paymen" 

=.• 
at a. t = 

during nroduction 
• 

s pro•ecr =•. 
"o be am the minimmm level (0.70) and the conrrac•cr is 
:-k :ng no e fect •ve acr{on •c improve the *ef{c ent 
•,_=_• "'•y !eve•s•, the engineer_ may ord=•__ •roduct'on• sto•n=d.. 
UnqL the de• _nc_es e •._ec•=d_. 

The pay roduct{on 
....... 

:n dc•iars is compu'=d a =o__ows• 

For concre:e bid by the uni: <cy, arc. 

== C x Q v 
• 

BP X (a- RPM) 
where 

PP : 9r'ce reduction in dollars, 
C : a cost factor equal •o 0.35 represenring 

•" = "he "• "d the estimated concrete pot • on o• •.. item, 
Q quantity of concrete involved in the same 

•n_• •s as •he bid pr ;•e• 

pr_ce per uni=, 
•, ,.ne• reduced Day facto 

For concreze included in a lure? sum 

:R C x Q x LS x (• 

where 

"- "" nt ,.• o7 co•crete in rhe •O•a_ q•a i •', • 

LS : lump sum bid pr:ce, and 

other symbols are s•me as abcve. 

This procedure was used during the 1980, 1981 and i982 
construction seasons with good results. With minor editorial 
revisions it is being considered for adoption as a part of the 
standard procedures for direct federal construction. 



GEORGIA 

The contractor submits data on the mix design at least 35 
days in advance of starting the job. These tests must be pre- 
pared by an approved testing !abcratory. 

The minimum cement content, maximum water-cement ratio, 
and range of design air content are established in the specifi- 
cations for each of 3 classes ef concrete. 

Classes I and 2 are verified for early strength develcpment 
in accordance with ASTM C-684 Method A (Accelerated Cure). 

Flexural Str_engt h 
The Design Acceptance Range (DAR) for flexural strengths 

established for each class is as ._ollows" 

Class ! DAR = 600 psi + 0.67 s 

Class 2 DAR- 700 psi + 0.50 s 

Class HES 700 psi + 0.50 s 

The acceptance limits are based on 9 cured specimens; 3 speci- 
mens each from 3 batches. 

The standard deviation, s, is determined frcm all 28-day 
=lexural specimens prepared •or a given combination of materials, 
except that a value of s greater than 37 psi shall not be used. 

Compre sS iy..e," Streng_th 

Minimum acceptable compressive strengths, termed a job per- 
formance value (JPV), are established as fo!iows- 

Class 1- JPV o 000 + 0 18 R 

Class 2-- JPV = 3,500 + 0.21 R 

HES (High Early Strength) jPV = 3,000 + 0.05 R 

The contractor may adjust proportions of fine and coarse 
aggregate in his mixes but ,the cement factor must not be decreased 
and the water-cement ratio must not be increased. 

•.[o concrete is accepted with an air conte• less than 2.0% or 
mcre than 6.5%. 



lot acceptance plan by variables 
s:rength acceptabil "ty. 

used .•o det • m_ne 

•_s are approxmmateiy •,• yd. or concrete placed contin- 
uously except for overnisht or other minimal discontinuat'on. Ramps 
are considered as separa" Th ._e ,o •. ree production units are ran- 
domly selected for strength tests from each lot. 

For Class ! and C•ass 2 ccncrete a m•nimum of 2 sets of 
•,.'•inders (6 •n x 12 in are made for each production unit •e 

set is cured by ASTH C-684 (Hethod A) (Accelerated) and one by 
AASHTC T2° (norma!) • •e minimum a•,eraae acceptable •arly st•ngt • 

"- urs of •he laboratory d•sign l•ss 
= 

the average s renzth a• 24 ho 
= •mes the standar• •v ar•n of "he •aborato•y d•sign •= •e 

avemage of + !or acceptance zests exceeds The value of The jPV, 
accept <he lot ar full contract pmice and discamd the 28-day cylin- 
dems. The s•mengrh Tests fom a set of cylinders ame not accepted 
"+ rh= •ange o + The •esu]rs exceeds +5% of <he avemage When a 
failing test is obtained, the contractor is notif'ed im•mediately. 
ne then has the opt_ion of removing or leaving the concrete in 
•n!ace nending• accentance• or re•ection on the basis of 2•-day str•ng t] 
•est results. 

if the concrete is le•t in place and the 28-day strength is 
below specifications, the contractor can remove the concrete or 

accept, partial •aymenz as follows- 

where 

Pay Factor_ • A L 

Class i 

I.OC 3,000 + 

0 9 • "• OO@ 
0 70 • 000 

rlass,• 2 

0.18 R 
0.07 R 
0.30 R 

00 • 500 + 0 2 P 

0 9 • • 500- 0 07 • 

O 70 • 500 0 30 • 

.,..,_• is the lower a.•ceptance limit and 
'• {s •e range of results. 

A-!0 



When the lower acceptance limit for the 0.70 pay factor is 
•f the concrete •s not met, the engineer may order removal • 

left •n place, the payment is 50% of ccntract price. 

Paving concrete may be accepted on the basis of 72-hour tests 

on cylinders cured at conditions under which pavement is cured. The 
strength must equal or exceed the minimum JPV (3,000 + 0.18 R and 
3,500 + 0.21 R, respectively, for Clasaes 1 and 2). 

When the pavement is deficient in thickness as well as strength, 
the specification combines the deficiencies for establishing the pay 
factor. 

A-If 



•_,UI S !ANA 

General Requirements 

Plants are certified hy the Department. 

Laboratory •ac'•izies a:•e e,•n'shed by the cont•cro• 

The contractor must have a qualified concrete hatcher on the 
3 c b. 

All cement, •gregates, and admixtures must be from approved sources. 
Cement is certified by the manufacturer, if no• cer.tif'ed, 

}mov'sions must be made for stor'ng the cemenZ for 12 days or unrii 
•n• =e• ar• ccmnl•ted 

The mix design "s submitted by the contractor for approval. 
The design must include Zhe sou-co of all materials. 

When pretests are required, the mix design must be submitted 
at least •5 days prior to start of work. 

Control Tests 

The contractor is •esnonsib!e• for the o.c•adat_on• •f coa. se• and 
• ine a•regate, slump tests a • r con•nt, and tempe•atume 
production mix must conform to the mix design within specified 
ccnrro •= _•imits for ind•v{dual• samples. 

Results are plotted cn control charts for "ndividua! samples. 

-•or s,tructura• con•et each lot "s reoresented '•, a m{nimum 
•= 2 •ndividual t=sts 

Ad-" "he mix des -• • •ustments •_o • ,_gn may •e made by the con•_ac_o. 
•or slump, a{r_ e•c. The c=menr .content can =xceed "he• m •_nimum in 

• +he De ar ÷ •he m x de•4gn•_ with pr{or_ noti=icat{on• o: p •men._. 

•e average strengths oz test cylinders must exce=d set m•ni 
taurus. Therefore, a•l._ var{ab•i'i=s_ 

,_ are cons{dered_ the same; that 
"s, it is assumed that all producers have the same standard dev •- 
aZ'on for their product. 

..•e _•o•_ s •ze ,_or s "•,,•cr.ura! c•n. cre-=• is no• •o =xceed •0 '•..• yd 
• 

the •an•e is 200-400 yd • d•vide •nro • o 
= .• 

equal Ic•s. .ours exceeding 400 yd. • 
are represented by 3 lots. Take 2 random batches 

for making cylinders -rom each •oZ. Make • cy!{nders •or each. 
batch. Test all 6 specimens ar 28 days. 
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MARYLAND 

Prior to the start of construction, the contractor submits 
the mix design to the Regional Materials Engineer for approval. 

Trial mix testing is required with an authorized represent- 
ative of the state materials engineer present. Arrangements must 
be made at least 2 weeks before tests are to be conducted. 

Required average strengths are determined as in ACI 214, ex- 
cept that statistical computations are based on a population size 
of 15 or more tests (instead of 30) and (n-l) weighting is used to 
estimate the standard deviation and coefficient of variation. 

When past performance records are available a minimum of 15 
consecutive 28-day strength results made within the last year using the same mix design are used to compute the coefficient of 
variation, which in turn is used to compute the required average 
strength. If data are not available, a coefficient of variation 
of 15% is used to compute the required average strength. 

Control tests are required on the basis of one randomized 
sample for each 50 yd. 3 Tests are made for slump, air content, 
and compressive strength. 

The contractor molds and cures strength specimens for 3 to 
7 days and then delivers them to the state laboratory. The 
project engineer has the responsibility for slump and air con- 
tent tests. 

Concrete is accepted if there is no greater than a 1 in l0 
probability that the strength will fall below the specified 
strength. The average of any 2 companion specimens also must 
not be less than 80% of the design specified strength, and the 
running average of any 5 successive tests must not be less than 
the design specified strength. 

The concrete mix design may be modified with approval of the 
engineer if strengths greatly exceed requirements but a minimum 
cement factor applies. 

The specification does not include provisions for partial 
payments for noncomplying concrete. 
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Four classes of concrete are recognized, with a class 
design strength and a structural design strength indicated 
for each class as follows" 

Class of 
Concrete 

Class Structural 
Design Design 

Strength, Strength, 
ps± ps± 

P 5,500 5,000 

Typical Use 

Prestressed Beams 

A 4,200 3,000 Bridge Decks 

B 3,700 3,000 Pavements 

C 3,200 3,000 Foundations 

The structural design strength is the value usually designated 
as f'c and is the strength required by the designer to assure 
structural integrity. The class design strength is a higher level 
of strength specified to obtain other benefits such as impermeability, 
durability, and abrasion resistance. 

In the specification, the class design strength is the limit 
used to e{tablish the acceptable quality level (AQL), which is de- 
fined as 10% below the class design strength for each class of 
concrete. 

The rejectable quality level (RQL) is based on the structural design strength. It is defined as the average strength for which 
10% of the concrete would have strengths less than the structural design strength in all classes except Class C. For Class C, the 
RQL is defined as the average for which 20% of the concrete would 
have strengths less than the structural design strength. 

The contractor establ; _.shes the necessary mix designs and pre- 
pares trial batches for verification under state supervision. A 
table is provided to guide the producer in deciding how far above 
the design strength the target strength should be set for each 
class. At least one mix must be designed for a target strength 
500 psi higher than the maximum value obtained from this table. 
The over-design guide for establishing the averages a given con- 
tractor must equal or exceed is based on the formula 

Target Strength _> Class Design Strength + 1.282 S, 
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in which S is the producer's current within-lot standard de- 
viation. 

The standard deviation is computed for each producer from 
acceptance test results and is based on the most recent i0 lots 
or one month's production• whichever produces the larger sample 
size. Within-lot standard deviations are pooled across concrete 
classes to obtain the current value. 

Maximum-lot sizes are defined as one day's production• 500 yds.3 (300 yd.3 for structures), or 50 truckloads, whichever 
volume is smallest. 

A test result is defined as the average 28-day strength of a 
concrete cylinder pair. Normally, six tests are performed at 
random locations within each lot. 

Acceptance is based on the percentage of material estimated 
to fall below the class design strength for each lot. The pay 
factor (PF) is computed from the formula 

PF : 102 0.2 PD, 

and is exactly 100% when the percent defective (PD) is at the 
AQL of 10% defective. When the estimated percent defective is 
less than 10%, Zhe pay equation awards small bonuses up to a 
maximum of 2%. 

When single tests fall below limits set in the specifica- 
tion, or the estimated percent defective exceeds limits set for 
each class of concrete, the lot may be retested by coring or 
suitable nondestructive means. The agency reserves the right to 
require removal and replacement of seriously defective concrete. 

Air entrainment and slump testing is basically a screening 
process. These tests are performed at the same rate and on the 
same loads as the compressive strength tests and, if the test 
results are not within the specified limits, the concrete is not 
accepted for use on •he project. The present version of the 
specification contains an experimental feature that permits a single re•empering for air entrainment and slump (and subsequent 
reZesting) provided neither parameter is above its upper limit. 
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0HI0 

Ohio has developed a statistical specification for portland 
cement concrete used in pavement base courses. However, as of 

{t was reported •that +his specification had not January 1983, 
been used in actual construction. 

Its requirements are- 

3,000 psi minimum strength at 28 days. 

Air content 4.0% minimum, except when size 7, 
78, or 8 stone is used. In these cases, minimum 
is 6.0%. 

The contractor submits certified test data from a certified 
laboratory (CCRL inspection is adequate) showing compliance. 
Changes in material sources must be approved. 

Quality control is the responsibility of the contractor. He 
establishes systems and maintains records of all test re•uits. The 
quality control system is approved by the engineer. 

The contractor must have .qualified personnel on the job or 
otherwise available. 

The amount of cement to be used is determined by the con- 
tractor. 

Acceptance testing is done by the state. 

2 The lot size is 6,000 yd. Four tests are 
made per lot, stratified on the basis of ! 
per sublot of •.,500 yd.2 One air content 
test is made for each sublot. 

Lower quality index, QL, is used as the basis for partial 
payments. 

X L QL : R 

where 

L = lower specification limit• 
•- average of lot, and 

R = range of lot. 
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Acceptance is based on compressive strengths of cores taken 
from each sublot at random location at 14-26 days of age. Con- 
crete can be rejected if honeycombing or segregation is noted. 
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% 
WEST VIRGINIA 

quality contmol is the •esponsibility of the contmactom. He 
must have a !abo•atomy and a cemtified pomtland cement technician. 
He must submit a quality contmo! plan fore appmoval p•iom to starer 
of j oh. 

His quality control plan must show a frequency of tests in 
compliance with the state's minimum. The contractor's records 
must show the following- 

Nature and number of observations made 

Number and type of deficiencies found 

Quantities approved and rejected 
Nature of corrective action 

All test results must be available to the state on a computer- 
acceptable medium. 

Control charts must be maintained by the contractor for aggre- 
gate gradations. Such charts become the property of the state. 

The minfmum frequency of tests established by the stat• are- 

•ine aggregate" 
Gradation daily 
Deleterious materials daily 
Moisture daily 

Coarse aggregate" 
Gradation daily 
P-200 daily 
Moisture as specified= 

Combined aggregate + cement- 

•- as specified 

Plastic concrete" 

Air content (pavements) one per I/2-day production 
Air content (bridge superstructure) one per batch 

Consistency (pavements) one per 1/2 day production 
Consistency (bridge superstructure) each fifth batch 
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Temperature- as specified 
Yield- as specified 
Strength I set (3 cylinders) for 0-I00 yd. 

3 I set each additional !00 yd. 

The contractor has the option of using the predicted strength 
at 28 days based on curves extablished for the mix design (maturity 
concept). 

Pavements are cored for acceptance. The cores are taken when 
the pavement is at least 28 days old, but not more than 91 days old. 
The results of the core tests are analyzed statistically. 

For complete acceptance, the average of results must be equal 
to or greater than the 28-day design strength plus 1 standard devi- 
ation. Also, the average of any 5 consecutive tests must exceed 
the design strength. 

Structural concrete is accepted when statistical analysis 
indicates that at least 93% of the concrete has strengths equal •o 
or above the design strength (specification minimum). Also, 99.9% 
of the concrete must have strengths at least 1 • above design stress. 

The cement factor can be reduced up to I/2-bag per cu. yd., 
if strength average is maintained at the levels indicated below. 

design strength) + K I and f' + K •. 
c 2 

K I and K 2 are based on numbers of tests available. 

N•en n : 30- K I : 1.5; K 2 3.0 

•W•en n-- I0. K I = 1.6; K 2 = 3.615 

K I and K 2 values are given for n = I0 through 30. 

When n equals or exceeds 30, values for 

n = 30 apply. 
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APPENDIX B 

T TAT GUIDELINES FOR SIMU•,_AalNG S ISTICAm ACCEPTANCE TESTING 
FOR PORT.LAND CEMENT CONCRETE 

INTRODUCTION 

The propcsed revisions o• •ec:4on 2 9, nydrau •c Cement Con- 
crete, or the Standard Specifications for Roads and Bridges of the 
Virginia Department of Highways and TransporZation inZroduce the 
concept of acceptance on the basis of s•a•_istica! probabilities, 
with reduced pay for concrete outside of normal specification 
limits but not considered to be sufficiently de=icient =o warrant 
'•moval Under the proposed specification, reduced pay will "•su!t, 
when on a statistical bas•s•_ there 
that more than 10% of the concrete placed in the job is below the 
minimum requirement for 28-day compressive strength or outside the 
minimum and maximum limits for the percentage of entrained air. 

The system proposed provides for considering all the concrete 
of a single class made with the same in=•edien•o• •s in a contract: as 
a single lot, except where very large amounts of concrete are in- 
volved. The number of samples per lot thus varies with the size 
of the job. In acceptance a correction is applied to minimize the 
producer's risk of having acceptable concrete subjected to a re- duction in pay. This has the effect of statist4•a!]y inc•easin= 
the risk to the state that poorer than indicated concrete will be 
accepted, but on large lots requiring at least I0 samples the 
state's risk is reduced. The s•me risk of accepting poor material 
exists under present procedures. It is emphasized that under any specification, dependence is placed on good concreting practice 
and good inspection procedures to assure that inferior concrete is 
not placed. 

Prior to implement -• a•_on or the new concept, mr ;s desirab •e 
•o eva•az• e •he n•oposed revision by ;'s simulat=d anDlica•on'" to projects constructed in the i$82 season. For this simulation 
several changes in sampling and testing procedures are required. 
These are explained in the following sections. 



Und •h=,_ •evised. snec•,=4caZ •_ ,•ons, •here,. is no s gnz-•can:_. 
•ang= •n •• e•ons •bi "•= 

_-,•=•• abi= •ar.t_ e•u•pment_ and mixing •ec•n•ues 
,• ous y un- 

and ==•_szac•ory cond z{ons o zmprop•r equipment, maz=r a •s, 
=chn ques musz zmm, edia:ely be called o •,•e a:•enr{on of the 

r=soons{b •= terscn as "• the past Moniror•nc of a•grega •= 

moisture and wat•r/cemen- rat'os is conducted in •he same manner 

as befo •'4-a'•iy, 
•_,.. as concrez= nroduce•s dev=•on mn•oved 

•ua! =-y c•nt•ol D•OC=•u•es •s hot •ha• the state nspector s 

a•= the conmr-c • ibi • 

SAMPLIN• AND z_S•,:-;• FOR •rb-_, •:TANC= 

A significant change "s made in the manner of se!eczing a 
b :• • •he ac•eDzanc = .._ • gtlu and o• • 

s•s 

must be se!ec•ed by a predetermined system based on ra-dom numbers 
•'• some other su'tab]= r=ndo•4z'r.,g s'zsr=- Thzs sys.z=ma • C •a•- 
•cr•izatic•• _4s ex•reme!v, imoortant_ and must be adh•=d•.• •o in o•,•e "•. 
zo arZain a proper eva!uar•on c= the proposed rev szon. A good 
procedure-o use is described in ASTM D3665. This procedure 

• 

•u•s e • t 5 o• b. AS•4 •tand ds & • a • 

Fre•uencv of Samn!ing 

Th=.. oropos =;• ss=c•={cat. cn b=sica! •=y es'•ab •,i•hes :he s ze or 

a sub•c•_ fop sr aZ•_ decks az S0 •v• • and thaz -o <Z •'•cz,=_'•=l_ con- 

cr•e_ .otne • •nan -haz zor brz•ge,_ deck• =.-" •00 yd.3. Whz•=•_ some 
special considerations are included in the proposed spec'ficaZien 

•hese ar• •ot aocl•cable .•.e obs • ,• 

simula-ion• exc==d._• 150 .v"•- 3 for :-•'dse•= derk_ c•,nc•=me• o•_ •00 yd 3 

•o•. other s<.uc •,-a•_ •-,-.._.=ze,_, 

:-= t•e sublo- :o be samn!ed •" -• •/ •'•= o +<•s can 
be done by a procedure similar to •haz used by the Deparzmenr for 
ozher •ter•als in which the perc=nrage o • t•e sub •.or is •et=•_.mi-e•. 
•'z• d•awing_ numh=•=d•._ d's•s• c •. wa=h=rs• from a c=n_ •he. fir<t.• number 
•'•awn •=or=se•ts the •_rsZ • pe c=•ag= z s=c n 
•umo drawn. -=Dr=se .... or •,• ne•cenqa,se. S h secc,.c • c• -• 



For example, 
•_• a 6 and a 4 are drawn, •ake the acceptance 

sample from the truck that contains the cubic yard which repre- 
•h • = the sents •he smx•-four_ 

3 
nercentmle o• the sublot; that is, 

sublot size is 50 yd. take the sample from the truck containing 
the thirty-second cubic yard •# the sublot size is I00 yd 3 
take the sample from the truck containing the sixty-fourth cubic 
yard of the sub!ot. 

A• the end of a job wh•re• a full sublcZ wi•!• nor be p lac=d,_ 
compute Zhe percenZage of the sublo• in the usual manner, if the 
percentage deZermined by the random <•aw.•gs exceeds Zhe amount c 
conc•eZ= to be placed, do not s•mp • •e. If •t •s within the amount 
to be placed, treat as an additional sublot and make +•= usua• 
tests. 

Example" The random digits drawn are 5 and 4. 
Thus, •he percentage is 54. if the 
last sub!ot to be placed represents 
more than 54 •ercent of the usual sub- 

•ake +he ac•ptanc• lot size, samp!= 
=• ruc • on•.ai•.ing •he f• •ty- •_om the • c •. 

fourth percentile. If less than .54 
percent of th= norms • sub!or •s to be 
placed, do not sampie. 

The truck load to be samo!ed •or •ach subiot should be established 
pr•_or to beg•_nning the concrete •o•_acement. Howev• •_., •h•._ _s in•orma- 
tion should be kept confidential unt.i! the load to be s•mpled 
arrives on the job. 

•.•£hile the particular randomizing method to use is a matter 
of convenience or judgement, it is em_•hasized that arbitrarily 
selecting a load for sampling other than the one selected by the 
randomizing procedure must not be permitted. Only when a load 
designated as an acceptance sample is rejected and removed from 
the job should a change be made. In this case the next load placed 
automa•ica!!y becomes the load for acceptance sampling. 

START-UP AND MONITORING PROCEDURES 

S:.art-up procedures and requirements concernin_• proper mois-:ur.e 
determinations in the aggregare, mixing temperatures, etc., remain 
unchanged. Although under both the old and revised specifications 
it is the contractor's responsibility to control all the properties 
of the concrete within the specification limits, monitoring of air. 
content by state personnel_ at the beginning of a placeme•.•- •s" de- 
sirable. The state's final accenrance. _#or air content, howev= •_., is 
•o be based on th s- •ar•stica •_ ana•.ys s or +•he r=st• resu•'s_• cn "'=• 
randomly selected acceptance samples. 



A s•ec al proceHur •- en -• uc ±:orang :he 
a • •ont•n• o- b•:dge deck concrete Under •he n•w sro•dur•, 

.:e beg.nning o# each day, when • consecu• ve •oads o• con- 
c .... ..•a ned air s within the re•u•ed _e:e show rh• •he am•cun• o 
Suec -7 _._car on !imirs and the average of the Zhree tes<s s wlrh•n +'C 8% o•- the target value (mid point of .ange for ={•). r•duced 
mcn'toring can be ins•tu'•d 
sample for eac • 5 loads. 

Monitor'ng tests may be made using the Chace air indicamor. 
However a •e•rm•nat'on must be made by the air ••s.sure mete or 
the vo!umerr'c me:hod before a load of concrete "s rejected. Any 
•oad rot wh ch •he air c .•=. • • •y the 
is •uzs•d r•e sine r•=r•on mirs should be-•e =ct=d and •=moved 
•m 

• • a!•=ady samu!ed for accenranc= •esz< a • daza and sDecim=n•, 
mad wi 

., • 
be d•sc•rded• and zhe next ,oad to be p•acec in *he 

"ob will be so samo•=d Th{< is con•isten: w{th rhe •andomizin• 
}rocedure, since the charac:er'stics of the concrete n!aced in the 
s•rucrure an{.• not he co•cre•e }roduced are des ed. 

.•IT=ONAL •STS •EOUIRED fOR •!HU 
A•nLIC•'m•ON. 

=•,_ 
OF RE•!SrD,, SnrCI •e'•". •_•A•,_ 

Ac.c=ntance for strencth und• the new •n=c•.-icaz•cn s to 
•- 08 day tests on +,•= r 

._ 

•,•sed on andom!y selected acceptance samo]es 
requ._ec or the revmsed specification. These can also be used as 
•he •s •o• the D•e•nZ sDec{ r• • acc=D:a•c t=s •= 

•. •_. 
___ca:_{on. However 

the usual lU-day breaks as well as the 28-day breaks are desired. 
make 2 sets of 3 each of • in. x 8 in. cylinders for the projects 
selected for the simu!aZed application of the rev:sed specJfication. 
C=sz one se• ar iu days and the o•her a 28 days. •ne admit cnal 
•ara fo • small cy!inder• at !a days may permit subs=quen• rev:s•on 
of • •=ication to • •+ e..• statistical acce•ranc= • •= bas s 
o • •-day rests •4 tes: f• -h = a.r •r=ssure me-er •_ 

en=ra•ned air by ? 
mus- be ma •=.,_ for each acce•p-•a•ce.• sample._ 

=i=!d personne• w'i" •,ntinue :o •ecord all dam= c:• t 
=orms as in %he pas" and send "n--eoomts rc +he <fater'aqs Divis•o •, 
e:•ce•t •ha• •he r•ports for the s•mu]at=d •rojec•s s'hou • so indicate. 
These da•a w•! b• used •_o compu•= acceptance and simuiaT=d pay c- 
•c.r F an • •arder• •,a • s or y z:acemen•s n wh ch the amcun: of re + •__- 
•=ducinc.•. agents,_ o• ....... wa -=<__ have be=n .nr=n -•cna. .,•• va_•_._{=d, •he 
re•r•s submit•=• should =•sc so nd care. 



PAY :ACTORS 

Recent analyses of =he s•,. _c-_• significance or "he cr.•e- 
rion for acceptance, and for computing pay facTors• have raised 
some doubts That The producer's correction as now provided #or in 

-•id i •! cases and •ur•he• study •s •he proposed revision is v•_, n a. 
needed. However, The data needed would nor be affected by any changes in The manne• of computing pay factors. Thus, for The 

;ieid •ersonn•i ne=d not estimate simulated pay factors. •ime being, 





APPENDIX C 

PROPOSED REVISION TO VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS 
AND TRANSPORTATION SPECIFICATIONS FOR HYDRAULIC 

CEMENT CONCRETE 

"Road and Bridge Specifications" 
July I, 1982 

Section 219 

NOTE" Subsections reproduced in small type are unchanged 
from present specifications except for numbering. 



SECTION 219-ffYDILAULIC C•T-M "-•T CONCISE 

Sac. 219.01 Desc•il)tion--Cement conctexe shall consist of • approve• 
hydraulic cem• a fine •ga•, • c• ag•:•, water, 
su• •Lxmr• • may be •pe•ed, m•e• • •e app•ved p•por- 
•ons for •e va•ous c•s o• conic, •d by one of •e me•o• 
'a•m•I•r ••a/e• •e Con•c:er w• be p•it!• :o produc• 
CI• A• G•ne• U• c•m•t conc•%e Cot •c•en• cons•uc•on items 
fz•m a mobile pr•uc:•on p•nL U•e• o•he•e •ecR•ed, mobile 
p•duc•on pi• • not •e p•i• for • pro•on of con•eIe 
a• •.b•d•, box •v•. pavemen• or reining w• con••o• 

See.. 219.02 Materials-The Contrac:oc sha!l assume :he r•spon•ibility 
for uhe qua•i• :on•oi and condi•on of • mate•s du•g •e 
hand•, bl•d•g •d m•ing ope•on• •e Con•czor • 
•ume •spoa•b•i• for "•e mit• de:••auon and • nece• 
subs•uem a•ju•ea• • p••ioning c• ma•ri• u•ed to produce 
• e svec•fied con•eze. •e pro¢or•on of Free and coam ag•gate 
sh• ratify •¢ ne••i pl•mg, tone,clarion, •nd ff•ing requ•e- 
merits, • •e a•u• batch quaati•es • be adius•ed dunng •¢ 
course of :he work to compen•te for ch•gea m workab•i• •u• by 
diffe•nces in ch•ct•zics of ag•gates •d c•ents wi•m • 
speci•cation r•uiremeatg Su•h adjuncts •e to be made o•y by 
me Con•czor and in such a way as not to change •e yi•d. 

Cement shaLL conform ;o Secdon 2].6 and shall be Type [I, 
unless o•erwis¢ pe•i•ed here• .or o•e•i• specifi• in 
uhe contra•. Type I-P cement may 
pavemen• or bridge •ecgg Type Ill c•ent may be 
pres••d members, •xc•p• p• Type [If 
may be u•d in • pre•e•ed m•bers and when t,he •se of 
hi• •riy st•eng• con•ete •s auhhor•. Type 
or Type III cement may be u• m latex por•nd cement 

Formulated latex modifier •.all be a non-toxic, F•im forming, 
polymeric emut•ion to which xti stabilizers have been •dded 
at .',he point of manufacture and sh•l be homo.•ous, uniform 
in :omcosition ancL fre• from ch).orides, 

The latex moct':.•er malt •.onform :o the Following r;qutre- 
mer.t$: 

Polymer Type Styzene Butadiene 
68 =,t% Styrene 
32 -'_4% Butadiene 

.-Xverag¢ Poiyrner 
?artlcEe Size '• Q0 to 25(30 ,hn•t•oms 

Emuision Stabdizers -•niomc and non-iomc surt'actant 

Percent Sotid• 46.5 to 49.0 
We,•zh (Ibs. 

Sheif Life 
Color '•t• 



bein• l:rrodttced•. Coarse a•regate for the deck surface con.- 
ct•e, of" •'•vo-•ta•e bridge decit ¢on.w•ctiort, •taii be non-. 
polishin• Size No. 7or No. • ¢ont'ormia• •o Section 

(t') Admixmt•ait conform to Sectiot• •.1_7. 

(g) Whim portlan4 cement concrete •taR conform 
•on exit u f•ow• 

I. •eat • be white ••• ¢•t ¢onfo•g :o •e 
r•u••ts of Scion 216 t'ot Ty• •o•• 
•c•t •at it •. ¢on• •t mo• m• 0.•5 

uncm• ••• of • ¢om• of not 
9• •emnt s•i• f• •r• lumpa of •y, soft ot 
•m• 1o•, ot• ot o• injurious •ter• 
0••• m• •e •u•• of StOlon 202 for 

not mo• •an 3 •t inor•ic ,fit •y acm• d• 
*h• t• in a•r•• • AASHTO T II. Stone 
m• whi• •a• d•o•ted •at •ey pt•u• an 
•te white con•ete may • • 

3. Coat,J,. all,re,ate: • •e ¢•rated stone, or cru•ed or 
u••. g•v• ¢onfo•mg to •e •u•emenm of 
S•on 2D3 :or •e. •an. of cunts-•$ pmduce• 

S• 219.03 Hz•i• •d Stodn• Mate•al• 

(a) A•e: •e Con•or •. fum• •at• 
contb•mg to 5•en 203. 

St•p• o• bo• c•.• • •ne •ates may be 
pl• adjacent to •e •h• on •ound •at • denu• of 
ve••n, •d, and we• d•• •e d•ferent •et 
•d of a•e•tes • • gept •mte dung •n•pomuon, 
•• •m• and, un• •tchm. i.t ••. •uon• 

•g h•• • ••• •e ••. of fo•e• mat• 
wh• •e a•• • be• r•ov• •om •e 
vehi•e or storage p•e, •d p• Mto •e bm of •e ba• 
• •e •p of •e m•et, • not • 

A••tet p•c• •i•y on •e •nd • not 
r•ov• •om. •e st•• '•m one •oot of 

mumt• mff•• mo•mze c-o•om •e Condor 

• •s not ••g •Usfa•o• re•t• •e may r•u• 

•• water h• •pp• •d •= mate• h• 
• monte content. Stockp•es • •e m located 
¢0ns•ct• •at me •tus wat• • 6• •way •rom •e 
stoc•des •d •e •at•qer. 

mitten. 



(b) C•men=. P, ecta•ea cement or c.-men= •at •aows ev•c•enc•s of 
•ydmt•n, mc,•. • •urnps ot ¢•k•, ma•/not: be 

Loose cement sna• be ,'Tansporcmi .:o ,.he m•er ei•er • 
• .:om••ents for • •a•, •r •e• •e •me •d. 
co• ag•e•te. C•m• • o•• •i•mg •ac•ges may 
••o•-on :op of uhe ••• +ac• batch con•mg 

.MI cement mall be •:ored. [n reliable weather-proof nruc- 
tur• whir.h will oroce• •he c,ment •rom •ampne•. Small 
quaab,•es may b• s•ore• in •e o•en witR lpprovecL water•, roo[ 
pTotection. 

mo•fi• from ex•eme h•¢ or cold. •e s•or•d latex modifier 
• • •e •t • •ciosur•s which w• prot• •I •tom exposut• 
co cem•tu•s below #OOF or • exc•s of •oF. D•ms of 

•• su•u 

(d) Mis•elLaaetm• M-•te•s: Aa.mLxturts gaa• be store6 and. 

•• • inch a m• •at cont••on or dete•oraflon 
• •e pro•ted. •quid adm•m• • not be u•d 

fzozen w• not • •ow• '•en me •nt of adm•re 
•qu•ed to •ve •e s•it• resul• d•tes ap•ec•biy 
f•m •he m•ufac•'s :ecomm•d• dotage. 
mate• • be discoatmu• u• condi=o.s jus•y 
ch•ge M :he do•. 

See. 219.04 Measurement o[ Materials--AR meaaur•g devices •,hall be 
•bject to app•v• Except •s-spec• h•emaffer, ag•e•t• •d 
c•ent • be m•red by w•L •¢ •me and c•rse •egatt •d 
tempt • be wei•ed •p•teiy. Czmeut m s•dard pa•ge• •4 
poun• net •r bag, need not be wei•e• but bu• cement •d f•ac- 
¢ion• potages • be weighed .mthm an ac.••" • •ne petcenL 

The mixing water •hail be measure¢• by volume or we'_•ght. When 
measured by volume, t.he holdLng • • be of •ffici•nt s•e to 
hold •e •u•ed qu•d• for any one batch. •ue water m•rmg 
devlce • be t•y adju•able •d sh• be capable of 
bhe •u•ed amount. Under • opetalm• con•ons •e devic• 
have • accura• •th• on, perc,nt o• uhe qu•W of water 
for :he batch. 

A• a•e•te• • be m•u•d by we•ht •m m ac••/ 
•ctnL P•oI to mmm• con•,te, the mollie conte•t o• •e •g•- 
gates • be •ete•m• •nd pro•er •low•ce made •or Cne wat• 

content. Moidore dete•mation• • • perfo•ed •rior to starting 
m•ing and sub•queu•y ,•qe•fter • ch•s oc•r hn •he condition 
:he a•e•te. •e Con•ac:or shMl be re•on•ible For 
moidore dete•a•on• a, weft a• te•t• •or dump •d • content 
ptovidin• •e n•em• :,stm• ,qui•e•L 

The amount .of admixture r•uLred •all be added ',vi-dain :z ',.knit of 
•ccurac7 or" 3 percent •nd •haiI be dis.oen•ed by means of m •p.•roved, 
•aduated, •ans.oatent. me•'urmg devic o- :o uhe mLx.mg water before 
•t is introduced into :he mLxer, in :he went mor• .-.nan one 

is ,'.o be u•'d. •uch zdrnL'<:u•s •ail be :•.!eased Unto xue mLxmg water, 

:n seouence :a•er •.•an •t fine same instant_ Once estaoli•ueO, 
sequence of dispensing •amLxtur•s m•,li not be •:•ted unie,, s.oecU•- 
c•ily authorized by me Engineer. AdmL'<ture• ahaii be u•ed • act.or- 
dance with •e manufac.-urer'• r•ommendation•. 

When using mob•e producxion planz• aggregate•, cement •nd 
si•ail be measurecl by weigiat or votume, in due went m•edient• are 

mea.•tzed by volume, Lhe Contractor shail :'urni•. •.• his 
a.0proved scales •nd •ontalners •uttabie ,rot checXm*_ ,'.he caiibratxor, 
.of •e equipment's measuring system. T'he manulaczurer'• 
,'nendations shall be ,•oilowed in Xhe operat:ion of •e eouioment and 
•aiibt=atlng •e v•rious •ages and _•ate •penm_a•..Mtx•'•g water shall be 

,'ne•.sured by means •f caiibrated :'•o• ,-nete•. • •txoduc•ion 

i.nr•oduc:lon of c•men', ann •gg•e..•:t•es. [n_•edien•_s •iurR1 be propor- 
tioned within uhe :'ollowm• :o•erance• w6,ic• •.re ba.•ci ,on :,•e voiume- 



wei•t •t•U• •b•e•t l•F c•Lib•do=of •e meamz£n• crevices: 

219.05 Eq•ipmen¢ Requ-cem•ts-Equ•ent aad tools ne",•smxy 
handfing mamrJc[s and peffotmm$ • FeeLs of the work must 
the appmv• of the. Encmes¢. 

(t) ¢ztchi• F.quipm•ac Bi• •m-•te •p••m for 

••y f• md ••• of •e ho•• •d fo• w• 
• e •• •e w••g hopp• •-• p• •• 
•d v•• m • du• du•g op•• E• 

•d• •. •t •e ma• may • •d• •o•y •d •u¢ off 
• p• A •tr or om• o•g • be pr•• •o 
•ove a• ovum of my one of •e •e• mat• f•m 

The scales for we• •¢re•tes and c--ment mall be of 

•d •• • ac••• • S•on 109.0 t. ,• •-W• 

zbte at • p•t for •e pu•om of v•ym• •e con•u• 

of V• D•••t of A•lm• •a Commie •t l• 
on• • •o (2) y• A ce••:e of • •bza•on 
m• be fo•• to •e En•e• • whom • •e p•t 

(b) •fet• R•i=m•te•t• Adequam •nd saa'e s•aJ.•ays to •e 
rni•er pla•orm and mmldin@ points m=// be furnished •d 
•ua•ed Laddem to otbe% plant unit= •a• be p•aced at •11 ?oin• 
where asc•ibilit7 to plane oper•ions i• requir• 

pound, of I• .• we•mg •d m•ca•g •c• • •e • 
view of •e op•tor w•e ••g •e hopper • he • 

h•e conv•t •• to • c•=• 



•Lxe• may be •tztion•ry mLxe• or %•c•: mbcers. 
•y be • m•e• or •ck •g•tcr• Elch m• 
a•m•or • have •a• the•o, m 2 •mmen• 
•y •e m•ufa•ter, • me• •te or •t•s on •i• 
• pi• •ked the v•ous u• •or w•ic• • e•ui•m•t 
i• de•e• •e ca•a• of •e •m or •on•e• 
te•s or" •e v•ume of m•e• con•et• •d •he 
rotauon o• •e mixing •m or biade• EacA •Uo• 

•at w• noc p•i• :he bat• •o be di•h•ed unt• 
spe•z• mmmg •e h• e•p• Ea• • 
m• be equipp• 'ram an approved count• by which •e 
numb• of revoiufions of •he •r•m or bLUes may be 
vem•e• 

The mixer shaJ• be caoable ,of comblrmng =he in•edients of 
=he concrete •to • d•oro•iy m•xed •nd 'anifo• 
and of d•a• :he concrete ,uim • •fac:o• !e•ee 

The a•tator •.h•tl be cagable of ma.ima.Lnmg the mixed 
concrete m a •otoughty mu¢ed •d ,an•o• roam and of 
•s•ar•g •e concrete wi• a •t•fac:o• deg•e of 
un•ity • •cat• • Pam•aph • her•m. 

All mechanica• deta•,s of me mixer o: a•t•tor, such m 
water measuring and disch•gc a•pamtu• •ondiuon of •e 
blade• •eed of ro•on of Lhe drum, •ene• me•ic• 
con•tion of •ne •m: and cle•rlm• of •e drum, • 
be checked before u• of •e unit • •e•ined. •e End- 

or" mdi•du• •p•s •t apptox•eiy uhe begin• 
midpoint, •d end o• uhe loa• If uhe con•st•n• m•• 
m•s v• by mot• •aa 2 mc• ,• •ump b•w•en •e 

h• •d low v•ue• •e-m• ot •tot • not • 
used u•e• me condi•on is co•ecte• 

(e) Mobile Production Hant•: 

In u%e event '.he Conma•or e!ec',s to u•ize 2 mobile 
production plant as perilled •n Secnon 2!9.0!, the •ui• 
merit r•u•ements sgeci•ed hereinbefore w• not •ppiy •d 
• e conc•et• sh• be mixed at •e •cint of delivery by • 
comb•tion mater• •nspo•t and mk•e• unz• :onfo•mg to 
•e •o•owmg: 

The unit shaft, be capable of mnT. ing, 
comp•Gnent• all uhe neces• in•e•ients ne• for 
con•ete •oduc•lon and • •aote of m•mg •e 
•ents zt •e point of EeHvety. •.e unit 
m• c•ib•t• propo•ionmg devices :o v• mix propor- 
•ons of • m•edients •nd water. •e unit • be 
:apa0te of .=h•ging :h• gump •t •ny •te• of continuous 

•on unit envying 
• e auger Wpe or 2ny •mer 
tn•edients of 
•nifo• mas• 
•sfac:• de•ee of unffo•iw. 

Each unit shaft have ,,,,ached thereto, m 2 prominent 
place by :he manufacturer, a me•:ff •lace or plates on wht•n 
is •immy m•ked :he •o• volume of •e :mnsoor•ation 
unit tn te•s of m•ed concrete, li••e speed 
wei•t-•i•t•ted•onsmm o• 5•e machine m te•s 
•Oicator revolu•on counter. • m•er sh• 7toduce, 
within the specide• :•e of muxin•, • Cnoto•ly 
uniform conc•te. :onunuou•v d•sch•d ,uu• 
•ac%ory de•ee o• unn'o•ity. 



•--Ait sources: sup1•lYin• concrete, to • 

op•o• • C•• Connie •tc•er •or • Ca•• Conc•. 

who. • •bie- of p•f•m$ adi•• m •e pmpo•onm• of 

men• •ve n••. •••on- m• be by the De•• 

The conezete prtmucet •aR so, p• Ms b'atr.•i• op.erauons 
d•ys do not o•r •e •O •e zb•c= of c•• pe•nn• In c• 
of em••, •e =once •du• 

•o compile •e ••g o• conic 

t• un• •e •• of • C•ed Con•ete Ba•er 
Co•teT•hmc• have be• ob•• 

Tim l•tmttment's L-t•rt will n¢rer astume )•y act or word 
mtlmmt])il• o• bmtt=. ¢(mt• ad#mtnmm• c•cadatioas, or the rotting 

of emergency, the concrete producew • • read•y availabi• foe 
service a Certified Concrete Batcher and/or a Certified Concrete Techrti- 
cian to replace the reguMr personne! assigned to these jobs. Should 
cas•s of exl•cme emergency •rise during actual hatching operations, 
this requirement wLll be tezmporarity waived by the Engineer h• order 
to, •omplete the placing of concrete on the portion or section of • 
stru•tre involvecL Additional hatching operations zh•L[ not be inlet- 
ted until t.he services of a Certified Concrete Batcher and/or a Certified Concrete Technician have been obtamecL" 

The Department's [nspec•on w• never assume by act or word •e 
responsibility of batch control adjustments, caloaiations, or the setting 
up dials, gages, scales and meters. 

See. 2t 9.07 Cla•ification and Proportionin• of Concrete Mixtures-The 
concrete shall be proportioned to secxtre the strengr.h and durability 
required for the pavement or the part of the structure in which it is 
to be used. 

The Contractor shaft submit, or shall have his source of supply 
submit, for approval concrete mLx design(s) meeting •e •equLrements 
• Table [[-15 for the specified ciass of concrete prior to mL, cing xny 
concrete. 

The Contractor shall fumisit and incorporate an approved "Water- 
Reducing and Retarding AdmLxt•re'" in Class A6 bridge deck concrete, 
unless wa/ved in writing by •e Engineer, and m ocher concrete when 
conditions are such that initial s•t may occur prior to completion of 
approved finished operations. An approved "Water-Reducing AdmL•- 
ture" shall be furnished and incorporated in concrete when necessary to 
provide the required slump without exceeding •he maximum water- 
cement ratio and shall be used in Class A4. bridge deck concrete when 
r.he requirement for a "Water-Reducing and Retarding Admi.xtur•" is 
w•ved by the Engineer. The two admixtures •h'M1 not be used •o*_erher 
in the same concrete batch. All costs f'or •dmL,•ture(,s) shall be included 
in the price bid for the respective concrete item. 

Concrete sh',ttl be air-entrained unless otherwise specified. The 
air content shail be a• required in Table If-iS. Air content 
determined by the pressure method. AASHTO TI•2. for concretes with 
natural aggregates, •nd by the volumetric method, ?cASHTO T196, for 
concretes wi• aggregates of high absorptions, •ucix a• stags or expanded 
shales, clays or •iates, C-7 



The classes and uses of concrete recognized in r,hese specifications 
ate shown in Table Ii-15. 

The quantities of fine and coarse aggregates necessary to conform 
to thmm• •mmr,,•,a,•it, m• • ==•,.-•:d to. congruency and wo•kab•ity sh•l be 

"'R'••• ••=, fore Se•t• ••¢•s for Li•lltwcigl•t Coilcrctc* (A• •tI.•). •c •c•m[ qt)antit•s •, 
determined by the methods described hereto, 3haU not deviate more than plus or minus S percent •rom such qu•txties. 

[n the event concrete can not be obtained with the required worka- 
bility or consistency or within tile maximum water content with the 
material.s furnished by tl•e Contractor, he si•aJl make such chan•es as 
are necessary to secure the desired properties subject to the [imitintt 
requirements in Table [I-•5 and the approval of the Engineer. Whe• 
tl]e void content of the fine aggregate :s more bhan 50.5 percent and ',he 
concrete does not have the desired properties, the Contractor shall 
change to a fine aggregate having a void content of •ess than 50.3 
percent. In lieu of changing the fine aggregate, the Contractor may take one or more of •¢ following actions: 

Use an approved water reducing admLx:ure; 
[ncrease the cement content; 
Change ),he source of coarse aggregate; 
[n hot weather, add ice or other, vise reduce the temperature to 
increase the workability: 
other recommendation by the Contractor as approved by the 
Engineer; however, 

when any of the options are exercised, ).he Contractor sh'.dl make trial 
batches under the observation of the. Engineer to verify that-the con- 
crete of the required workability and consistency is within the maxi- 
mum water content, At least one trial, batch shall be made with the 
concrete temperature at approximately 90oF to verify that the 
concrete mix has sufficient workability and consistency without 
exceeding the maximum water content. When the fineness modulus of 
the fine aggregate changes more than 0.2 from the original design and 
the concrete does not have the desired properties, the concrete mLx 
shall be re-de,•i•Tned. All costs incurred due to adjustments of concrete 
max designf3) and for trial batches shaft be borne by the Contracto[ and 
no additional compensation witl be made. 

Air and consistency checks will be performed by the Department to 
insure that the specification requirements are consistently being met 
for each crass of concrete prior t,,) discharge into :he forms. The 
sample secured for the tests is to be taken after not less than 2 cubic 
feet has been discharged into a suitable container other than the forms. 
Should either determination yield :•' re•ul• which is outside the •.tlow' 
able ran•_e or" ai• content or tonsil;entry, the following procedures 
will be taken: 

The inspector will immediately aerfo•m a rechec• determine= 
lion •na •hould the results confirm the ori• t•t, •he loan 
,•ill be re/•tea. 

b) The Contra(:to)'s rel•ontati•e '•l.l be iaform•t of •e test 
results immediate, ty. 

(c) •'Uae Contractor's reuresentative shail be responsible for 
notifying the producer of the tes• results •rough 
es•ablislaed means of communication. 

Nothing herein shall be construed to preciude the Enmneer from 
taking any additional tests deemed necessasy, and rejectin• remaining 
material which fails such tests. 

The adding of c•ment :o those loads pre•iously rebec'ted for 
excessive water content or consist•mcy "•,i11 not be permitted. 



*For acceptable concrete the average strength test results shall 
exceed this minimum by a sufficient amount so that, based on 
statistical principles and assuming normal distribution, not 
more than I0 percent of the population of strength results will 
be below the indicated value. Typically, the mix design utilized 
is expected to provide average test results at least 750-1000 psi 
higher than the design minimum laboratory compressive strength at 
28 days. 

**Aggregate size No. 7 shall be used in concrete posts, rails (not 
parapet walls) and other thin sections above top of bridge deck 
slabs when necessary for ease in placement. 

***When Class A5 concrete is used as the finished bridge deck riding 
surface, or when it is Zo be covered with biZuminous concrete 
with or without Class 1 waterproofing, the air content shall be 
6 1/2 _+ 1 1/2 percent. 

NOTE. The Contractor, at his option, may substitute a higher 
class of concrete for that specified at no additional 
cost to the Department. 



• 219. 08 Mixing The method of mixin• shall he approved by the 
E•g•e•r •ior •o •h• •egmnm• of •y •ncze• wo:• 

The volume of ¢oz•e mixed pet batch "•all not be [e•s •an ].5 
pezcent •or more • •.I0 pe•cem: of •e mix•'s rated. •.•cir•. 

delivery of batches •ali not be • •¢ • •o allow •e :oncze•e ia 

place ',• hazde• p•. 

Mixing stmal can•orm •.o one of •e fo•o•g me•o• 

(a) M•n• at Job Sin: Conc•e m• • m•ea m • •at• m• 

so 6e•• • ta •osi•y m• • •'o• d•mbu•on of 

•e m•• +•ou•out •e m• • •a• cement is u•, 
ba• • be ?topomone• •n •ae • •f m•e• ba• of 

Mixm& shall be in accordance '•th •ara•apix (b) 3. 

Upon •e ¢•-•ation of mixing for mot, u•xn ]0 mmute-.• 
,-n•r •tall • uhoroug.hly 

I•eady-Mixe•: Ready-mixed concrete • be mL•ed conic 
•l•ez• to •e •es•ated po•t r•dy for use. •e r•dy-m• 
piant • be approved p•ot •o u•, •d m 
facto• q•W •n•ete • not p•du•, inch approv• 

• load of =• ,or •h• m•ed con•ete m• be 

accomp• by • :'o• i• by •e print In•ector showing 
•e •e tempt w• ••u•d •o •e m• 
mmmg •at h• •en perf•• •e fo• • be deiiver• 

to •e In•e•ot at •e =re •f • work. L•ads whi• 

• •ch info•a=on, except • stated h•emaft=r, or whiah 
do not •ve m •flsfacto• condi•on 
•e work. 

• lieu of Mspec•ng •= hatching oC tvt• :oad.of c0n•t• 

at •e pi•t •d :=•g at uhe point of g,•e•, 
•=s o• concert for mi•¢•eous ittms may be accepted •y 
-• En•ntet • :•pon batch m/o•a•on lumped by 
Con•ctor (• Supp•) on wt•h =ckets; •d, b•ed uoon 

•u• exam=on or :=s•g ,t • point of deliv•. •e 

:•uency of batch ve••on by • In•e•or •t :he sout• 

and te•g fez zcc•t•c= at Lhe •t •f deiive• w• be 

esmb•• by •e En•n•r b•ed upon Lhe Depa•ent's 
•m ic•p•nce •• • to• :ondi•on• encoun•e;ed. 

Uo• me ceylon of m•ng for more m• 30 mmutes, 

•e m•er m• be motou•Y c!e•. •e use cf w• wat• 

•oduced to u•e ram. 
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.••u• T'Lme l•m'•ee•.: [ntroduotion| of 

2½ I½ 

The times •ziven t•etem tot •etarded conc=eIe aze provided 

not be • •o •c¢•m•ce •o• •d noncon•uo• piac• 
men• •• by poo• p•nm& or ••. 
•m•meat oe •nneL or e••e •auL 

and delivery •a• be in accordance wiu•, one of 
f'oL[o•rLq•: 

I. Tratmit Mixir•-The concrete shati be mLxed in a nuck 
mLx•, •L•g • be• •med•tgy a(t• a• m•dien• 
•• •e m•er • sh• •n•ue (or not tm • 70 nor 
mo• •n i• •olu•ons of •edmm or b•d• at not 
• 14 nor more •an 20 c•oiudons, per minute 
o••• •• by •e Engme•. 

Additional-rotations of •e drum or blades •aLI be 
at me. rated' a•i.'tatin.• spetd, The mLxer • be operated 
within •e c•pacity •.n¢ meed of rotation desi_m•ed by •e 
manufacturer of •e equipment. 

2. Sh• Mixinff--Ail materials, mciucting water, mail be 
partmlly mixed irt a •tationazy mi.,cct •or at least 30 seconds 
•d the m•Ln• compiettd in a cr•ck mL, cer wi• not 
than 60 r•volutions nor more •an 100 rtvotutions of ,.2re 
drum or blades at •e, rated mixing •eecL unieu a letz•r or 
•reattr number of" r•voiutions is directed by die Engineer. 
A.dciitionalrotations of •e ctrum or btades fftail 10e 
a&ttating meed..The stationary anti cructc mL, cers •ail be 
operattct widtin •e rapacity and speed of rotation 
hated, by the manufac-rurer or" •e equzpment. 

•'ae mixing ,•ne t'or mix=• •avm$ ¢al•acaty of one 

•Lxmg •e •or 
one •c 7• • 
•• o• 75. 

¢o•• iabom• •t 

•pprov• pzo•g 

The requ•emencs s•atect L• V'•t-£7 • not be, 

s•• • • n••on of •e ••ents of •bie 

by •e De•••t L•d•te •at •e •duce• mLxmg •e 
not sa•t•cto•, •e De•ent ;tse•es •e 
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Mixing .•ne for mLx•s hav,.ng a capacity of" ov• ).0 
cubic yards • he aa deterrnme•-by •e Engineez. 

Bodies of nonagitating squipment used for ,'rans.cor'm- 

¢on•ers and • be •abte. of di•h•g •e ¢on•te 
at a sa•fmo• ¢on•e• =re •out sensation. Upon 
•ch• of •e concert. •e bo• of •he •uiem•t •h• 
be fr•-of • con•et• Concr•e 

m• •e •n•.e•¢ may 

berg, midpoint •a en• ef u•e •oad. If •ese con- 
•sten• m•em•t• ,• by more •han 2 inches Cot 
•ump be•een •e h• •d t•w '•u•, mLxer or •tator 
equigm=nt • be a•=• m ',i• of nona•ta•g equipment, 
units • ¢ondiUon • 

Automatic Mobile Continuous M/,xets: Mobile continuous 
mLxers mail be calibra:ed to •c•rateiy ;ropor•on •e m•x 
•esl• •d • have •esn cs•e• within 60 •ays prior :o ase 
on • proje• f• •he •e•c type o• maten• Csr•cadons 
• be v•i• foz a max•um •eno• o• fi monks or ,•nt• •e 
mu• of mat•s c•an•s or •e g•a•on or c•g•s •i•ntly • affec• •e cons••l of hhe concrete. 

Evaluation and certificauon • be performed by •e Depart- 
ment or an approved te:•g agency ;o dete•me •hat the yield is wi•m a to[e•nce •t" !.0 oercenL A recording 
visibi• at • •es •d •uipp• •i• 

• ti•e• print-out. 
indicate c•ibrated 

•d) Hand Mixing: Except • o•erwise ,•'pecified, hand m•mg orfly be •e•itt• kn c•e of eme•n• •=d wi• spec• per- mi•om •nen p•it•, •e ba=•hes • not exceed • •bic y•d •d • be m•ed in • ',•te•t container m • m•ner approv• by •e En•r. •e component mater.s sh•l be 
me•• by placing •em 
•he voi•etric proportions of 1'2 "• cement to •e agg•t• 
to coa•¢ agg•t¢. •e conifer m• be F•ed and •eve•ed 
'• • component in•dient 
•eci• • near • pos•bls. Water 
•um¢ not to excee• 3 •ches. 

See. =lg. 09Mixing Limitations--The Contractor shall be responsible 
for .'.he quality of Re conc•t• •/aced in any weather or atmospheric conditiona. 

At •e ,.'ime of placing, :onczete .,nail have :, :em.•erature in •.ccor- dance '.vn.h :he fotiow•z: 

•a) C•aas A3 generai use concrete •se0. in :he construcnon of incident• it,s •oecified •n Division V, exc•ot r•mmmg • • be not te• than 40OF nor more •an 95bF. 
Class A3 paving conc,-,e•e yiac.-• by .'_he •ii•-(orm method and con•mg zn •pprovea wa•er reaucer • be not •ess •an 40°F nor more •h• 9• oF. 

Class A4 concrete ase(i in :.hs c•nsrtuctlon o( bria=e •iec• •ail be not !esa man .!.OOF .nor more man •5oF. 

(d) Retaining wa•s ma amer -oncrets not soeci•ed {n {al, (b) 
,or ,c) her•in sn•l ee •ot :e:s :hart aOdF 

nor more :h• 90OF. 



Sec. 

Sec. 

219.10 High-Early-Strength Portland Cement Concrete 
When high-early-strength portland cement concrete is 
authorized, it shall conform to all the requirements 
of Table II-15, except that the 28-day strength shall 
be obtained in 7 days. Up to 800 pounds per cubic yard 
of Type II cement may be used to produce high-early- 
strength concrete in lieu of using Type ili modified 
cement. Monitoring, acceptance procedures, and pay 
factors shall apply as described in Sections 219.11 through 
219.19, except that, where applicable, compressive 
strengths at 7 days shall be used in lieu of compressive 
strengths at 28 days. 

219.11 Quality Control The Contractor shall be 
responsible for the quality control of the concrete, 
including the type and frequency of sampling and testing 
deemed necessary to ensure that the concrete he produces 
complies with the specifications. 

A Department representative shall be provided free 
access to plant productian records, and, if requested, 
informational copies of mix design, materials certificates, 
and sampling testing reports. 

219.12 Acceptance of Concrete 

(a) The Department shall be responsible for all sampling 
and testing for acceptance of all concrete. The 
procedures used and criteria applied will vary de- 
pending on the class of concrete, and the purpose for 
which it" is used. 

1. Pavement, structural, 
concrete. 

bridge deck, and incidental 

Acceptance of these classes of concrete shall be 
on a lot-by-lot basis using the procedures and 
criteria described in Sections 219.13 through 
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219.18. The requirements of Section 321.22 
also apply to pavement concrete. 

2. Prestressed concrete shall be accepted as 
described in Section 219.20. 

3. Lean cement concrete shall be accepted as 
described in Section 219.21. 

(b) In addition to the prescribed procedures, the Depart- 
ment may reject any concrete which is obviously de- 
fective, .or test any concrete and reject that which 
does not meet the requirement of these specifications. 

Concrete which =ai!s to meet all acceptance criteria 
and, based on an analysis by the Department, is so lo- 
cated as to cause an intolerably detrimental effect on 
a structure or pavement will be ordered removed at the 
Contractor's expense and replaced with acceptable con- 
crete. Replacement concrete shall be produced and will 
be accepted in accordance with these specifications 
(Section 219). 

Sec. 219.13 Acceptance of bridge deck, structural, incidental, 
and pavement concrete.-- 1•ese types and classes of concrete 
shall be accepted on a lot-by-lot basis as defined below. 

(a) Definition of a Lot- A lot is defined as a definite 
quantity of concrete manufactured under conditions of 
production that are considered to be uniform and where. 
the source of all major ingredien.ts (coarse aggregate, 
fine aggregate and cement) are the same. The quantities 
to be considered a lot for different construction 
activities are as follows- 

i. Bridge Deck Concrete The concrete placed as a 
deck shall normally be. considered a lot. However, 
if the volume of concrete in the deck exceeds 1,000 
cubic yards, multiple lots, each consisting of ap- proximately 500 cubic yards, shall be established. 
All the concrete in one day's production shall be 
included in the same lot. %•/hen a producer places 
more than one bridge deck in a day, and the concrete 
in all the decks is made from the same source of 
materials and with the same mix design, the total 
concrete in all the bridge decks so placed may be 
considered as one lot and random sampling of sublots 
shall be conducted as in 219.13(C)-I, except that at 
least one sample shall be randomly selected from each 
bridge deck within the lot and tested in accordance 
with these specifications. 
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2. Structural and Incidental Concrete Unless 
otherwise stated, all such concrete of a given 
class included as a separate bid item in a con- 
tract will be considered a single lot. For 
contracts extending over a long period of time, 
the Engineer shall decide if it is advantageous 
to treat different portions of the contract as 
separate lots. The Contractor shall be informed 
of such decisions prior to placement of the con- 
crete. 

3. Pavement Concrete- The nominal lot size for 
pavement concrete will be 1,000 cubic yards. 
Paving•,•contracts involving less than 1,000 cubic 
yards shall be ccnsidered a single lot. Partial 
amounts at the end of a contract shall be con- 
sidered a separate lot if the amount exceeds 300 
cubic yards. Amounts less than •00 cubic yards shall 
be considered a part of the previous lot. 

(b) Inspection and Testing 

i. Temperature" The Contractor is responsible for 
furnishing concrete within the temperature ranges 
established in Section 219.10. However, when 
considered necessary, the Department's representative 
may determine the temperature of any batch of con- 
crete after delivery to the job. All batches with 
temperatures not in compliance with Section 219.10 
will be rejected and removed from the job. 

2. Water-Cement Ratio" Any batch of concrete that 
exceeds the water-cement ratio specified in Table 
II-15 will be rejected and removed from the job. 
Additionally, batches with less than the minimum 
cement content specified in Table II-15 will be 
rejected and removed from the job. 

3. Tests for Air Content, Consistency, and Strength- 
Sampling and testing for air content, consistency, 
and strength shall be conducted in accordance with 
Sections 219.14 and 219.15. 

4. When at any time, the Department's representative 
observes placement or construction practices not 
in accordance with the requirements of Section 219, 
(for example, delay in placing curing compounds, 
inadequate vibratian, improper finishing, or manip- 
ulations and delays that could result in abnormal 
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loss o._ entrained a r), he shall note such 
observed deficiences on Form TL-28 and shall 
immediately notify the Contractor's representa- 
tive of his action and the notation made. In 
these cases• the State reserves the right to make 
additional inspection and tests on the hardened 
concrete, and when deemed desirable shall base the 
acceptance for strength of the concrete on the re- 
sults of cores taken, tested, and evaluated for 
strength as described in Section 219.15(a)3. Where 
loss of entrained air is suspected, acceptance for 
air content shall be based on the characteristics 
of the air void system as described •n Section 
219.!6(c). 

When poor practices or curing deficiencies 
have been noted by the inspector, the decision as 
to whether ro use cores for acceptance of strength 
and hardened concrete tests for acceptance of air 
entrainment shall be made by the Engineer. Should 
such coring and tests for entrained air result in 
a full pay fector of 1.0, the costs of the coring 
and additional resting shall be paid by the state. 
If a reduction in pay factor results, the costs of 
the coring and the additional tests shall be paid 
by the contractor. 

Sec. 219.14 Sampling and Testing 

(a) Initial and Monitoring Sampling and Testing- The first 
batch duging each production day shall be sampled and 
tested for ai•o content, slump, and, when deemed desirab •=e, 
temperature prior to further discharge. In the event of 
noncompliance, the material shall be rejected •nd each 
succeeding batch shall be similarly sampled and tested 
until production is demonstrated to be in compliance 
with the .specifications. Subsequent to the in'tial 
sampling and testing, air content, temperature, and 
slump will be monitored by the Department as needed to 
ensure that the specification requirements are consistently 
being met for each class of concrete prior to discharge 
into the forms. 

Sampling for temperature, air content, and slump may 
be in accordance with AASHT0 T-141, which permits a sample 
to be taken after 2 cubic feet have been discharged. 
Initial and monitoring air content tests may be performed 
by AASHT0 T-!52 (air pressure meter) T-198 (volumetric 
method) or T-199 (Chace air indicator). When T-!99 is 
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used the average of at least two determinations shall 
be considered a test. Should any determination yield 
a result which is outside the allowable range of air 
content or consistency, the following action will be 
taken. 

I. The inspector will immediately perform a recheck 
determination and should the results confirm the 
original test, the load will be rejected. The 
air content determination for this recheck must 
be made using AASHTO T-152 (air pressure meter) 
or T-196 (volumetric method). 

2. The Contractor's representative will be informed 
of test results immediately. 

The Contractor's representative shall be re- 
sponsible for notifying the producer of the test 
results through a preestablished means of communica- 
tion. If the recheck test shows compliance with the 
specifications, the concrete may be placed in the 
structure. 

Any batch of concrete having a consistency or, after recheck, 
an air content that deviates from the requirement specified in 
Table II-15 will be rejected and shall be removed from the job. 

(b) Acceptance Samples for Air Content and Compress-ive 
Strength" Samples for final acceptance based on air 
content and compressive strength will be selected by 
a statistically valid random procedure as described 
in VTM-XX. The portion secured for each test is to be 
taken after not less than 2 cubic feet has been dis- 
charged into a suitable container other than forms. 
The frequency of sampling will vary according to lot 
size and the type of structure in which the concrete 
is used. Minimum frequencies are as given in paragraph 
(c). 

(c) Frequency of Acceptance Sampling- 

I. Bridge decks Select one sample randomly for 
each sublot of 50 cubic yards. For a partial 
sublot at the completion of a deck, determine the 
portion of the sublot to be sampled in the usual 
manner. If the volume of concrete to be placed 
exceeds the designated cubic yard, sample and 
test in the usual manner as a full sublot. If 
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the volume of concrete to be placed is less than 
the designated cubic yard, do not sample that 
portion of the concrete. When more than one 
bridge deck is .to be considered a lot as defined 
in Section 219.12(a)! and the normal randomizing 
procedure does not designate a portion of concrete 
to be sampled from any bridge deck, select a sample 
from that deck by using the random procedure to 
determine the portion of the concrete in that deck 
to be samp • •.ed. •f a s•ng!e small bridge deck con- 
stitutes the total concrete in a lot, a minimum of 
2 randomly chosen samples shall be taken. 

2. Structural Concrete (bridge members [except decks] 
box culverts, retaining walls, and miscellaneous) 
Select I sample from each sublot of I00 cubic yards. 
For small structures involving lot sizes greater 
than 50 cubic yards but less than 200 cubic yards 
select a minimum of •wo samples by using the random- 
izing procedure to determine the portions of the lot 
to be sampled. When the volume of concrete in the 
lot is less than 50 cubic yards,sampling and testing 
may be waived and the concrete accepted by visual 
inspection. 

For portions of sublots less than i00 cubic yards 
at the end of a placement to be consi.dered a lot, 
select the cubic yard of concrete to be sampled by 
the usual randomizing procedure for a sublot. If the 
volume of concrete to be placed exceeds the designated 
cubic yard, sample and test in the usual manner as a 
full sub!ot. If the volume of concrete to be placed 
is less than the designated cubic yard, do not sample. 

(d) Initial Acceptance Procedure for Air Content and Slump 
of Bridge Deck Concrete" At the start of concrete pro- 
duction for a bridge deck, every batch shall be sampled 
and tested (I00 percent sampling and testing) for air 
content and slump as described in 219.13(a). Random 
sampling and testing for air content or slump or both 
at the rate of one for every five successive batches may 
be substituted for i00 percent sampling and testing when 
the test results for three successive batches are within 
the specification limi:ations for air content and slump. 
However, I00 percent sampling and testing will be rein- 
stated for that particular property when a test result 
for any sample is outside the specification limit. 

(e) Final Acceptance Procedure- Final acceptance and the 
pay factor for structural and incidental concrete shall 
be in accordance with Sections 219.15 through 219.18. 
The requirements of these sections also apply to pavement 
concrete, in addition to the requirements in Section 
321 2 • 
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Sec. 219.15 Acceptance Criteria for Compressive Strength- 28-day 
compressive strength tests will be made in accordance with 
AASHT0 T22, T23, and/or T24, except that the Department re- 

serves the right to modify the testing of specimens to allow 
the use of elastomeric caps in lieu of the specified capping 
materials. Acceptance criteria for compressive strength will 
vary depending on the number of samples (n) tested for the 
lot as follows: 

(a) When the number of samples is equal to or less than 5. 

I. Accept at bid price when the average of valid 
compressive strength results at 28 days is equal 
to or greater than 750 pounds per square inch 
above the minimum design strength (f' ) given in 

c 
Table II-15 of Section 219 for the class of con- 
crete involved and no valid test result is more 
than 500 pounds per square inch below f' A 

C" valid test result is defined as the average of 3 
test cylinders made from the same batch of con- 
crete. However, the average of results on 2 
cylinders from the batch may be considered a 
valid test result if they agree within I0 percent 
of their average and the third cylinder is obviously 
defective. 

2. Accept at a reduced pay factor when the average of 
valid compressive strength results at 28 days is 
between 749 and 148 pounds per square inch above 
f' The ay f ctor co p a for strength will be determined 
by the following equation- 

PFS : (QL + i0)/I00, 

where 

PFS is the pay factor for strength, 

QL is the percent within specification limits for 
strength based on the value of the quality index, 
Q, and is determined from the normal distribution 
curve(assuming that Q = z and that the standard 
deviation is 586 pounds per square inch), and 

Q is calculated as 

Q = 
(•- f' )/586. 

C 
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3. •,fhen the average 2,9-day strength of the concrete 
is less than i•8 pounds per square inch above f'c 
or a valid test result is more than 500 pounds per 
square inch below f'c, an investigation will be 
made to determine the cause of low strengths. 
Five cores shall be taken from noncritical portions 
of the structure, if the average strength of the 
cores is more than i•8 pounds per square inch higher 
than f'c x 0•85 and no core has a strength less than 
500 pounds per square inch below f'c x 0.85, the con- 
crete w'il be left in place and paid for on the basis 
of the strength of the cores. The pay factor for 
the core strengths shall be determined by establishing 
the QL on the basis of an adjusted strength equal to 

adjusted) Z (,cores)/0.85. 

(b) %•/hen the number of samples in the lot is more than 5 
and a pooled standard deviation as described in para- 
graph c is not ava'lable. 

I. Accept at full bid price when 

• -> f' + 1 28 s,. 

where 

• is the average strength at 28 cays, 

f' is the minimum design strength at 28 days, 

s is the standard deviation of the sample, 
except that the minimum value used in 
computation shall be 400 pounds per square 
inch and the maximum value shall be 800 
pounds per square inch. 

2. Accept at a reduced price when the average is be- 
tween f'c + 1.28 s and f'c + 0.253 s. The pay factor 
for strength shall be computed as: 

PFS (QL + i0)/I00, 
S 

where 

PFS Pay factor for strength, and 
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QL is the percent within specification 
limits for strength based on the value 
of the quality index, Q, and is de- 
termined from the normal distribution 
curve assuming that Q z and using the 
sample standard deviation, except that 
the minimum standard deviation used in 
the computation shall be 400 pounds per 
square inch and the maximum standard 
deviation shall be 800 pounds per square 
inch. 

Q (• f' )Is. 
c 

3. When the average 28-day strength of the concrete 
is less than f' + 0 253 s or a valid test result C is more than 500 pounds per square inch below f'c, 
an investigation will be made to determine the 
cause of low strengths. The investigation and 
acceptance procedures shall be as described in 
Section 219.15(a)3. 

(c) When a concrete producer has established a standard 
deviation for his production by 30 or more certified 
strength tests on the same class of concrete using the 
same mix design within a period of 90 days, the standard 
deviation shall be computed on the basis of the most 
recent 30 tests. When previous production is included 
to establish the standard deviation, all strength tests 
made on the lot plus the results of an additional number 
of the most recent tests to bring the total number of 
samples to 30 shall be used. Acceptance and pay factors 
for strength shall be computed as in 219.15(b). 

Sec. 219.16 Acceptance Criteria for En•=ained Air Content At 
the time of placement, concrete will be accepted or rejected 
for air content on the basis of monitoring and/or acceptance 
samples as described in Section 219.13. Such acceptance or rejection is based on individual samples being within the 
minimum and maximum range established for the class of con- 
crete in Table II-l$. However, it is also required that the 
average of all tests for entrained air in A3 and A4 concrete 
be above the following minimum limits- 

A3 concrete, general use- 5.5 percent 
A4 concrete, posts and rails- 6.0 percent 
A4 General use, bridge decks- 6.0 percent 

When the average of tests for entrained air is below 
the minimum specified but wi•thin 1.00 percentage point of that 
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minimum, the concrete will be accepted at a reduced pay 
factor. 

The minimum pay factcr for air shall be 0.70 for con- 
crete with the average air content 1.00 percent below the 
required minimum as given above. The actual pay factor for 
air shall be computed by the equation 

I.O) ] PFA- 0.70 + 0.30 [•-(Xmin. 

where 

PFA : pay fact.or for air, 

: average of test results on acceptance samples, 
and 

min. : minimum acceptable average for class of con- 
crete involved. 

For the purposes of this computation air contents shall 
be calculated to 2 decimal places. 

Should the average air content be more than 1.00 per- 
cent below the specified minimum, an investigation of the 
air void .syStem of the hardened concrete shall be made. If 
microscopical examination shows that the spa.cing factor, E, 
computed by ASTM Method C457, is 0.008 inch- ± or less, the 
concrete will be allowed to remain in place and a reduced 
pay factor for air of 0.70 shall be applied. 

oec. 219.17 Combined Pay _•actor by Acceptance In the event that 
the pay factor for both air content and 28-day strength are 
less than 1.0, a net reduced pay factor will be computed as 

PFN PFA x PFS. 

The minimum value of PFN to be used in the computations for 
Section 219.17 will be 0.50. 

PFN for large projects will he projected periodically 
during the course of production on the basis of completed 
tests. In the event that PFN is less than 1.00, progress 
payments will be reduced accordingly. 
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If at any time during production either PFA or PFS 
is projected to be at a level of 0.70 or less and the 
Contractor is taking no effective action to improve the 
deficient quality levels, the Engineer will order produc- 
•ion• ceased until the deficiencies are effectively 
corrected. 

Sec. 219.18 Basis of Payment If the concrete is subject to a 
price reduction, the following procedures will apply. 

(a) For concrete bid by the unit (cubic yard, etc.) 

PR = Q x BP x (I-PFN), 

where 

PR = price reduction in dollars, 

Q = quantity of concrete in the involved lot 
expressed in the same units as the bid 
price, 

BP = bid price per unit, and 

PFN -- net reduced pay factor. 

(b) For concrete included in a lump sum 

PR = Q/T x LS x (I-PFN), 

where 

T -- total quantity of concrete in the item, 

LS = lump sum bid price, and 

other symbols are the same as in (a). 

Sec. 219.19 Pay Factors for Pavement Concrete-- All appropriate 
requirements for materials used, proportioning and mixing 
concrete quality control, and acceptance procedure as 
previously defined in Section 219 shall apply. In addition, 
a reduction in pay for insufficient thickness as described 
in Section 321 as indicated, the final pay factor for the 
concrete shall be the product of the indicated pay factors. 
That is, 

PFN PFCQ x PFCT, 
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where 

PFN = 
inal pay zactor 

PFCQ pay factor for concrete quality, and 

PFCT pay factor for concrete thickness. 
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SeiZIng20 Pretensioned Prestressed Concrete, Class A5 The concrete 
use• • •e marmfacz•e• of •• ••te s••• 

(b) Controt Tens: T•e conczete sha• have armmed z mm•um 
comp•ve •i•der s•n• of 3•00 p• for p• •d •0• 

•t•: and •e • ••e•ed Co. •e •on•, •• 
o•• sp•• Exert •or no• •mov• from •e 
••g •d •o •e •or• •. •e :on.re • have 
at•• • m•um :ompre•ve •i• •nE• o• 50• •n 

During eac/• :oncaetmg operanon, x ,,•mimum of • 

•t•• • •e ce• m accor•• •m A••O T• co 
•e•e•me. •e •me at •• •e s• may •e ret••, •d •e 
•e at •hi• •he stm•• m•• may • handl• or 
•n•oned o• •. no•remov• from •e s••g bed, 
••• h•inbefo• 

Durh•S concreting ol•eracions at plant3 where ste• •rmg 
of p• connie m•rs is •, •e Enter • 
m•e, for •e verif•a•n o• :he q•• of •e de•. m•, 
from •e •e bac• of con•te, 3 cy•ders for •ch plac• 
m•¢ •• p••s experience i•i•ces •at condor 
•tmde• a• no n••. 

The Engineer •JL make frequent observations of •e 
¢ontistency o• •e ,•re•h|y mLxed cottcrtte. The Contractor 
shaJ/ provide the labor necessary for and •e means or" obtain- 

the samples of conc.re•e. 

The Contractor •hail furnisi• cylinder molds conforrn•.z co 
AA•HTO ,'d205 toe aLt test •'pecimens. 

(c) Requirements for l•ant Approval: ALl. insc•,Iations temporary 
or permanent7 tot the. maz•ut'acturer or" pre:a•c, prestressed brzdge elements which have not prev•ou•y •roducect •emen• 
for me Department, :viii be inspectect and must be. approved by 
the En•neer prior co the commencement of worK. 

Rectuest •'or plant ms•.ctiort •Lt be made by the Con- 
=a•or co the En•e• •r [•sz 3 '•ee• •nor to the date 
in••o• Before •e p•t ms•Uon •, mad• • pr•im• 

in arder to fuJ.ty quaJjXy •nstaJlations for •e manut'acmrers 
of meml0et• a•er •arz piLLn•, d•e Dep•ent •servea •e 
.ffgtt• t to •equize •e Contractor co :e• • memb• whic2t Ls. 
representative •t" each different des/grt :ype (I-beam, box. 
•Lab, etc.) and s•ze of :•osvsec•on o• the membez-j :o •e 
manufac•recL and ,.he accepm.nce :es¢ •a31 be • •'ot/ows: 

Acceptance Te•t: Not more daan one Line of" members 
maLL be east .onor :o d•e satLtfactory completion of •e 
acceptance :esL A :e.ore•entative member 
m zccordance •ri• •M-20 m d•e pre•ence or" •e Engineer 
prior to plant •pprovaL 
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The member •o be :ested wLil be s•lec'ted at random by the 
En_mnee¢. The ji• and load •estmg equipment sa• be •bjec• 
;o •pprov• The cost • •e member •Ie•ed •or tes•, or 

me cost of •e •e•t, •ait be borne by •eCont•zor. 

•e Con•:or sn• •ub•it :o •e En•eer, 2 wee• prior to 
pret•m• conferen•, complete pt•s and compuuUons •or 
:•auon w•ereon • •s •ro•os• :o •t •d s•e• •he b•dge 
e•ements •nd •e me•o• •e •r•o•s :o a• • :e•g •e briage 
,,•smOer• •e •t•s • •ndi•te •he mm•um •e capact• of me 
m•uon. Such plans •aE be •re•e• by z qu•ed •n•neer, 
experienced m pretens•ne• plant 

•e •d and but•se• • be •retested •o • toad equ• •o 

pe•ce•t o• •at load re•uired •or •e •r•duc•on of that member having 
• e m•tmum stand •toup •d hi•e•t center of grayly t•r which 
• is to be u• Test loads • be •ppiied and m•med •or 24 
hou• •{ore •ny p• o( •e •fl •oad i• •educ•. 

•e Cont•ot • c•y Lhat he h• ended •e •ice• of • 
qu•ifi• en•nee; •o• Lh: supe•i•on 0• •e con•c•ion ot :he-•- 
s•ation • weft • fo• •e •tiy p•oduc•on stages o• Lhe ptoduc• 
•o be c• 

The Contra•or shall submit detailed •[ata of :,he procedure he 
proposes to ,#oLlow in p•tensionmg •nd stres• release, •s well as • 
details reia•g to •e propo•d stressing •d han•g •quipment. The 
Cont•c•or sh• •bmit to •e Eng•eer • 9t•s, mop •rawin•, 
detafl• •d b• te• •mputations at Ie•t 2 wee• prior to •e 
expected • o• •e pa•lar p{•: op•tion. •e Contractor may 
aurorae, m w•ing, •e •ab•cator to act For h• • mat•s relatm• ;o 
working d•wings, as mdi•ted • Section i05.02. 

All prestressing piant :'acdi:ies and plant oper•uon procedures 
shall be subject to approv• by •e En•eer. tnciuding, but not 
nece•fly I•i•ed to uhe following: 

i. Foundations and casting slabs. 

Strand anchoring, .'.ensionmg unit.• znd t•nsion :eiease devices, 
including accurate stre•s indicating ga•s or devices. 

Anchoring and tensioning units equipped wire sat•sfac:ory 
spacing clevices :o insure •c.•drate [ocauon of strands in the 
prestressed mere bet. 

Method for :•rminin• •nd ,.-.ncmnmmmg design •:r-,sses m •divi- 
•u• strands until stress 

For long casting :•e•s, .s.•racezs or suppor,'m :'or ma.mr.c, mmg ",.he 
•trands at ,•he•r prooer ¢ievaraon tn the rnem0er. 

Gages meeting the r•,uitem•n• of Secuon -•05 or other 
de'rices :o msum uniform •• s•re• •n • :he s•rands 
mclud• m each group ortor :• me appii•uon of :he .•es• 
pre•zr• force. 

Equipment for moiddng concrete .:yiinders. Equ:pfi•ent for 
:esUng :he •linders. S ?urn'•,:2nea by :he Contractor, •hatl 
conform •o 

Enclosures. coven Ind equi.•ment to effec: uh •rooer cunng 
of •he concrete Ln • .'.ypes ,3[ weather •na unaer • •:ondi- 
,•ions. 

9. Steam curing equ•pme,-.t. 
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lO. 
•toragm •n(i• handling of • matezia• anc• s•rucvar•, ,,nembers. 

],• F•c•i•m foz p•t•onmg •.m• con•e•e, 

•t. • apples • recor• 

•7, H•• •u•• 
•l road 

App• of •e •u•m•ts 

p•ur• •d •mpmen• 

5• Z19;,21 Le• Cement Concrete sha•l con£o• co the requirements 
for hy••c •en• •n•te 

Cemen¢ ma• be Type [, Type [-P ot Type II conform•E •o 
Secuon Z16. 

A•re•Ces •all be Ag•ze•aze Ba•e •ate• Type 
co•g of •• •one • •ed •v• •o•mg to Se•on 
209 exc•¢ •e m• •••• o•" Scion 209.05 • noc 
a•Iy. 

The design and proportioning or" •e cemen¢ and •ate• shall be 
based on 
tempt con•t 

m• pxopo•o• • • • •at •e m•• comp•e, 
s•n• 

An app•,oved wa•,z •educu• admixmze •hal• be u•-,d m accor- 
•mce •rt• •e ruanuf'acrurer's recommendauon•, or as approved by' 
.':.he En•h•ee•. 

The • content of •e :onc•ete m•tute •hail •e •% "+vrtP,. •n 

ac•a•ce toiennce of _•2% •vhen :e•ed m •ccordznce 
.-k•$HTO Tl.•2 or TI96. 

i1•e c•cy of ".he lean cement concrete sna• be 
and ma•t have. a •u•p of not more •an 4 

The-Concrac¢or •mLL. at his o'• expense, 

:on•e•e :e• •ec•eu• base• on •e proposed mi• c•e•. •e 
•e•uL• o( •id. • •alI be •bmitted t• ,.he •..n•uee• foz 

T•e Contractor mz•t mt•nit, fo• review •d. •ccep•ce, 
conc•e rni• •%ign(s) mee•ng •e sforemenuoned :equ•remenu. 

.•Lx•g shaft •e pefforme• s•: •e job •te m • approved 

m••eous t• cem•t conc•te b• m• •s :•tion• connec- 

tions • 
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APPENDIX D 

Modifications required in Chapter 4, Portland Cement Con- 
crete of the Manual of Instructions, Materials Division, Vir- 
ginia Department of Highways g Transportation to establish 
compatibility with revisions in Section 219 of Road and Bridge 
Specifications, Virginia Department of Highways and Transporta- 
tion. 

(Revisions to be made in Sections 411, 
412, 415, and 416) 



SKCT!0N 411 STRUCTUPAL AND MISCELLANEOUS CONCRETE 

See. 411.01 GENERAL-!p, order .:o •:•ure qua!if:, 
cout:oi as ',ve!l as :o det-..'r•.nine various :•:en2tixs 

,ampie'A •:'• the field for cotupressive strength tests. •n 
..[ddition te air conten•. -onsistencv. and othe; re•ts. 
Strt,.cturai 'oucrete is co•sidered to be '.,-:dztes. 
uiver•s. :tad :et•inln• walls, while :nlscellaneo.•s concrete 
includes ali concrete except p:•vement, prestressee, and 
structurai. 

0!• concrel:e sI•tlCt•.ltes, the 'ol:c:ote is •{'.,t ip. 

as • beam. but {n compression aence, the •eed r,>t de:e;- 
:,•ini•g the compressive st;ength. T'he batches o5 conceete to be 8amp•Led and 
,..es•ed :foe acceptance etee "co Be chosen by a eandomized proceduee. 
The selection of the batches ks made at the Beg±nning o5 the 
in accordance with VTM XZ.* The loads or batches to be sampled 
are not revealed to the Contractor until the materials arrive on 
the job. Section 219 of the specifications has requirements for 
strengths based on statistical concepts. Thus, for non-biased 
results, random sampling must be adhered to. The sampling shall be 

"o•',ducted ,.)nlx' bv p, roeert at',tt•orized nnd t•ai•ed 
pers•n:•et. The :•ecessitv .of •rope••v prepaylug .•d 
co• :om?ressive strength1 test speci•nens :•,.tst be 
to ti•e pers,)t•nei {nv,)lved. Concrete av!•n•ers cast o• the 
]oh are ,gse• t;)r p,•rposes ,•r comp:essive strength tests, which are a major basis of 
•ccep•ance o5 •he concee•e and 
the amoun• o5 payment eecekved by •he 

Sec. 411.02 ¢O•tPRESSIVE STRENGTH SPEC!MENS- 

G,-'•e,,'al-Co•,,•nressive stren•,tll snec+•ens 

Records shall be kemt of all tests 

i•1 accordance witi• Paragraph if)betc, w. 

(b) Sampling Concrete for the test specimens shall be 
taken from the selected batches imm.ediate!y before they are placed 
in the work, in 
acc•.'.:d.,.•ce with A..•.SHO Speciticati•n Des•,,natic, t• l 
t41. ,.•r as modified l•erein. The men•ber or sectio• ,)f the 
struc•u•e into which tt•e c•ncrete t•as been pla•ed shali be 
not,:d clearly r•r !uture re•e:-ence. THE SAMPLE OF 
(©NCRETE FROM WHICH TEST SPECIMENS ARE 
SI•.•.DE SHALL BE REPRESENTATIVE OF THE 
ENTIRE BATCH. 

*The proper test number is to be determined. 



An air content and a consistency test, as outlined in 
Sections 409 and 4.08 respectively, shall be made or the 
same batch of concrete from which the cylinder is cast, 
and the data recorded as for the other tests, with an identification number of description added. 

(c) Molding and Curing-Molding and curing of the 
cylinder specimens shall be accomplished, as outlined in 
AASHO Specification, Designation: T 23, or as modified 
herein. Molds should not be left out in the hot sun before 
casting the specimens. Single-use molds will not be per- mitted. 

Molds"shalI be placed on a rigid horizontal surface 
free from vibration and other disturbances. After the 
casting of the cylinders and during the first 24 hours, all 
test specimens shall be stored under conditions that main- 
tain the temperature immediately adjacent to the speci- 
mens in the range of 60°to 80 "°g. and prevent loss of 
moisture from the specimens. Wet burlap (or damp 
sponge from shipping can) shall be placed over the 
specimens to maintain the temperat, ure and to prevent loss 
of moisture. After the burlap has been moistened and placed over the cylinders, moisture proof material lsuch 
as polyethylene or plastic) shall be placed over the cylinders. Care shall be taken to see that this is sealed by 
use of a string, rubber band, or other device. The cylir{- 
ders shall be protected from heat and cold during the 
entire field storage period. 

Cylinders used for quality [acceptance) sl•all 
removed from the molds at the end •)f the first 24. }•t•.,, 
and placed in the shipping cans that contain sponges 
are moist. Do not leave an excess amount of water i• tl•c 
shipping cans. The sponges may be moistened by 
water into the can and then drainin,a off the excess watc• 
after the sponges become complete]y moist. The qttalit.v 
specimens shall be submitted to the Laboratory as soon as possible after the molds are removed. It is important that 
these cylinders be placed in the temperature-humidity 
controlled room when the cylinders are at a very earlv 
age. 

Cylinders •sed for early form removal [control speci- 
mens] shall be removed from the molds at the end of 24 
hours and placed adjacent to or near the concrete struc- 
ture. These cylinders shall be cured at the same tempera- 
ture and moisture condition as the structure. These speci- 
mens shall be submitted to the Laboratory for test on the 
day prior to the desired-testing date. Do not send rhe 
cylinder several days prior to :he specified •esting date. 
The Laboratory has no way of duplicating the same cure 
as that being applied to the structure. If these cylinders 
are tested on portable compression testing machines, see further details in Sections 401.01 (b) and 411.02 (e) 
herein.. 
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(d) Frequency of Sampling- The required minimum frequency 
of sampling is stated in Section 219.!4(c). This varies with the 
type of structure in which the concrete is being placed. For 
bridge decks, I random samp • .•e s required for each 50 cubic yards 
in the deck. Generally, if the vciume of the concrete exceeds 150 
cubic yards, and is less than 500 cubic yards, each bridge deck 
should be considered a lot. For small jobs when more than one 
deck is being placed under the same contract with concrete from 
the same mixing plant at approximare!y the same time, the concrete 
•or all such decks may be considered a single lot, and randomized 
samples taken on the basis of al 

• 
the concrete produced for the 

contract. However, under these circumstances random procedures 
musr be applied so as to assure that at least one sample is taken 
frcm each deck so placed. For !amge decks exceeding 1,000 cubic 
yards, multiple lots each consiszing of about 500 cubic yards 
should be established. 

For other structural concrete, one set of 3 cylinders shall 
be made for each i00 cubic yards of concrete placed. There is a 
minimum of 2 sets of 3 cylinders each per structure per class of 
concrete. The 3 cylinders in a set are to be made from the same 
batch of concrete. Under present specifications, all final ac- 
ceptance tests are based on the 28-day compressive strength. How- 
ever, where early.information on •he acceptability of the concrete 
is needed, additional sets of cylinders may be cast for testing at 
7 or 14 days. On exceptionally large structures involving an un- 
usually large amount of concrete or for miscellaneous concrete, 
permission may be granted by the State Materials Engineer, upon 
written request, to reduce the number of cylin.ders required per 
structure. In the case of-projects containing less than 50 cubic 3,ards of •niscellane- 
ous c,oncrete, the District Materials Engi•,,eer may waive 
the •equirement for compressive specimens, provided that 
this is documented in project records. Cyiinder :es•s ••r 
tt•e same class or" concrete for other projects being 
supplied on •he same day from the same pla•,t •av also 
be used to satisfy the testing requirement. 

Concrete tbr rest area and landscape contracts will 
be tested the same as outlined above. 

/ei Testier,g-Compressive stren,,th specin•ens si•all 
prepared for testing in the Laboratory. in accorda•,,:e 

AASHTO Specification, Designation" T22, ex- 
cept that neoprene caps are used in lieu of 
the specified canmin• materials (see. Section 
219.15). herein. In the case of those cvlinde:s tested 

portable compression testing n•achinea, as ot•tiii•ed 
Section 401.01 tb), it will not be necessar\..' to cat• 
specimens in ti•e normal manner. The use o! 
furnished b.,,. the Depar•:ment will be satsiiac:or\ 
of capping. The !nspecto• will operate •his rnach•c 
record the test results in the project diary'. No tes• 
is written and no charges are made against the 
other than the •ental of •he equipment, if tt is State 
cv•ned. 1"!:e Inspect, or wii• aiso be •es•onsible fcr tra,•s- 

porting •,he control cylinde,,s to the compression testng 
machine at •he •equest of .:!•.e 



All specimens shall be tested at 28 days, except (I) when 
Type iII or an increased amount of Type II cement is used, as 
outlined below, (2) when the specimen is used for a 14-day ad- 
vance test, as outlined in Paragraph (d) above, and (3) when the 
specimen is used for early form removal or construction of super- 
imposed elements, as outlined in Paragraph (c) above and in Sec- 
tion 401.01 (b). 

When early testing at 14 days is conducted, strengths equal 
or greater than 85 percent of the design requirement shall be con- 
sidered as indicative of concretes of suitable strength levels. 
However, final acceptance and computations of averages for pay 
factors shall be based on the 28-day tests. 

If Type III cement is used. or an increased amount 
of Type II is used to obtain hi•Ja early strength, these 
specimens will be tested at 7 days, and I00 percent of 28 
day design strength must be obtained. 

If low strength results are obtained at 7 days or at 

14 days in either case above, or at 28 days if the speci- 
men represents a cool weather back-up test-or a progress 

record sample, there is a high probability that concrete with in- 
adequate strength is being placed and steps are to be taken to 
discover and correct any conditions that may be responsible for 
low strengths. 

District Laboratories will be permitted to test all of these 
cylinders, with the exception of 1 set of 3 cylinders from any one 
structure, which must be tested in the Central Office Laboratory. 

(f) Acceptable Strength Under the specification adopted in 
(insert date of adoption), which introduced acceptance of concrete on the 
basis of-Stat-•s'tlcal concepts,, acceptable strength is defined in 
a different manner than before. In the revised specification both 
the average strength of the test specimens and the variability enter 
into a decision concerning the acceptability of the concrete. In 
addition, tests on each batch are not considered separately, but 
rather all the tests run on a lot (in many cases the concrete for 
an entire bridge deck, or all the-concrete of a given class) are 
considered collectively as defining the characteristics of all the 
strengths in all the batches of concrete placed. For complete 
acceptance (I00 percent pay factor) the specifications require that 
the test results indicate that not more than 10 percent of all of 
the strengths in the lot are below the minimum design strength, 
f' -of the class of concrete involved, assuming that normal C• 



distribution is present. This is often expressed as an accept- 
able quality level (•.QL) of 90 percent or 90 percent within limits 
(PWL). The validity of this assumption has been established by a 
large amount of research. Research and experience have also shown 
that under this concept the strength result below f'c would nor- 
maily be scat÷ered throu•h•u• the total concrete and, in effect, 
be surrounded by higher strength units so that overall the 
strength of the deck or structure would not be adversely affected 
(see ACi-214). It is emphasized, however, that this assumption 
is made on the basis of normal o•perations and procedures. If 
improper techniques are being used or obviously poor batches of 
concrete are being placed, deficiencies in the structure could 
result. Thus, it is important that the Inspector be alert for 
.•ossib 
• •e malfunctions o• •q• pmen• or •mnroper• placement procedures. 

It is also important to recognize that the average strength 
required for an AQL of 90 percent will vary depending on the vari- 
ability of the strength test results as shown by the standard de- 
viation, s. The required average is computed by the equation 

X- f' + 1.28 s, 
C 

where 

is the required average, 

f'• is the minimum design •<trength, 

s is the standard dewiatio- and 

the factor 1.28 is derived from the normal distr'bution 
curve to determine the po'nt for which i0 percent of the 
population will be below the designated f' 

c 

As shown by the equation, the average required strength.• •, must 
exceed the minimum design strength by a varying amount depending 
on the standard deviation, and this amount increases as the 
standard deviation increases. 

ACi 214, as well as other statistical sources, states that 
at least 30 tests are needed before it can be assumed that the 
standard deviation of a limited sample (number of test results) 
accurately indicates the standard deviation of the total popula- 
tion (all the possible samples). Using the recommended frequency 
of testing, most concrete projects placed by the Department do not 
require 30 determinations. Thus, for small jobs where 5 or fewer 



batches are tesZed, the specification makes provisions for 
assuming a standard deviation based on historical data and 
general knowledge of concrete technology. The assumed value 
is 586 pounds per square inch, which means that for all jobs 
requiring 5 or fewer tests, the acceptable average of test 
results for I00 percent pay is 750 pounds per square inch 
above the f' That is, 8,750 pounds per square inch for A• 
concrete, 4,750 pounds per square inch for A• concrete and 
5,250 pounds per square inch for bridge deck concrete. 

For intermediate size jobs where more than 8 samples are 
tested and •0 results are not available from previous production 
by the same producer with the same mix design, the standard de- 
viation of the sample itself is used for computing the required 
average for I00 percent pay factor, except that a minimum value 
of W00 pounds per square inch and a maximum value of 800 pounds 
per square inch are used. For large concrete producers and large 
jobs where •0 or more test results with the same mix design pre- 
pared within a •-month period are available, the standard devia- 
tion of the last •0 resulZs is used. This system gives a con- 
crete producer with good quality control an advantage in that 
the required average for his product is lower than the required 
average for a producer with poor quality control. 

The revised specification also recognizes that small de- 
ficiencies in the strength test results are not a sufficient 
basis for tearing out all the concrete. Thus, it establishes a 
system of reduced pay factors based on how much the strength is 
below the required amount. 

Ideally, the deficiency in strength should be related to a deficiency in performance or durability, but this is not possi- 
ble on the basis of present knowledge. Thus, the specification 
relates the reduction in payment to the Q.u..a.l.ity. L.eyel of the con- 
crete as indicated by the average strength and standard devia- 
tion. The specification establishes a minimum pay factor of 
0.70, which means that the minimum quality level for concrete to 
remain in place without coring and further investigation is 60 
percent, since I00 percent pay is given for a 90 percent quality 
level. When the quality level is below 60 percent, tests must be 
made to determine the strength of the concrete in place and de- 
cisions made on the basis of such tests. 

This system which spells out in advance the consequences of 
low strengths should avoid controversy over small deficiencies in 
strength. It should also tend to minimize such occurrences since 
the contractor knows he will be penalized for failing to produce 
concrete with the required strength. 



(g) Acceptable Average A{• '• ,•ontenrs The revised specifi- 
cation also includes a requirement for a minimum average air con- 
tent in air entrained concrete. Honitoring requirements and de- 
terminations of air contents remain approximately the same, ex- 
cept for a randomized procedure for testing I in each group of S 
samples for bridge decks .•_s estab•ished after the first 3 loads 
at the start of a day show compliance. However, a failure on 
the part of the concrete producer to consistently produce con- 
crete near the center of the allowable range of air contents 
could result in a reduced pay factor. The reduction in pay occurs 
for low average air contents only. It is reasoned that any po- 
tential damage from a high air content would be a result of low 
strength, which is already subject to a reduction in pay factor. 

,If) Reports-Field data ',"or concrete cylinders will be 
reported on Forms TL-13 and TL-28 {ready-mix con- 
crete), and laboratory tests will be reported on Form 
TL-26. as outlined in Section 800. (Note •xceptions r'or 
c.vlinders tested on portable compression testing machines, 
as outlined in Paragraph I.e) above.) 

Recorded data for compressive strength specimens 
,;hail include, but not be limited r.o. the following details 

Date and time or" day. 

Class of concrete. 

Percent of free moisture in coarse aggre- 
gate. 

(4) Percent of free moisture in fine aggregate. 

Water-cement •W/C) ratio (gals. per bag). 

6) Cement factor (bags per •:ubic yardt. 

(7) Percent of entrained air. 

(8) Amount of slump or ball penetration. 

9t Temperature of plastic concrete. 

(10) Average air temperature at time of casting. 

•11) Average temperature during curing. 

•I" ,) Location of point of deposit in the struc- 
ture. 

(13) Types and amounts of admixtur,,,•s. 



Sec. 411.03 QUESTIONABLE CONSTRUCTION PROCEDURES- Section 
219.13 (b) (4) requires that anytime the Inspector observes 
poor practices or curing deficiencies on the job, he shall 
note such deficiencies on Form TL-28 and shall immediately 
notify the Contractor's representative and the Engineer of 
his action and the notation mmde. The Engineer shall then 
decide if additional inspection and tests are to be made on 
the hardened concrete prior to acceptance of the concrete 
involved. 

Sec. 412.01 GE•IERAL-- Although concrete pavements depend upon 
their flexural strength, not their compressive strength, to carry 
the loads to which they are subjected, under the revised specifi- 
cation the quality of the concrete itself is controlled by the 
tests and procedures given in Section 219, which include com- pressive strength tests. 

In addition to these requirements for concrete quality, beam 
tests are utilized to determine the time at which pavement con- 
crete has attained sufficient strength to sustain ordinary traffic, 
and therefore may be opened for use. Concrete pavements will also 
be checked for depth and compressive strength by drilling cores 
from the completed pavement. This drilling will be performed by 
the Central Office Laboratory. 

Sec. 412.02 FLEXURAL STRENGTH SPECIMENS- 
Flexural strength specimens are to be made by casting 
fresh concrete in beam molds. Records shall be kept o•" all 
concrete beams cast on pavement jobs. in accordance with 
Paragraph (e) below. 

(a) Sampling Concrete for the beam test specimens shall 

be sampled from the batch immediately after it is depos- 
ited on the subgrade, in accordance with AASHO Specifi- 
cation, Designation' T 141. or as modified herein. 

An air content and a consistency test, as outliI•eci in 
Sections ,•09 and 408 respectively, shall be made of the 
same batch oi" concrete from which the fiexural beam is 
cast. and the data recorded as )'or the other tests. The batch 
of concrete selected for the beam test may be the same as a randomly selected batch to be tested for compressive strength 
and other quality assurance tests. 



/b) 3loidi• a•id Curin,,•-Moldir.,,• and turin,, of the 
fiex•ral specimens shall be conducted, as outlined in 
AASHO Specification. De•ignati• T 23. •r as modified 
herein. 

Moids for the casting of bean,s for test purposes are 

supplied by the District Ma:enals Enginee, on each 

concrete road construction project. These molds, are 

designed to give a beam spekimen of such iength that. 
when necessary. determinations of strength can be made 

on each. The dimensions of the beam are 6" x 6"x •0". 
and an accurate determination ef the area of the cross 

section shall be made a• the poiE of failure after each 
test. 

The test smeaimen shall be u•ade as quickly 
possibie, and the exDosed sur(ace shal• be treated for the 
firs: • }•ours ," ex,c• •, •he same manne•- as the 

Davement su;facc. At •he end o 24 hours, or lo•aer 

•emDerature c.t)n•i'•o• require t•,•e beun• shall be 
removed camfutJx from ti•e form. marked for identifica- 
tion. and buried fiasi• with the surface of the soil. The 
top surface shall continue •o be cured in the same manner 

as the pavement surface, untii the Inspector is ready tc, 

de:ermine the beam stren'L'th or modulus of rupture. 

:'c/ Frequenc.;" ,.;; Sa•;•pii•,.g-A mip.imum of a',. !east 

one complete beam shall be cast for each da\."s concreting 
operation. 

fd/ Tesm•-Fiexura', strentth of zhe test s•e z•ens 
sinai] be determinedas ,out!ined in AASHO S•ecification. 
Dcsi•na:ion T ivy. or as mociified 

In coo] weazher, due •o •he retard•n•a er•ec• of 
•emoerature on •he slren•th of •he concrete, the first 
break sheutd be :•ade ou :he test •oecimen abou" 
weeks afte'- castro:. ]:• s•mmer. •,,..t,• prevaiiing tempera- 
tures around (#O•F.. the firs• b•ez•k of !he hc:• •:•. 

made in o•e week. l- :i•e modulus of rupl'•rc • •,• 

great as required by the specificati•)n, a•oti•er 
tion should be made seve-ai days iater, on tt•c •en•:•d 
of the •pecimen. Experienc• wiIi •oou ndica[c a• 

age the beana will probab•v have reacheo •.• exccedc•:• 
required modulus o• •u•ture. and ii will :"arei,. 
necessary It, make a •eco•ad tes: on the sa•n• 

The apparatus furn•sh•,'. 
•.; 

re,, tt•e bea•q tc•t .,, 

•u•posed or a s•p•e hvdrauiic iack and yoke 
restrai• the upward •o•'ement o( the jack. fo• 
purpose. of appt>ino• ,he, n•axin•un• stress o•i tt•e cen•cr 
the speci•nen al•no a iine a' ri•bt an•tes t,• it• •xis Tt•c 
jack is equipped wizi• a •age •:aving u (•-ee ha•d t•, record 
tt•e maximun• load. A pencil •ine is drawn •- nches iro• 
one end of the beam. across c, ne side. at right angle• 
i•s axis. The bea•. with •he pencil n•ark up. is laid 
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2 half-round bearings of the frame, allowing one inch 
overhang at one end. The jack is placed on the beam. its 
half-round bearing directly on the pencil line. which 
should be exactly under the center line of the yoke. The 
head of the jack is unscrewed until it rests firmly against 
the underside of the yoke. The load is applied by oper- 

•n,,• read- atin,,• the .iack at not more than 900 pounds (•.•_ 
in•)• per minute, after passin,,, the 1800 pound load 
readin,,•. Up to 1800, the ioad may. be applied more 
rapidly. As the distance between the beam supports is 24 
inches, the modulus of rupture of the 6 inch square 
beam. in pounds per square inch. will equal 6 of the 
gage reading at the breaking load. in accordance with the 
formula for modulus of rupture with center point loading 
as follows" 

3Wk Modulus of rupture, in psi ., 
• bd 

Where" W Maximum indicated load, in 
pounds. 

L Distance between supports. 
in inches, and 

b&d Breadth and depth of beam. 
in inches. 

With a 6" x 6" x 40" beam. this formuia 
resolves to 

W _W• 
or--- 43" 6 

Therefore. 1/6 of the gage reading equals the 
modulus of rupture of the tested specinwn in pounds per 
square inch. 

(e/ Reports-Field data for concrete beams will be 
recorded and maintained in project records. The inf•,rn:a- 
tion shall include, but not be limited to. the foilt•win,_, 
details 

(1) Date beam was cast. 

2! Class of concrete. 

(3) Percent of free moisture in coarse aggrc. 
gate. 
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Percent of •'ree moisture in r•ne 

Water-cement IW,'C) ratio Igais oer 

Cement factor (bags per cubic y,ard). 

Percent of entrained air. 

8t Amount of slump. 

9) Temperature of plastic concrete. 

Average air :empera:ure at time of casting. 

ill) Average temperature during curing. 

112) Type of curing. 

Types and amounts of admixtures. 

(14) Age at time of test. 

(15) Modulus of rupture. 

(16) Station number or rotation. 

Sec. 412.03 DEPTH TESTS-Job acceptance depth tests of 
concrete pavements will be conducted, as outlined in 
VTM-26. The depths and compressive streng'&s of •he 
drilled cores will be reported on Form TL-t06. as out- 
lined in Section 800. See also Section 40!.01 (e) for addi- 
tional details of coring equipment. 
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SECTION 415 UNIFORM GUIDE FOR CONCRETE CONTROL 

The following section is intended as a guide for 
interpreting and adn•i•isteri[•g tile specificatio1•s for 
cow,crete. This guide is to be considered as a suppleu•en! 
to tl•e control procedures previously outlined l•erein. It is 
not intended to relieve the Inspector of other duties 
required to obtain proper quality inspection of concrete. 

See. 415.01 RESPONSIBILITY OF MATERIALS DIVi- 
SION- 

(aj Mix Design Approval-Concrete mix designs shall 
be approved or disapproved, as outlined in Section 106.01 
(c) and 800, prior to the start of concreting operations. 

{b) Personnel Certification-The State Materials 
Engineer shall direct the administering of examinations 
and certifications, of Batchers, Technicians, and Inspec- 
tors. 

Written examinations shall be administered bv the 
District Materials Engineers lbr certification of Department 
and Industry personnel in their respective Districts. The 
written examination shall be monitored by the District 
Materials Engineer or his assistant, and an accurate 
accounting of all examination papers shall be maintained. 

Practical examinations shall be administered under 
the direction, of the State Materials Engineer, assisted by 
qualified personnel of the District Materials Engineers" 
staffs performing examinations in Districts other than 
their own. 

All written and practical examinations shall be pre- 
pared, graded, and recorded under the direction of the 
State Materials Engineer. 

Re-examination and re-certification will be required 
4 years from the date the certificates are issued. The 
status of the certification for Inspector, Technician, and 
Batcher is valid only for the specific responsibilities and 
privileges granted to the bearer and appearing on the 
certificate issued. If at any time an Inspector, Technican, 
or Batcher is found incapable of performing his duties as 
prescribed herein, he is not to be allowed to take part in 
the production of concrete being batched for State use. 
The certification issued shall be rendered invalid upon the 
recommendation of the District Materials Engineer. 

(c) Supervision of Certified Concrete h•spectors-The 
District Materials Engineer and his representatives shall be 
responsible for supervising the inspection of the condi- 
tion, handling, storage, and proportioning of all material, 
performance of control checks and tests at the batching 
plant,, performance of acceptance tests at the point of 
discharge, and the condition of all plant, trucking, and 
placing equipt•mnt-. I-le sl•all Irain and supervise all Depart- 
ment personnel who are. involved in any of the above 
areas of inspection at all batching operations. This state- 
ment includes Construction Inspectors and other construc- 
tion personnel furnished from the projects by the 
Resident Engineer. 

{d) Duties of Certified Inspectors at Batch Plant- 
Only Certified Concrete Inspectors may be used from the 
project or the district to serve as Plant Inspectors. 
Concrete Plant Inspectors shall be instructed by the 
Resident Engineer, when being, sent from the project, to 
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report to the plant sufficiently in advance of the start of 
batct•i•lg •perations to per•'c)r•n the preparatory co•troi 
cl•ecks, as described l•ereil•. 

TI•c Pla•t l•spector shall •cvel assume, by act or 

word, the responsibility of batch control adjustments, 
calculations, or the setting o• dials, gages, scales, and 
llleters. 

Ti•e Pla•t l•spector shall issue batcl• reports, as 

outlined in Section 800, for oi•ly those loads of concrete 
which have been hatched in strict accordance with specifi- 
cation and special provision limits and criteria. He shall 
also keep a plant diary of dally plant operations. He has 
the authority aud the responsibility to question, and 
where necessary, reject any operation or sequence of 
operations which are not performed in accordance with 
specifications and special provisions. 

For additional duties of Plant Inspectors, see Section 
109.0 v 

(e) Dtttics ¢.q htspectors at Point of Discharge-An 
inspector st•all /:,e present at the job site during the 
disct•arge a•d piace•eI• of c{•crete to pr0per[y inspect 
these operations. Tl•e Department slmll detect and reject, 
at the p•int of discl•atge, all concrete which fails to meet 
the range specified for consistency and. air content. 
Concrete having an air conten• less than the minimum 
value specified is t•.) be considered equally objectionable 
as concrete having an air content greater than the 
maximum value allowed. 

Concrete shall be sami•led and tested for consistency 
and air content in accordance with Sections 408 and 409. 

If, during discharge, the Inspector observes an 

appreciable increase in the consistency of the concrete, 
especially when the initial test revealed the consistency to 
be a specification borderline, discharge shall be halted and 

a recheck test performed. The remainder of the load shall 
be rejected if the results of the test(s) fail to meet the 
allowable limits specified. 

When any ingredient is to be added in whole or in 
part at the job site, this is considered a batch.ing opera- 
tion and the requirements [or a Certified Inspector will be 
u•aintained. If the e•n/.v ingredient to be added at the job 
site is cement, and if it is to be added in whole bag incre- 
ments, the presence of a Certified Inspector will be 

necessa•v to verify that the correct quantity of cement is 
added. (See Section 415.02 (el) below for certified 
person•el exceptions in the case of adding water at the 
job site.) 

(f) htspectio/t <•f Plan:t, k'qttipmet•t, attd Personttel- 

(1) lttilial Plattt h•spectio• A progratn •1" rcgt•lar bt•t 
una•tlot•t•ced it:spcctio• sl•ail be scheduled and supel-vised 
by the District Materials Engineer at all portland cement 

concrete plants supplying concrete for State work. This 
inspection shall be conducted at any plant initially setting 
tip at•d starting production, and at least once per year 
thereafter or as reqt•ired. The purpose of this inspection is 
t<• determine that the plant equipment and personnel 
meet specification requirements. A record shall be 
prepared on a check list type form of all items covered 
during the plant inspections by the District Concrete 
Technician. 
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A pers•mal c•ntact si•ttid bc 11lade will• eact• 
producer who i•tc•ds t• iurt•isi• c¢•ncrctc :l•d wh• i•as 
l•ad cot•ptcssive st•c•gtl• t••i•ic•s i• II•e •ccct•t past 
who, because of certaiu probletus kllown to exist, is likely 
to experience low cot•pressivc stre•gtl•s agai•. It shottid 
be determined in the contact tl•e additional control 
procedures tl•e p•t•dt•cer will i•stilttte i• a• elfort 
avoid such problems in the future. 

(2} Regttlar or R•tttilte Plant htspectk,t -in addition 
to the initial or annual i•lspcctions, a progral• of regular 
inspection of portland cement concrete plants shall be 
conducted by personnel of tl•e District Materials Engi- 
neer's staff and by Central Office Materials personnel. The 
inspections are to be completely unannounced and are to 
be conducted for the purpose of determining whether or 

not specifications and instructions are being followed by 
contractor and Inspector personnel in the production, 
sampling, testing, and inspection of portland cement 
concrete. 

The frequency of these latter plant inspections 
should be related to the overall quality of the plant 
equipment and competence of the plant personnel. Plants, 
that have a record of continually producing good materi- 
als and of being in excellent condition and manned by well 
trained personnel, might be inspected by the Materials 
Division's Technicians as seldom as once-a year. However, 
pIants with poor records should be inspected more often. 
Periodic inspection of all plants at tl•e same frequency 
regardless of record is no! recommended. Inspectors 
assigned to the plants will be responsible for daily inspec- 
tion of the plants. Any unusual conditions encountered 
by the Plant Inspector should be reported to the District 
Materials Engineer. 

A plant inspection report is to be issued on the 
forms available for this purpose immediately upon 
completion of this inspection. The forms are to be 
completely filled out by the District or Central Office 
Materials Personnel conducting the inspection, noting any 
and all specification discrepancies and any corrective 
action taken by the inspection personnel, in addition to 
copies of the report retained for District use, copies of 
plant inspection reports shall be forwarded to the 
Director of Engineering, the State Materials Engineer, and 
the State Construction Engineer. 

Unfamiliar Department and Industry personnel shall 
be requested to show evidence of their certification to 
visiting representatives of the Materials Division. 

(3) Inspection of Testing Equipment and Procedures 
-Periodically, as conditions and personnel proficiency 
warrant, inspections are to be conducted by personnel 
from the District Materials Office of the calibration of 
plastic cement concrete testing equipment and the testing 
procedures of project personnel. The purpose of this 
inspection is to improve isroficiency and attain uniformity 
in the use of the equipment throughout the State. An 
error in testing of plastic concrete may mean rejection of 
a large amount of material or acceptance of material that 
does not meet specifications. 

An inspection report is to be issued on forms avail- 
able for this purpose by the person conducting the 
inspection and signed by this person and the Inspector 
whose procedures have been checked. Copies of the 
report are to be forwarded to the Director of Engineering, 
the State Materials Engineer, the State Construction 



f'g) Sa•zplh•_g aJtd l•spe•'tio•t •d ,,•latcrials--Pl:int 
I•aspect•rs st•all be •a•uint:•i•ed z•t z•ll pla•ats supplyi•g 
porlla•d cc•c•t c•c•cle i•r St:•te t•se, witi• one 

•nisccllanct•us t•rll:l•d cen•e•l c•ncrcle (:•11 c•ncrolc. 
except pavc•c•t, prestressed, •nd strt•ctt•ral) is 50 cubic 
y:•rds or less per d,•y. •.•aly intermittent plant inspection is 
rcqui•cd. U•dcr this •y•lc•n, tl•c prodt•ccr sh:•ll state 
the delivery ticket. •cc•,•np•nying e:•ct• l•ad. ti•c class 
cow,crete, :•tt wcigl•t •,I ce•ct•t. :•ggregate, water, 
amt•unt of ad•nixture used i• tt•e batch at the time of 
hatching. 

In additio• to tl•c normal job acceptance s•mpling of 
cement and aggregates, progress record san•ples shall be 
taken by the Distri,:t Materials Engineer's representative, 
specially delegated f•r this purp•se, from stockpiles and 
storage bins at the ready-mix plant, batch plant, or job 
site. The samples shall be clearly identified as "Progress 
Record Samples" and sub•nitted for test to the District or 
Central Office Laboratory, as outlined in Section 206. 
The frequency of pr•:•gress record sampling •f these 
materials shall be asoutlined in Section 206, following 
instructions, as set forth in Section 202.04. 

The Plant Inspector shall make visual examinations 
ot" the aggregate stockpiles througtaout the batching 
opcratiot•, and shaiI t:•kc whalever action is indicaled 
consiste•t witl• his undcrstandi•g eL the specified quality 
of the materials. Tl•e following observations for physical 
characteristics shall be n•ade by the Inspector 

The cement shall be examined for hardened or 
hydrated cement lumps. 

Coarse •ggregate sl•all be inspected for particle 
coating, segregation, presence of organic and/or soft 
particles, •ggregate in less than saturated surface-dry 
condition, and any other detrimental characteristics. 

Fine •ggregate shall be •nspected for the presence of 
clay, presence of organic maIerial, hi•aly variable 
moisture condition, and any other detrimental characteris- 
tics. 

Water shall be examined to determine if it is muddy 
or otherwise conta:uinated, as evidenced by floating 
substances, peculiar color, or odor. Water from sources, 
which include ponds, streams, rivers, etc., shouid be 
carefully examined. 

During handling ,•i ma•eri:•ls, tl•e following items 
shall be carefully •bserved 

Aggregale shali be examined for contamination with 
foundation materia! upon which the stockpile is built. 
dttring ten,oval of a•grcg:•te from the stockpile. Aggregate 
sl•all be cxatuit•cd for spillage or overrun into ad.joining 
aggregate bins du•J•g loading of pl:•nt bins. Adtnixtures 
sl•il be ex:•nined tt• determine if there has been 
tl•orot•gl• :•gitation before being dispensed in each day's 
b:•tching operation. TI•e adn•ixturcs sh•ll be cxan•i•ed for 
liquid separation, diffcrenti•l cot•centtatiota, and/or 
tquxuati•g air contempt or set retardation. 

(It) R¢'p•r.ts -l'he Certified Cow,crete Inspector 
located at tl•e b:•tct• pi•tnt si•ll prepare atad distribute 
F¢•rm TL-2S for each load of cow,crete batchcd for State 
work at his plant. :•s t•t•tli•aed in Section 800. t-te shall 
also keep other records, as outlined for concrete, herein, 
including a tglat•t diary, :•s otttli•ed it• Section 800. 
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(i) Compressive Strength Failures Any time that com- 
pressive strength values less than the class design strength 
occur in ready-mix concrete, an investigation shall be made by 
the District Materials Engineer or his representative. The 
investigation should seek to resolve the following questions" 

What is the probable cause(s) of the low 
test result), based upon visual exam- 
ination of the test specimen? Check the 
appearance of the hardened cement-sand 
matrix to determine if (1) there is exces- 
sive water and normal air content, (2) 
there is excessive air and normal water 
content, or (3) there is excsssive water 
and air content. Check to determine if the specimen 
failure was essentially in (l) the aggregate- 
cement matrix bond, (2) the cement 
matrix, or (3) in both the aggregate and. 
Cement matrix. 

(2) Is the cylinder representative of the 
quantity of concrete mix'? Determine 
when the cylinder was moved with respect 
to probable initial set. Determine if" the 
location of storage was such that, during 
initial set, the cylinder was subjected to 
the vibrations of construction equipment. 
Determine if' the cylinder was stripped. 
from its mold in less than 24 hours. Deter- 
mine if the temperature was controlled 
during storage. Review the data recorded 
on Form TL-28. Visit the concrete plant 
and check especially the condition of the 
drum blades of the truck which supplied 
the concrete from which the cylinders 
were made. Check plant operations to 
determine if possible whether or not 
human error occurred in the selection of 
or setting of the quantity of cement to be 
weighed, or malfunction occurred in the 
operation of the scales, either or both of" 
which could-have caused deficient cement 
content. 

(3) What recommendations are indicated from 
the investigation relative to coring the 
structure? 
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"•Vhat •ction was taken or is indi,,::•ted in 
order to •void recurrence or future 
•ompressive strength failures resuitin• 
f•om th• ,:ause•.s,l discovered in •hi:• 
investigation'? 

(j) Establishing Quality of Concrete in Structures The 
acceptance of concrete is normally based on compressive strength 
test results. As indicated in Section 411.03-f, concrete is 
acceptable at full bid price if no more than I0 percent o• the 
total strength values fall below the minimum design strength, f'c" 
The specification also sets a rejectable limit for concrete. That 
is the value for which 40 percent of the strength values would be 
below f' '• reduced payment is m•de for concrete between those 

C 
two limits, since such concrete could have poorer performance 
•han that fui • •y meeting the specifications, but the cost of re- 
placing the structure does not justify its removal. Unless a 
definite cause for a cylinder failure has been found, due to its 
not having been sampled, molded, handled, cured and/or tested 
properly, a unit of structure for which strength results are at or 
below the rejectable level shall be cored where indicated by the 
Bridge Engineer. The cores shall be tested at an age of 28 days 
or older, and the test results shall be considered to represent 
the quality of the concrete in that unit of structure. Results 
of impact ha•er tests will not be recognized as an official 
control ,•r •nvestigation tool. It is possible that the :•'•,• 

obtained, with •his, instrutnent ma• be toe ::•d•". 
depend on constant calibration :and unifo•n• :•d•vid•:•i 
technique. There,ore. controi, acceptance, or rejecti• 
,st•ucrures wi!• not be 3ased on the •-esults ebtained 
t••is instrument. 

Financial respensibiti•'! for necessary replacement• 
sub-quality units, established bF' •est cores, will 
assigned to the contractor, •hen the placement, finisiun•j. 
protection, and•."or curing, operatiou•s) was not conducted 
i• accordance with specifications and special provisions. 

When average cove 
stveng•h• •nd•cate that 

concrete fis at Zeas• 85 percent of the vequ•ved s•vength for Zabo- 
vatovy cured cyZLndevs• •he sZveng•h of •he hardened concrete w•33 
be considered sat•sfaetovy and the contractor wLZ3 be paid on the 
bas•s of the cove s•vengths. 
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See. 415.02 RESPONSIBILITY OF CONCRETE 
PRODUCER- 

(aj 3[aterials-The quality control and condition of all 
materials used in concrete, as well as all necessary 
adjustments required in using the materials, shall be the 
responsibility of the concrete producer, in accordance with 
Section 219 of the Road and Bridge Specifications. 

(b.] Personnel-All sources supplying concrete to the 
Department shall be required to have present during 
batching operations certified personnel, as outlined in 
Section 219 of the Road and Bridge Specifications. (See 
also-conditions for waiver of this requirement.) 

(c) Equipment-Requirements for approval of 

concrete plants of particular note, in addition to others 
outlined in the Road and Bridge Specifications, are as 

follows: 

(1) Suitable equipment shall be available at 
the plant for determining aggregate mois- 
ture, air content, and slump. 

The amount of air-entraining admixture 
shall be added within a limit Of accuracy 
of 3 per cent, and shall be dispensedby 
means of an approved graduated trans- 

parent device to the mixing water as the 
water is being put in the mixer. 

(d) Performance o[ Control Tests by Concrete 
Producer-All control tests and batch adjustments are to 
be performed by the Certified Concrete Technician, with 
the exception that the Certified Concrete Batcher may 
make aggregate moisture tests and adjust aggregate design 
weights to batch weights, provided that thi• authority is 
so noted on his certificate. 

The certified employees of the concrete producer are 
expected to perform aggregate moisture tests, air checks, 
and consistency checks prior to, or as .an individual opera- 
tion to, the performance of these tests by the Plant 
Inspector. 

The Inspector shall not provide the Technician or 
Batcher the results of his moisture determinations until 
after the tests have been properly performed by the 
producer's certified employee. 

In the event that the two individual tests do not 

agree, independent recheck tests shall be mn using tnate- 
rial from the one large sample. 
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(e) Adding Additional Water or Gther Ingredients ro 
Batch at Job Site-Should the contractor desire greater 
workability in concrete, he should notify the producer in 
order that the proper adjustments can be made at the 
p!ant by the Certified Concrete Technician. 

When the mixing water is to be added to the batch 
at some point other than at the plant along with the 
other ingredients, the operation shall be performed by the 
producer's Certified Concrete Technician and/or Batcher, 
with exceptions noted below. The water shall be 
measured and discharged in accordance with the Road 
and Bridge Specifications. 

For those loadfs) already on the job or in transit to 
the job which lack sufficient workability, the contractor 

may assume the responsiblity tbr the adding of additional 
water, or he may obtain authorization to do so from the 
producer, provided the maximum water content or slump 
soecified is nor exceeded. 

Neither /he Plant Inspector nor the Projec• Inspector 
shall direct the adding of water to a batch of concrete, 
but shall reject any load to which water has been added 
in excess of the maximum water content or slump 
specified. 

It is intended that the main volume of mixing water 
be added at the batch plant, under the supervision of a 
Certified Technician or Batcher and recorded by a 
Certified Inspector on Form TL-28. It will be permissible, 
however, to withhold during initial mixing up to one 
gallon per cubic yard, if required. Upon arrival at the job 
site, this water withheld at the plant should be added to 
the mix. /ust prior to discharge, provided that the maxi- 
mum mix design water content is not exceeded. This 
water may be added in more than one increment, until 
the desired consistency is obtained. This water adjustment 
will require no certified personnel to be presen_t. However, 
this adjustment of water will still be the responsibility of 
the contractor. 

If it .is found to be necessary to withhold more than 
one gallon of water per cubic yard of c6ncrete at the 
batch plant, then the mix should be redesigned 
immediately. If the maximum allowable water-cement 
ratio and slump are not exceeded, then the full amount 
of all ingredients specified in the approved mix design 
should be added, or else the yield will be affected. 

In cases where additional water that has been 
withheld at the batch plant •s addect at the j•b site. it will 
be necessary to provide •ome additionai mixing at the 
job, in accordance with the Road and Bridge Specifica- 
tions. It should also be noted that no mixer water is to 
be used for the washing of any equipment during the 
period of the batching operation. 
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With the above noted exceptxon, when any ingre- 
dient is to be added in whole or in part at the job site. 
this is considered a hatching operation and the require- 
ments for a Certified Technician or Batcher will be 
maintained. However, if the only ingredient to be added 
at the job site is cement, and if it is to be added in whole 
bag increments, the presence of a Certified Tecl'mician or 
Batcher will not be required. (See also Section 415.01 (e) 
for Certified Inspector requirements in this case.) 

Mixing will begin immediately after all ingredients 
are in the drum. The provision for a 30 minute delay 
alter the cement comes into contact with moisture only 
applies where the mixing water will be added later. When 
all ingredients are added at one time, mixing should 
commence immediately. 

See also Section 405 for details of designing and 
hatching mix. 

SECTION 41• $1,3II•L-•RY OF MI•IaML•34 JOB ACC-•--•:•I=.•'4CE SAbLPL2qG REQt•'IRESIENTS 
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APPENDIX E 

VTM.XX* PROCEDURE FOR RANDOM SELECTION OF PORTLAND CEMENT 
CONCRETE BATCHES TO BE SAMPLED FOR 

ACCEPTANCE TESTING 

Scope" 

This method describes a procedure for the random selection 
of batches of concrete to be used in acceptance testing as re- quired in Section 219 of the Road and Bridge Specifications of 
the .Department. 

As an alternate to this procedure, ASTM Method D3665 or any 
system that generates a series of two digit random numbers equiv- 
alent to the number of sub lots to be sampled may be used. 

Determine Number of Sublots" 

From the plans and specifications or contract involved, deter- 
mine the number of sublots to be sampled and tested for the con- 
crete lot to be placed using the frequency of sampling prescribed 
in Section 219.14(c). 

For example, if it is known that a bridge deck will require 
480 cubic yards, the number of sublots will be i0; that is, 50 
cubic yards plus the remainder for the tenth sublot. 

For structural concrete other than bridge decks, a sub lot is 
defined as I00 cubic yards. Thus, 480 cubic .yards would constitute 
5 sub!ots for such concrete. 

Determine Load to be Sampled" 

Place I0 discs or washers, numbered 0 through 9 in a suitable 
container'. Shake and• withou• looking, draw a disc. This number, 
is then the first digit of the percentage. Replace the washer 
and Pepeat the process for' the second digit of the percentage. 

For example, if a 6 and a 4 are drawn, the acceptance sample 
is taken from the truck that contains the cubic yard which repre- 
sents the sixty-fourth percentile of the sub lot; that is, if the 
aub•.ot aize is 50 cubic yards, the sample is taken from the truck 

*Number to be assigned. 



conta;ning the thirty-second cubic yard =f the sublot size is 
i00 cubic yards, take the sample from the truck containing the 
sixty-fourth cubic yard of the sublot. 

At the end of a job where a full sub!ot will not be placed, 
compute the percentage of the sublot in the usual manner. If 
the percentage determined by the random drawings exceeds the 
amount of concrete •o be placed, do not sample. If it "s within 
the amount to be placed, treat it as an additional sub!ot and 
make the usual tests. 

For example, the random dagits drawn are 5 and 4. Thus, 
the percentage is 5•.. If the last sub!ot to be placed represents 
more than 5•. percent of the usual sublot size, take the acceptance 
sample from the truck containing the fifty-fourth percentile. If 
less than 54 percent of the normal sublot is to be placed, do not 
sample. 

Repeat the selection process to generate the two-digit random 
number for the percentage of the sublot for as many times as nec- 

essary for the number of sublots to be sampled. 

Such numbers may alternatively be generated from a table of 
random numbers or other valid statistical procedures. 

Sampling- 
The sample of concrete to be taken from the designated truck 

shall be taken in accordance with AASHT0 Method T-141. 

•ec&ut "ons 

The truckload to be s•mp!ed for each sublot should be estab- 
*his fished prior to beginning Zhe concrete placement Howev=r, 

information should be kept conf•dentiai until, the load •o be 
sampled arrives on the job. 

While the particular randomizing method to use is a matter 
of convenience or judgement, it is emphasized that arbitrarily 
selecting a load for sampling other than the one selected by the 
randomizing procedure must not be permitted. 0nly when a load 
designaved as an acceptance sample is rejected and removed from 
the job should a change be m•de. In this case, the next load 
placed automatically becomes the load for acceptance sampling. 


